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PREFACE 
This thesis, which is intended for inclusion in "The Piano Sonat • 
• f the 18th century in Austria" (Vol.3 in the publication series 
"Contributions the the development of the Piano Sonata") aims to 
evaluate Haydn's p~sition within the history of the piano sonata. 
In spite of the widespread popularity of Haydn's sonatas among 
professional musicians and amateurs, surprisingly little has yet 
been published regarding the compositional aspects of these works. 
The main contributions of musicological value were written by Hermann 
Abert, rarl Geiringer, Walter Georgii and William S.Newman. 
The recent studies, published as Vol.l and Vol.2 in the above 
mentioned series, made it possible to trace in much greater detail 
the various formative factors that in£luenced the form and style 
of Haydn's piano sonatas. Moreoyer, it proved the composer's personal 
merits not only in the development of this specific genre but also 
in the creation of 'The International Viennese Language of the High-
Classical Period'. The newly gained insight, in turn, should lead 
to an ever. higher appreciation of the great master, who utilized 
the achievements of his predecessors and contemporaries in an original 
and individual manner and thereby gained a position far superior 
to that of many other composers. 
The completion of this thesis was made possible by a research 
grant of Rhodes University Grahamstown, which enabled me to obtain 
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the necessary material. I should also like to express my gratitude to 
Hr.and Mrs.D.A.C. MacLennan for their kind help in all language problems, 
to Hiss Sandra Hayes for taking over the demanding task o£ copying the 
many musical examples and to Hr.Walters for his prompt reproduction o£ 
both musical examples and thesis. Above all, I warmly thank Prof .R.Mayr 
for his most generous assistance, his many hours of patient guidance 
and his continuous encouragement throughout the compilation of this work. 
In addition, his own research on Haydn' s predecessors has been oL 
invaluable aid in attaining a new insight into the topic. 
Grahamstown 
December 1970. Xarin Heuschneider 
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The £ollowing terms and abbrevi~tions are used , 
MotH 
Closed period 
Open period 
Subject 
Section 
Continuation 
T 
T-
D 
D-
SD 
8M 
Tp 
Dp 
SDp 
TV 
a.e. 
b. 
££ 
6/1 
A single melo·dic · or rhythmical germ cell 
A symmetrical sentence beginning and ending on 
the Tonic but with a hal£ close on the Dominant 
in the middle 
A sentence which £ollows the symmetrical outline 
o£ the closed period but inverts the harmonic 
balance, modulatins away £rom the Tonic 
Thematic material comprising several similar 
or varied phrases 
The term is used to signi£y a part .£ an exposition 
(or recapitulation) consisting o£ one or more subjects 
being determined by the tonal outline only 
Carrying on by means o£ development technique 
using either previous or new material 
Tonic 
Tonic minor 
Dominant 
Dominant minor 
Subdominant 
Submediant 
Tonic Parallel 
Dominant Parallel 
Subdominant Parallel 
Tonic £ive, i.e. the £i£th degree o£ the scale 
and others 
bars 
and £ollowings 
Sonata No.6, 1st movement 
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THE HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND. 
The life of Joseph Haydn falls into the last decade of a prolonged 
period of prosperity during which the, Austrian Empire experienced its 
greatest expansion and cultural success. This period began with the final 
defeat of the Turkish army in 1683 during the reign of Leopold I (1658-1705) 
and came to its end with the Napoleonic Wars and the re-organization of 
Europe at the Vie~~a Congress in 1814-1815. For more than a century Spanish, 
Italian, Netherlands, Hungar ian, Bohemian, Slavonic and Croatian provinces 
were unit ed under the Imperial Crown, the symbol of a universal European 
culture. Owing to its central situation Austria and in particular Vienna 
became the terminal for absorbing the various influences from the East, 
the West, the South and the North, assimilating them with its own tradition. 
In spite of this internationalism and the diversity of races which assembled 
in the Imperial City her cultural life was largely dominated by the 
Austro-Germanic element. 
The era of Leopold I and his successors Joseph I and Charlev VI saw 
the ultimate climax of the baroque spirit wi th its prevalence for the 
pompous, the monumenta l and the heroic. It found its visual manifestation 
in the architectural masterworks of J. Prandtauer (1660-1726)1), J.B.Fischer 
von Erlach (1656-1723)2) and J.L. von Hildebrandt (1668-1 745)3), in the 
s~llptures of M. Stein! (1644-1727)4) and R. Donner (1693-1741)5) and in 
the paintings of J.M. Rottmayr (1654-1730)6), D.Gran (1694-1757)7) and 
J.G.Schmidt (1694-1765)8). The essential massage of this Austrian baroque 
art however, lies beyond the mere monumental : "It is the art of imperial 
power, of reason and of faith, i t is the culmination of t he 'Imperium' of 
the House of Habsburg, of Western culture in the merger of arts and science 
and of universal cathol i cism.,,9)In i t s combination of the polit:ical, cultural 
and religious spheres "it aims to restore the 'Holy Roman Empire' in the 
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unification of nations under the protection of the One Emperor, in the 
fusion of arts and sciences under the programmatic lea dership of imperial 
reason and in the incorporation of the pagans and heretics into the one 
faith."1O) The political realization of this idea was made possible by the 
specific historic circumstances of the time, whereas the philosophical 
foundation for this idea was laid by G."'. Leibnit, the most prominent 
philosopher of the Baroque Era, whose teaching had far reaching effects 
on Austrian mentality. In particular his belief in the 'prestabilized 
world-harmony' presented a universal concept strongly opposed to the 
separatistic tendencies of 'radical dualism'. The inherent optimism of 
this , world-view ("the world as the best of all possible worlds") influenced 
Austrian politics even in l a ter c enturies. It also provided the basis for 
an education directed towards confidence and hope, towards a true 'humanitas 
, ,11) 'd ' I . d austr2aca 0 Under the gu2 ance of the Imper2a House, Jesu2ts an 
Benedictines taught these ideals to the aristocracy as well as to the 
middle-class and the peasantry. The essen'tial aims of their education 
were universality, mutual understanding, altruism, trust in human nature 
and the belief in a cosmic totality which meaningfully interprets life 
and death. These humanistic principles remained a formative factor not or~y 
during the Baroque Era but a lso determined the educational system of the 
next two centuries. The educated person was expected to ' speak the larguage' 
of the other12), to understand his mentality, t o accept his individuality 
and to appreciate his contribution towards the common goal of all humanity. 
These principles not only govern Haydn's personality but form the essence 
of his creative work. 
The primary effilcational media were not restricted to the transmission 
of book learning but also included theatrical arts and music. For centuries, 
Vienna attracted musicians and composers from allover Europe, and all 
social classes shared the love of and interest in music. Musical activity 
was not confined t o courts, palaces and theatr es but played an essential 
part in home life of rich and poor alike. Musical tradition reaches back 
to the early Middle Ages, when music was encouraged by the monas teries of 
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the order of St.Benedictine, as e.g. in Salzburg (St.Peter's, founded in 
696), Mondsee (748), KremsmUnster (777), Lambach (1056), Admont (1074) and 
Vienna (Schotten monastery 1158), and by other orders like the Augustinian 
monks in St.Florian (1071), Klosterneuburg (1106) and Seckau (1140) and 
the Cistercian monks in Heiligenkreuz (11 35), Zwettl (1138) and Wilhering 
(1146). All these early mission centres had their own choir schools where 
young people received a thorough musical education. Though church music 
played a prominent part in their daily routine, wordly arts were readily 
accepted. For centuries these monasteries sponsored music in all its forms, 
from the wandering minstrels of the Middle Ages and the polyphony of the 
Renaissance to the operas and oratorios of the Baroque Era and the instrum-
ental music of the 18th century. The amalgamation of the religious and the 
secular culminated in the Jesuit and Benedictine School Drama of the Baroque 
Era. These dramas not only served as an educational means of highest rank 
but were also central to Austrian baroque literature and music. "Jesui t 
drama contained music in a variety of 
end of an act, and musical interludes 
forms, from small c horuses at 
13) to full-scale opera". Most 
the 
important, 
perhaps, was the inclusion of popular songs in the Austrian dialect in the 
Benedictine theatre. 14) . 
Musical life in Austria had additional sponsors in the ranks of the 
nobility, in the Vier~ese court as well as in the residences of princes, 
counts and otheqwealthy noblemen. The greatest of the medieva l Minnesingers, 
Walther von del' Vogelweide, praises in one of his poems the musical atmosphere 
at the court of the Babenberg rulers, where he learnt "to sing and to r!'tyme~. 
Other prominent exponents of this secular art who s pent considerable time 
in Vienna were Reimar von Hagen~u and Neidha rdt von Reuenthal. A no less 
important musical centre was the court of the Archbishops in Salzburg, which 
was the home of the famous 'Monk of Salzburg'. In their " orks these Minne-
singers blended elements from the Gregorian Chant and the Troubadour songs 
with Austro-Bavarian folksongs. The intermingling of foreign and native song 
styles s ecured a wide-spread popularity of these s ongs, several of which 
survived for centuries as an integral part of folk music tradi tion. Towards 
the end of the 15th century Maximilian I established a court chapel in 
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accordance with the Burgundian model. This institution which was later 
permanently transferred to Vienna employed some of the leading Renaissance 
composers such as Heinrich Isaac, Ludwig Senfl and Arnold von Bruck. For the 
next century, beginnin~ with the reign of Ferdinand I, musical life was 
dominated by the Netherlands composers Pieter Maessens, Jean Guyot, Jacques 
Vaet and Phiiliippus de Y.onte. Their works and those of their famous contempor-
aries formed an essential part of the repertornre of Viennese church music 
even of later periods when ~!etherlands polyphony 
still influenced the style of J.J.Fux (1660-1741). 
the 'Stile antico' -
Imperial patronage reached a remarkable climax during the 17th and 18th 
centuries. Ferdinand III, Leopold I, Joseph I and Charles VI were not only 
great music lovers but trained musicians and composers. The most versatile 
of these emperors was Leo~old I (1658-1705). He studied the clavier with 
Wolfgang Ebner and composition with Antonio Bertali, and was advised in 
all musical matters by Heinrich · Sc~~elzer. He enlarged the Hofkapelle to 
about 100 members and arranged over 400 operatic and dramatic performances, 
among them works by Cavalli, Monteverdi, Draghi aoo. The most spectacular 
event was the performance of A. Cesti's "11 porno d' Oro" allegedly written 
for the wedding of Leopold I to Margaret of Spain in 1667. 15 ) For this 
occasion a special opera house was built in order to accomodate the cast 
of about 1000 and the large audience. 16) Leopold I himself composed ar,out 
79 sacred works (masses, motets, oratorios), 155 unison and part-songs, 
9 'feste teatrali' and 17 ballet suites. His successor Joseph I was responsible 
for the establishment of the first permanent German theatre in 1708. Like 
his father he had considerable interest in dramatic arts and particularly 
in the Italian Commedia dell'arte. This genre found a further sponsor in 
Joseph's successor Charles VI, who studied >lith J.J.Fux and >las known as 
a violinist and conductor. Although none of the succeeding members of the 
House of Habsburg were active composers, they all had some training in music. 
Maria Theresia took part in operatic and other musical performances at the 
court and set aside a small building for theatrical entertainment. Jose?h II 
was trained by the co~rt conductor F. Gassmann and played the 'cello and the 
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piano. He established a national theatre and staged many pl ays and operas 
of leading writers and composers in it. 
The example set by the Emperors was followed by other members of the 
aristocracy. many of whom employed their own orchestras. Regular concerts 
took place in the pal ac e of Prince J.F. Sachsen-Hildburghausen under the 
leadership of Gluck and von Dittersdorf. Baron van Swieten founded a special 
musical society for the nObility17) and arranged frequent performances 
particularly of the works of the great baroque masters. Mozart's active 
participation in these concerts is well known and i t gave the composer the 
opportunity to acquaint himself with the music of J.S. Bac h and G.F. Handel. 
One of the main patrons .'as Prince Esterho'lzy who kept a large orchestra 
in his employ and "hose generous sponsorship guaranteed Haydn the financial 
security for an unhindered creative development. The palaces of Prince 
Schwarzenberg and Prince Lobkowitz and the residences of Count Lichnowsky 
and Rasumowsky were important centres for musical activities ev~~ in 
Beethoven's time. 
THE MUSICAL BACKGROlH:D. 
Of Austrian parentage J. Haydn inevitably inherited the rich music?l 
tradition of his country. Born at a time when Bach and Handel still had 
to write their great masterworks. the young boy witnessed the last stages 
of the outgoing Baroque Era and the g~adual rise of classical tendencies. 
Austrian baroque music was l a rgely influenced by Italians many of whom 
spent a considerable part of their lives in the service of the court as 
e.g. Antonio Draghi (1635-1700). Giovanni Bononcini (1670-1747). Antonio 
Caldara (1670-1736) and Francesco Conti (1682 -1 732). Their formal and 
stylistic innova.tions and idiosyncracies had a marked influence on the 
works of their Austrian and South German contempora ries J .K. Kerrl (1627-1693). 
J.H. Schmelzer (1623-1680). H.I.F. Biber (1644-1704). Georg Huffat (1653-1704). 
Gottlieb Muf£at (1690-1770). F.T. Richter (1649-1711), Georg Reuter sen. 
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(1656-1738), Georg Reuter jun. (1708-1772), J.J.Fux (1660-1741) a.o. ,all 
of whom contributed substantially to the musical life of Vienna. Classical 
tendencies, alrea dy noticeable in some works of Caldara, Gottlieb Muffat 
and Reuter jun. come strongly to the fore with the composers of the 
immediate Pre-Haydn generation and his pre-classical contemporaries 
C.W. Gluck (1714-1787), C.v/agenseil (1715-1777), M.G. Monn (1717-1750), 
J.C.Mann (1726-1782), J.F.Timer (1708-1771) and J.A. Steffan (1726-1797). 
Beginning with the first performances in 1625 the opera found an ideal 
home in Vienna and has retained its popularity ever since with the Viennese 
public. Consequently new works were in great demand and operatic elements 
influenced the idiom of both sacred and instrumental composition. The great 
liking for operatic forms gave rise to the specifically Viennese 'sepolcro', 
a scenic oratorio presented on Good Friday in the court chapel. In addition 
to these large-scale productions there existed an equal demand for instrum-
ental compos itions ranging from ensemble music to the intimate forms of 
chamber and keyboard music. The development of t hese forms was chiefly in 
the hands of the Austrian composers who because of their contributions 
earned a lasting reputation in the history of instrumental music. In particula r 
J.H. Schmelzer is remembered for the ballet interludes inserted into operas 
by his Ita lian-born contemporary A. Dra9~i. In some of these he even included 
traditional Austrian folksongs and dances. 18) Similar folkloristic elements 
appeared in the Jesuit Dramas which often contained folksongs, popular 
drinking songs and other national melodies. Dances suites are however not 
restricted to operatic interludes but also exist in large quant i ties as 
independent ensemble and solo forms. Well-known works in this genre were 
written by Schmelzer, Biber, Georg MU£fat, Gottlieb Muffa t and J.J. Fux. 19) 
The keyboa rd suite reached a first culmination in the works of J. Froberger 
(1616-1667) and A. Poglietti (died 1683) and reta ined its prominent position 
up to the time of Gottlieb Muffat, whose 'Componimenti musicali' stand on 
the threshold to the Pre-Classical Era. The superiority of the dance suite 
over other instrumental f orms can be regarded as a typical characteristic of 
the Viennese Baroque Era, a characteristic that proved to be the most 
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influential factor in the evolution of the pre-classical and the classical 
Viennese sonata. 
The keyboard sonatas of G.M.Mo~~, J.C.Mann and G.C. Wagensei l show the 
gradual transformation of the suite pattern into the cyclic outline of the 
Viennese sonata. While some of these works still follow the standard pattern 
. . du . .20) I 1 of the sU1te, a great many 1ntro ce free 1ntermeZZ1 and or ear y sonata 
movements. On the other hand, even the 'real' sonatas still retain the 
Minuet (sometimes also a second dance movement) either as middle or as 
closing movement. This transformation is particularly evident in the works 
of Monn. His sonatas21 ) FK 50 and FK 5922) comprise an Allemande, a Courante, 
a Gigue and a Minuet and Trio. The l atter work contains in addition an 
Aria. In sonatas FK 55 and FK 57 dances and intermezzi fo llow each other 
in t he free succession of a Partita. Suite and sonata movements are inter-
mingled in FK 49 (Allegro/Capriccio, Adagio, Andante/Siciliano, Presto/Gigue) 
and FK 52 (Sine tempo, Sicilia~o, Aria, Minuet and Trio, Capriccio). The 
remaining works belong to the category of 'real' . sonatas, a Minuet and Trio 
or a Tempo di Minuetto being included as a middle movement or as a Finale. 
A similar freedom of internal succ ess ion exists ~n the cycl ic keyboard 
works of wagenseil. The titles Suite, Partita, Parthie, Divertimento and 
S ·1 1 · d· 1 · 1 23) onata are not necessar1 y app 1e 1n a 1tera sense. Some sonat as 
chiefly consist of dance movements (e.g.- Raccolta Nos.3, 5, 10) whereas 
some suites approximate the cyclic layout of a sonata (e.g.- especially those 
contained in the Gtlttweig MS from 1760 "Suite de Pi~ces pour Ie ClaveCin,,24)). 
According to Michelitsch25 ) this intermingling of sonata and suite movements 
shm,·s the influence of contemporary Italian instrumental music, especially 
of the Neapolitan Opera Sinfonia with its succession fast -slow-fast and the 
frequent inclusion of a Minuet, Tempo di Minuet or Gigue. Similar models 
existed however in the vast literature of Italian ke~oard sonatas , many of 
which were known to Viennese composers. Copies of the works of Alberti, 
Galuppi, Paganelli, Paradisi, Rutini, Pescetti a .o. were readily available 
. th 1 . 26) . 1 d ·· 1n an 0 OG1es or s1ng e e 1t10ns and could be studied by profes sional 
and amateur musicians alike. 
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The Eree intermingling of suite and sonata elements and the resulting 
emphasis on'entertai!1'nent' puts the southern pre-classical schools into 
direct opposition to the predominantly expressive and serious approach 
of the contemporary German school which had as its main source the musical 
tradition oE intellectual pol yphony. Whereas Italian music had a strong 
in£luence on Austrian musical tradition, German keyboard compositions had 
only slight in£luence on the works of the Austrian pre-classical masters. 
It was leEt to Haydn and Mozart to ·consolidate the various and divergent 
traditions and to merge them with their personal idiom. 
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NOT E S 
1) Major works: Schlosskapelle Thalheim, Stift Melk, Karmeliterinnen 
Kirche at St.Poelten, Schloss Hohenbrunn near St.Florian 
2) Karlskirche (Vienna), Winter palace of Prince Eugen, Palais Lobkowitz, 
Schloss Schtlnbrunn, Palais Sch" 'lrzenberg 
Piarist~~irche, Peterskirche (both Vienna) 
Major work : sculptures at Klosterneuburg 
3) 
4) 
5) Mirabell Stieger.haus (Salzburg), 'Donner Erunnen' and 'Andromeda 
Brunnen' (Vienna) 
6) Rottmayr was the founder of Austrian baroque painting, works of his 
exist in most main churches in Salzburg and Vienna, in the Liechtenstein 
Palais, the Karlskirche, Stift Heiligenkreuz and Stift Melk 
7) Most famous are his paintings in the 'Prunksaal' of the Nationalbibliothek 
and in the Palais Sch,.arzenberg 
8) Known as 'v,iener-Scp.midt', his main works are at Klosterneuburg 
9) Friedrich Reer : Land im Strom der Zeit, Verlag Herold, Vienna 1958 
p.106 
10) F.Reer 
F.Reer 
Op.cit: p.107 
O;>.cit. p .. 17££ 
This expression to be understood in the widest sense 
11) 
12) 
13) 'Austria, Land of Music'. Publ ished and edit.by the Press and Information 
Servic~ of the Austrian Government. p.15 
14) F.Reer (Op.cit.p.24) refers to the influence of the Benedictine 
theatrical art on Mozart's 'Magig Flute'. 
15) DTO Jahrg.III/2 Band 6 Marc Antonio Cesti 'II pomo d'Oro', Introduction 
16) Guido Adler in his preface to the DTO Edition doubts whether the opera. 
was really performed at the wedding and even has reservations ab0ut 
Rinck's statement that the oPera was subsequently presented to t~e public 
free of charge for one year 
17) Known as the ' Gesellschaft der Associierten' 
18) Some of these il re pnhlished in DTO Jahrg.XXVIII/2 Band 56 
Tanzmusik in Qe~ zweiten H~lfte des 17.Jahrhunderts 
Wiener 
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19) Representative works of thes e composers as well as keyboard suites 
of Froberger and Poglietti have been published i n the series 
'Denkm~ler der Tonkunst in Osterreich' • 
20) This term to be understood in the sense of W.Fischer's grouping of 
additional suite movements, see Adler: Handbuch der Musikgeschichte 
p.568 
21) Monn refers to all of his cyclic works as 'sonatas' , disregarding their 
internal succession 
22) The abbreviation 'FK' refers to the numbers used in Fischer's 
thematic c atalogue contai ned in DTO Vol. 39 : '!1iener Instrumentalmusik 
im 18.Jahrhundert/II 
23) See however G.Hausswald : Der Divertimento-Begriff bei \'lagenseil 
24) See Micheli tsch/Thematic Catalosue p.25 
25) Helga Scholz-Michelitsch : Georg Christoph Wagenseil als Klavier-
komponist : Eine Studie zu seinen zyklischen Soloklavci>en,erken I.Teil 
Wien 1967 Dissertation. p.82f£ 
26) Anth.Haffner Coll ection 2 volumes; Anth.Ha££ner 'Oeuvres mel~es' 
12 volumes; Anth.Haf£ner Raccolta 5 volumes a.o. 
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THE SONATAS OF JOSEPH HAYDN - THEIR FORMAL A~!D STYLISTIC DEVELOPM~NT 
THE SOURCES 
The compilation of a complete catalogue of the works of Joseph Haydn 
was hampered and delayed for many years owing to some gaps in t he record 
of his life. In addition to which musicologists faced the difficult task 
of tracing the authentic compositions among the many manuscripts, publicat-
ions and copies videly distributed in private homes, Austrian monasteries, 
Czech museums, Hungarian libraries , German archives and other public 
institutions. Even to this day it is quite possible that as yet undiscovered 
sonatas may have survived unrecognized in priva te collections. 
The first edition of Haydn's piano works was published in 12 volumes 
by Breitkopf & Haertel during 1800-1 806 . Amons other works it contained 
Duos for piano and violin1), piano trios, vocal works with piano accompaniment 
and 34 piano sonatas. These sonatas appeared subsequently in the well-known 
Universal and Peters Edi tion. 2) Hugo Riemann added five further works in 
his collection published by Augener in London 1895. In 1907 the same 
publishing firm presented another edition (by Franklin Taylor) containing 
23 selected sonatas. Haydn research t ook an essential s tep forward ,lith the 
publication of the 'General Collected Edition' by Breitkopf & Haertel. In 
1918 Karl Paesler contributed three volumes to this edition containing 
52 sonatas. In his fore,"ord he referred to eight further sonat as "hich, 
though listed "i th their opening themes in Haydn's own' Ent>Tllrf-K"-talog' , 
appear to be los t. Paesler's chronological order formed the basis fo r 
Anthony van Hoboken ' s Haydn Catalogue of 1957. 3) Between 1963 and 1966 
Karl Heinz Fflss1 and Robbins Landon comp i led a new complete practical 
edi tion for the 1ini versal Series ',liener Urtext Ausgabe·. Utilizing the 
findings of the most recent Haydn r esearch, the editors not only re-a!Tanged 
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the order of the earli er sonatas but also added some newly discovered works 
and eliminated others no longer regarded as authentic. Another complete 
edition is in preparation (to be part of a new 'Haydn General Edition'. 
published by Henle) but only part III is at present available. 4 ) 
The following table shows the distribution of Haydn's piano sonatas 
within the major available publications : 
Wiener Urtext Paesler/Hoboken Universal Peters Augener 
(Rauch) (Taylor) 
No. · 1 XVI!8 
2 XVI/7 
3 XVI!9 
4 XVI/Gl 
5 XVr/ll 11 
6 XVI/l0 43 
7 XVI,%'Dl 
8 XVI 5 23 
9 XVI!4 
10 XVI!l 
11 XVr!2 22 
12 XVI!12 5 29 
13 XVr!6 22 37 
14 xvr/3 
15 XVI/13 4 18 17 
16 XVr/14 3 15 11 
17 deest 
18 deest 
19 deest 
20 XVI/18 28 19 
21-27 
28 XIV!5 
29 xvr/45 30 26 
30 XVI/19 16 9 22 
31 XVI!46 31 8 
32 XVI!44 33 4 4 
33 XVI!20 26 25 
34 XVr!33 11 20 14 
35 XVI/42 41 
36 XVI!21 23 16 
37 XVI/22 19 40 10 
38 XVI!23 10 21 13 
39 XVI/24 31 
40 XVJ/25 32 
41 XVI/26 33 
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Wiener Urtext Paesler/Hoboken Ur:iversal Peters Augener 
(Taylor) (Rauch) 
No. 42 XVI/ 27 
43 XVI/28 
44 XVI/29 
45 XVI/30 
46 XVI/31 
47 XVI/32 
48 XVI/35 
49 XVI/36 
50 XVI/37 
51 XVI!38 
52 XVI/39 
53 XVI/34 
54 XVI/40 
55 XVI/41 
56 XVI/42 
57 XVI/47 
58 XVI/48 
59 XVI/49 
60 XVI/50 
61 XVI/51 
62 XVI/52 
1 
9 
21 
6 
15 
18 
2 
20 
17 
32 
24 
14 
8 
13 
27 
7 
29 
25 
12 
34 
12 
13 
14 
36 
30 
39 
5 
6 
7 
35 
17 
2 
10 
27 
28 
34 
24 
3 
42 
38 
1 
9 
8 
5 
6 
7 
21 
12 
2 
16 
19 
20 
15 
3 
23 
18 
1 
The additior~ and eliminations in the 'Wiener Urtext Ausgabe' have 
been introduced on the following grounds : 
Addi tions : 
Nos.4 (Hob.XVI/G1) and 7 (Hob.XVII/Dl) 
outline and other formal and stylistic 
were bot h included for their cyclic 
considerations. 5) Nos. 17 and 18 
(not listed in Hoboken) are part of a manuscript copy of early Haydn sonatas 
in the former Benedictine monas t ery Rajhrad (Raigern ) in Moravia and mentioned 
for the first time by Georg Feder. 6) No.19 (not listed in Hoboken) is 
presumably an earlier version of Sonata !!o.57 (Hob:XVI/47), :>pp .. rently 
composed in the 1760's and l ater changed either by Haydn himself or by 
'Artaria' for publication in 1788 . No . 28 (Hob.XIV/5) is the fragment of one 
of the eight sonatas from Haydn's ' Entwurf-Katalog' listed by Paesler with 
their opening themes only. 
Eliminations: 
Hob.XVI/15 is presumably a piano arr angement of a Divertimento in C major 
(Hob.II/ll). Hob.XVI/16 is eliminated as the editors doubt the authenticity of 
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this work. Hob.XVI/17 was probably composed by SChwanenberg7): 
As russl-Landon's 'lhener Urtext Ausgabe' appears to be the most up-to-
date edition of Haydn's piano sonatas -it has been used as the main source 
for this investigation. 
THE CYCLIC OlTTLINE 
The manuscripts and copies of Haydn's early sonatas freely employ the 
designation Divertimento or Part ita, the 
first time in 1771 with the Sonata No .33 
term • Sonata' 
- C' 8) In mlnor. 
appearing for the 
In the application 
of these different titles for cyclic works the composer follows the 
Viennese tradition established by his pre-class ical predecessors and 
contemporar i es, particularly Georg Christoph Wagenseil. This influence 
also determines the sel ection ~~d succ ession of movements as all early 
sonatas (up to No .1 8) include a l1inuet (with or with-JUt Trio) as an inner 
or as a final movement. Moreover, most of these works retain in accordance 
with the suite tradition the same tonality throughout . Even .in his later 
sonatas Haydn remains indebted to Viennese and Italian models frequently 
including a l1inuet as a penultimate or closing movement. The fo llowing 
table shows the numbers of movements and the respective frequency of the 
Minuet : 
2 movements 11 sonatas 9) 
3 movements 42 sonatas 
4 movements 2 sonatas 
4 wi th a Minuet or Tempo di Minuetto 
7 without a Hinuet 
15 with a Minuet or Tempo di Minuetto 
middle movernent 
12 with a Mi!1uet or Tempo di Minuet to 
closing movement 
15 without a Minuet 
2 wit h a l-1inuet as second movement 
as 
as 
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In their key succession most sonatas adhere to the standard patterns of 
the time either retaining the same key throughout (not withstanding the 
choice of a different key for the Trio, usually the Tonic variant) or 
employing closely related keys for inner movements listed in the following 
table according to their frequency 
Tonic throughout : 15 sonatas 
Tonic minor : 9 .inner movements 
Subdominant : 7 inner movements 
Tonic parallel 4 inner movements 
Dominant : 3 inner movements 
Submediant : 2 inner movements 
Tonic ma jor : 1 inner movement 
Sonata No.19 commences in E minor a nd continues in E major. As this work 
is presumably a fragmentary early version of the l ater Sonata No .57 it is 
possible that the E minor Adagio was originally preceded by another E major 
movement. The middle movement of Sonata t!0.45 lacks a definite form scheme 
and is modulatory in character. Sonata ~TO . 62 in E Flat major employs for 
its middle movement the Neapolitan key E major. 
To achieve continuity and unity within the cycle Haydn employs similar 
~ethods to his contemporaries. In Sonatas Nos. 34,39, 46 , 50, 51, 53 and 
57 the second movement ends on the Dominant to be followed, 'attacca subito', 
by the Finale. In No . 45 all three movements are joined : the first mo·,ement 
ends on a D7th leading immediately into an Adagio that serves as an 
introduction to the Finale. 10) 
Thematic-motivic interrelationship between movements is sometimes 
achieved by similar incipits or by the re-appearance of specific phrases 
in successive movements. In Sonata No.6, for example, al l three movements 
commence with figurations of an ascending C Major triad, whereas in tro. 19 
similar unification is achieved by a descending scalar figure . Related 
incipits also appear in two later ,TOrks, viz. between the two outer 
movements of SO!la ta t!0 .49 (which share the initial turn figure as well as 
the ascent f r om C sharp to G sharp) and between the two movements of 
Sonata No.54. Recurring phrases help to unify the three movements of 
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Sonata No.29 : the descending scalar line which appears for a first time 
in bar 3 of the first movement features prominently in the Andante and also 
underlies, though in a transformed version, the opening subject of the 
Finale. (Ex.1 a-c). 
Ex.1a : 29/i b.3 
~. @Ij· f r\ J J1 
'-' 
Ex.1b : 29/ii b.1-2 
Ex.1c 29/iii b.1-3 
~ , . . 4~ 1 ( F( [J~f¥-W=-i-tf--
Cross-references 5uggest the slight interrel a tionship of the first two 
movements of Sonata No.30, "here the widely spaced expressivl' p\lrase of 
bar 4f re-appears, though with so~e changes, in bar 21ff of the second 
movement. 
In addition to such obvious similarities the composer also interrela tes 
movements by mei'lns of a common melodic contour. In these examples subjects 
often share an inherent melodic progression of scalar and/ or triadic shape 
but still differ in other aspects (as e. ~ . rhythm, speed, figuration etc.) 
and thereby retain their individuality. This ll'ethod underlies especially 
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some sonatas of Haydn's middle per iod where it may be influ~nced by the 
composer' s growing interest in the methoda of derivation and transformation 
technique. Descending scalar c ont ours unify the individual movements of 
Sonatas Nos. 31, 32, 33, -44 and 46. (Ex.2 a-c). 
Ex.2a : 33/i b.1-2 
Ex.2b 33/ii b.1-3 
8 - ~ 
-FE - hf*'-=l ~Yrf==r* j=1 =!ff:~ +--I t'-../+-
.../ '-.-/ 
r'~t------~Irl --~t--~ 
'. 
+ 
""" 
.--
"7 ... 
'" , T )=tl-~. r-- =i= -'-. ~i:. ~ -F-~ . . .  • -
--.J v 
Ex.2c 33/ iii b.1-4 
'~ 'f~ 7 ~ .. + %- [t: -F."';l" j '-' -~ +- +-l-~ - -t-
-.., 
(J) 
H -~3 br -- j- --t-- - . - -I-it ~\= ::A 
--:t . -----. • r--I I I .., ... 
-
-
-
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In Sonata 1'0.34 such unification is primarily based on the re-appearance 
of a triadic pattern. In No.38 the rhythmic structure of the subsidiary 
subject in the first movement (b.21ff) anticipates though at a slower pace 
that of the principal subject of the Finale. Unification by means of 
a common interval frame underlies the three movements of Sonata No.47 :-
The principal theme of the first movement commences with two successive 
ascendinJ fifths (b.1-2) followed by a steady descent. The Minuet retains 
the same interval frame but places more emphasis on the scalar line. This 
modified version also underlies the Finale where it is subjected to further 
expansion. Moreover, the theme still retaiLs in its totality the powerful 
ascending frame notes (viz. b - f sharp - b - f sharp in bars 1, 13, 14 
and 16ff respectively) of the opening movement. 
U . h d h h 1 b l' db' 1 . 11) sln" a met 0 t at . as recent y een app le y some mUS1CO oglsts 
in analytical discussions, it would probably be possible to establish 
further parallels bet;[een the single movements of individual sonatas. 
However, phrases of similar design appear not only within movements of 
one and the same sonata but also in movements "hich belong to different 
"orks, e.g. 34/iii vs. 3S/i, 38/iii vs. 42/iii. Moreover, triadic and 
scalar formations underlie so many subj ects tha t they can be regarded as 
essential to the composer's musical idiom rather than as a conscious 
means of cyclic unification. 
In the overall distribution of movements and in their cyclic balance 
Haydn's sor2tas offer such a variety of combinat ions that they cannot be 
forced into clearly demarcated categories. Considering certain similarities 
in formal, stylistic and dimensior~l aspects as well as in the content and 
character of individual moveme.!1ts it is nevertheless possible to establish 
some proto-types in a wider sense. 
The earliest sonatas (viz. Nos.1-3) combine various movements which 
share formal simplicity, brevity and playfulness. The formal and stylistic 
similarity of the single movements lends to these short works the character 
of a Divertimento witb an even internal balance. A ne~t stage is reached in 
Sonatas Nos. 4 and 12 which follml an outline occasionally found among the 
_L 
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Divertimentos of \'Taa enseil (e.g. H 1, H 2, H 6 and Op.2/S) where a longer 
opening movement is succeeded by a Minuet and a light Presto Finale in the 
manner of a Gigue. Of greater significance are these three-movement sonatas 
which resemble the cyclic arrangement of the Italian Sinfonia and consequently 
commence with a fast and more extended movement >lhich is fol101"ed by an 
Andante (or Adagio) and a Minuet (or Gigue) Finale, e.g. Nos.10, 11, 14 and 
17. In Sonatas Nos.11 and 17 the individual movements are not merely strung 
together in accordance >lith a pre-set pattern, but are to some degree 
interlocked by similar content and character. In both works the emotional 
contrast eetween first and second movement re-appears in the relationship 
between Minuet and Trio. 
The basic formal layout of the Italian Sinfonia underlies many of the 
subsequent sonat2s but sometimes undergoes certain modifications. Sonatas 
Nos. 9, 18 and 40 retain the contrast between an elaborate initial movement 
followed by a dance but omit a third movement. Sonata No.13, on the other 
hand, expancs the traditional fra~e of the Italian Sinfonia by the insertion 
of a Minuet and Trio between the first and the slow mOVer.1e".t. In a number 
of sonatas (e.g. Nos.6, 8, 15, 16, 35 a.o.) the slow central movement is 
replaced by a Minuet. Omissions, additions and/or replacements within the 
external arrangement inevitably interfere to a greater or lesser extent with 
the internal balance of the entire cycle. In turn, such changes of ba~ance 
are not necessarily the exclusive result of a different cyclic arranaement 
but aan also be brought about by the modifications of individual movements 
(eog. lengthening, intensification, complexities in structure, etc.) and 
by various degrees of interrela:ticnship. Changes in cyclic arran£: ement as 
well as in the desi gn of individual movements affect the Finale first and 
foremost. While che Italian Sinfonia places the main emphasis on the opening 
movement, classical sonatas aim at the complimentary relationship of all 
movements. As a first step in this direction Haydn either interrela tes the 
character of the first and last movement along the lines of a Diver~imento 
(e.g. Nos.6 and 8) or uses the Finale as a relaxed counterpart to the 
weiohtier openin~ movement while at the s a~e time enlarging its di mensions 
(e.g. Nos.13, 29, 30, 31, 34 and 37). Sometimes, the dimensional approximation 
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of the frame movements is made even more obvious by the use of a Minuet 
and Trio instead of the traditional Andante or Adagio (e.g. Nos.15,16 and 35). 
Middle movements usually continue the predominant character of the initial 
movement and only rarely int.roduce real contrast as e.g. in Sonata No.6/Trio 
and in Sonatas Nos.34 and 37. In the latter two works, however, the slow 
movements foreshadow the key and character of the subsidiary sections of 
the respective Finales .. Cross-relations betv!een inner and outer movements 
also appear in Sonatas Nos.13 and 16. In the former the Minuet continues 
the rococo element of the first movement whereas the Trio points in key and 
mood to the follo;ling Adagio. In the latter, the Minuet anticipates the 
light-heartedness of the buffo Finale, while the Trio resumes the expressive 
lyricism especially of bars 34ff of the opening Allegro movement. In 
Sonatas Nos. 29, 30 and 31 Haydn arrives at an outline and balance which 
corresponds in principle to that of the lyrical sonatas of the classical 
period : an opening movement of lyrical-playful content is followed by an 
Andante or Adagio that intensifies the lyrical aspects and a Finale 'Ihich 
elaborates the playful elements. In a like manner Sonata No.33 is an early 
example of dramatic intensification as the Finale resumes the qualities of 
the first movement and leads the inherent tension to its culmination. This 
emotional curve favouring the Finale re-appears with even greater vigour 
in the later Sonata No.47. 
The sonatas of Haydn's middle-period continue the prevalent trends of 
the earlier works and y-radually transform the older patterns into cyclic 
and balance arrangements characteristic of classical sonatas. O'Jling to the 
~,imFlici ty of their content, and their freshness and gaiety, Sonatas Nos. 35, 
38 and 39 represent the ultimate transformation of the Viennese Divertimento. 12 ) 
While in Sonata No.35 the three movements are of similar mood, in 110s. 38 and 
39 contrast is provided by the expressive lyricism of the respective inner 
movements. The outline of the Italian Sinfonia with a Minuet Finale, 
lengthened however by variations, appears again in Sonatas Nos.44 and 45. 
The former is unified to some extent by its serious and expressive language 
which prevails especially in the first t,,-o movements. The latter exhibits 
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a similar affinity between its frame movements which share a preference for 
melodious and playful '~i ting. As distinct from these works which aim at 
equality and cyclic coherence, Sonatas Nos.41 and 49 remain close to the 
balance of earlier models : both place the emphasis on the extended opening 
movement which is then followed by two movements of smaller dimensions and 
less substantial content. Principles of classical balance come ~rongly to the 
fore in Sonatas Nos . 36, 42, 43 and 46. All four works commenc e with a large-
scale movement t hat in its substance .and form displays the essential qualities 
of classical first movements. Its dominating position finds contrast in the 
subsidiary £unction of the middle movement with a simpler formal design. The 
sonata cycle is then completed with a lengthy, playful and brilliant Presto 
Finale. 
In a number of sonatas the composer departs from the standard combination 
of three movements in f avour of a two movement cycle. Such procedure has 
already been observed earli er in Sonatas Nos .9, 18 and 40 which contrast an 
elaborate initial move~ent with a dance. Traces of this confrontation still 
exist in Sonatas Nos.20 and 32, where the second movements retain the rhytb~ic 
characteristic of the Minuet mtt abandon its formal limitation in favour of 
more extended structures in order to counterpoise the preceding movement. 
Sonata s Nos .55 and 61 are late derivatives of an abridged Italian Sinfonia. 
Both oppose a first movement of definite 'classical character and dimensions 
with a lighter second movement of simple content and structure. '''hi le 35/ii 
bears only vague resemblance to older dances (a resembl ance primarily caus ed 
by its terna ry outline), 61/ii shows Haydn's transformation of the traditional 
Minuet into the late classical Scherzo. Sonatas Nos . 54, 56 and 58 belong to 
a different category as they carmo': be reGarded as derivatives of the Italian 
Sinfonia but instead combine a slow and expressive openin~ movement in 
variation form with a quick and brilliant Finale. 13) 
The transfor~ation of older models into the class ical sonata cycle 
reaches its perfection and culmination in the works of Haydn's l ate period. 
Sonatas Nos.48, 50, 51, 52, 53 , 59, 60 and 62 achieve the l ogical balance, 
continuity and coherence that began to crystallize in some compositions of 
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his middle period. The character of the f irst movement usually determines 
the course and content of the succeeding movements. A playful opening 
inevitably finds confirmation and often intensification in the Finale 
(e.g. }los.48, 50 and 52), ,.,hile a dramatic or expressive first moveme!'lt 
can be continued in a slow movement of similar character (e.g, No.51) or 
can be counterbalanced ·in a light and playful Finale (e.g. No.53). In a like 
manner, the lyricism of NO.59/i gains expressivness in the following Adagio 
and permeates the melodic lines of the closing Minuet. Haydn's l as t 
contribution to the genre of the piano sonata, his Sonata No ,62, epitomizes 
the essence of high-classical balance and coherence. The dramatic content 
of its first movement is intensified in t he quasi improvisatory Adagio. The 
playful elements, on the other hand, which were of only subordinate importance 
in the first movement, are fully exploited in the Finale. 
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NOT E S 
1) Four of these were actually arrangements of piano sonatas. 
2) The different order in which these sonatas are printed in the two 
editions as well as in the ~at er Augener Edit. has caused considerable 
cO~lsion in the vast Haydn literature. 
3) Anthony Hobok~~ compiled a complete chematic index which was 
published by B.Schott, Mainz. 
4) According to recent information Part I has lately been published, 
but was not avail able for the purpos e of this investigation. 
The editor of the keyboard sonatas is Georg Feder. 
5) The Finale of Sonata No.4 re-appears as the first movement of Sonata 
No.5, a sonata also included by Paesler as No .l 1, but previously 
supposed to be a combination of three unrelated move~ents. 
6) Published by G.Henle, MUnchen-Duisbur g . 
7) See also Georqii/Klaviermusik p.181. R.Steglich (in ' Zeitschrift fUr 
Musikwisse~schaft' 15.Jg. p.77-79) regards this sonata for internal 
reasons as not authe~tic. 
8) See HaydnjUrtext, preface by Christa Landon, p .XVII. 
9) Five of these a re l ate works. 
10) Compare in this context similar exa~ples amonG his Viennese and 
German contemporar i es , e . g . r;. !.~. Nonn : Sonata FK 49. Cf. also 
Heus~hneider/German u~der C.P.E.Ba~h (p.31) and F.W.Rust (p.166). 
11) For example H.Keller i~ "The Mozart Companion", p.90ff, J.N.David 
IIDas Wohltemperierte Klavier" a.o. 
12) This relqtionship is illustrated, among others , by the inclusio~ of 
typical folksong elements in e.g. 35/i b.12ff and the use of keyboard 
figurations characteriscic of 'vagensei l in e. g . 39/i b. 2j Ff a~d l a ter . 
13) This outline has its parallels in some two movement sonatas of 
L.v.Beethoven, viz. Op.54 and Op.78. 
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ASPECTS OF FOJl}I . 
(1) Movements in Sonata Form. 
In t heir int ernal structure the various sonat a movements of Haydn 
show the gradual transformation f r om early stages established in the 
Divertimento of \'lagenseil and other Viennese pre-classical composers 
to the classical forms . Whi l e his earliest sets are almost entirely 
dependent on inher ited Viennese patter ns, the works of the next period 
reveal the growing influel'!ce of I t alian and (:;erman madel s, in particular 
the sonatas of C.P.E.Bach. From his middl e period on'"ards the composer 
successfully blends these ' foreign ' elements with his mm musical 
language, ever.tually achieving the perfec t merger of different techniques 
so t ypical of the Viennese Classical School. This development character-
izes especially the emergence of the sonata form '"hich, unlike the 
contemporary German sonata form with its main dependence on the bar oque 
concerto form, evolves from the dance patt erns of the Divertimento. As 
the evolutionary stages traced in the early history of the German sor.:o.ta 
form1) hardly ever appl y to Hay~~'s piano sonatas, they are replaced 
wi t h the following form types indicative of H:e various degrees in H:e 
transformation from tte Divertimento to the Classical Sonata. 
Form Type 1 
Form Type 2 
Form Type 3 
Form Type 4 
Form Type 5 
Form Type 6 
Form Type 7 
Divertimento 11'.ove.,flents 
Extended Divertimento movement s 
E>l rly Classic3.1 Sonata Form 
Move.'TIerlts reflecting the imp?ct of C.P.£.Bach 
The different trends side by sjde and an 
mingling of Sout~er~ and ~~orthern traits 
Move.'!'.e.'1.t s Hi th prolonged continuations 
P.ovements consolidating divergent trends 
The Classica l Sonata For:m. 
early inter-
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Moveme~ts of Porw Type 1 
Form type 1 underlies the movements l/i, 2/iii, 3/i and 7/iii. Ito its 
simplest structure it appears in 1/i where the exposition consists of two 
contrasting 8-bar units in the Tonic and Dominant respectively. This· 
arrange~ent corresponds in principle to a similar juxtaposition of 
contrast phrases found in some Minuets and others movements of Wagenseil 
(e.g. Divertimento Op.2/1/iii, Op.2/3/iii) and is also employed in Haydn's 
own Minuets from Sonatas Nos.2 and 7. The exposition of 2/iii shows a 
slightly more advanced stage as the individual contrast phrases are 
expanded and internally repeated. Moreover, the Dominant tonality is 
introduced by a simple modulation in bars 11-13. In 3/i and 7/iii the 
formal symmetry of the two sections is abandoned, as the first subject 
leads into a modul atory transition of continuation character to be followed 
only by a short epilogue. The Divertime!'!to c),aracter of these four 
expositions is further enhanced by the restriction to short 
components and the frequent repeats of motifs and/or single 
the~atic 
2~ phrases. I 
The second main part of the movements belonging to form type 1 shows 
a clear subdivision into a middle section and a recapitulation. The 
middle sections rerr.ain basically on the TV and, thouUh related to previous 
material, lack the essential qual i ties of a development. The recapitv.lations 
of 1/i, 3/i and 7/iii are regular, whereas that of 2/iii omits the 
repeat statement of t~e first phrase. The dependence of these move~ents 
on the Minuet structure is therefore not limited to the exposition only 
but is equally valid for the second main part. 3) 
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Movements of Form Ty~e 2 
Move~ents belonging to form type 2 are slightly more extended in 
their total dime!'!sions and show a clese relationship to ~.ragenseil' s 
Divertimento sonatas. The expositions are clearly subdivided into two 
sections, the new key being introduced either by a modu l ation or by means 
of a to!1al i ty .!ump. The t vo Eections are usually made up of small 
thematic/rhythmic components only occasionally extended into larger 
phrases. 
The expositions of 6/iii, 9/i, 10/i, 12/iii, 13/iv and 14/i follow 
the model set in many sonatas of Wagensej l' s ,ii th which they share 
not only the frequent application of the 'redict' but also a similar 
dimensional balance of the individual sections. 4 )In 9/i first subject, 
trans ition and second subject are .of about equal length: 7-7-6 bars. 5) 
The opening subject consisting of three short motivic elements is followed 
by a modulatory and figurative transi tion of differe!'!t material. Redicts, 
already encountered in these two parts dominate the entire internal 
structure of the secord subject. In 10/i and 13/iv a short and uniform 
firs t subject is immediately follo"ed by an extended second section, 
which commences with a non-modulatory passages of transition character. 6) 
As opposel to the diversity of thematic substance found in these 
expositions, those of 12/iii and 14/i are of uniform material. Of particular 
interest and importance for the further development of Haydn's own 
compos itional technique are the expositions of 4/i and 6/i. In both, 
the second section commences with a refer enc e to the opening sutject 
but continues with different material. 7 ) (Ex.3 a-b). 
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Ex. 3a 4/i b .1-2 
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The second main parts of 4/i, 6/i, 6/iii, 9/i and 13/iv are clearly 
subdivided into development and recapi t ulation. Both 10/i and 14/i are 
of hybrid bil'!ar y- ternary design and consequent ly reveal the influence of 
I talian pre- classical sonata form . In 12/iii, an abridged sonata form, the 
mi ddl e section is repl aced by a 7-bar passage on the TV follcweG immediatel y 
by the compl ete recapitulation. As opposed to the non- modulatory middle 
V sec t i ons of form type 1 vhich r emain throughout on the T l evel those of 
type 2 usually introduce the Tp as a new key, except for 6/iii and 14/i, 
whic h retain a free mod,_,l atory character. The new tonal centr e is reached 
ei ther by means of a sudden shi f t (v i z . 6/i) or more commonly by modulc.tory 
progressions. Further modulatory passages prep?re for the return of the 
Toni c key a .r.d the entry of the r ecapi tula~ion. 
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All developments commence with a literal or varied quotation of the 
principal subject; those of 6/i, 9/i, 10/i and 13/iv contain ii, addition 
a shortened subject entry in the Tp. Such middle entries, originating in 
the modulatory rondo, are r arely found with Viennese composers but occur 
more frequently amon!! their German contemporaries. The development technique 
remains wel l 'Hi thin the limits of pre-classical sonata form and consists 
chiefly of altered quotations (e.g. 4/i), motivic sequential extensions 
(e.g. 4/i, 6/iii, 9/i), new combinations of previous material (e . g. 6/i, 
13/iv) and combinations of old and new ideas (e.g. 6/iii).8) 
Movements of Form ~/pe 3 
Movements of form type 3, viz. 8/i, 8/iii, 11/i, 15/i, 15/iii and 19/ii, 
have the dimensions and character of real sonatas. On the whole they retain 
the brevity of individual components and the short harmonic r hythm typica l 
of the Divertimento. On accoUL~t of these elements such movements represent 
the fina l st~ge in the transformation of the Viennese Divertimento into the 
early classical sonata form of Haydn. Their greater '1imensions are 
conditioned by additive expansion and occasionally by a great er variety 
of thematic content (e.g. 11/i). Moreover, redicts are oftem va ried and 
followed by longer continuat i ons which, on turn, may result in a lengthening 
of the harmonic rhythm. 
All expositions are subdivided into two contrast ing sections linked 
to each other by means of a modulatory transition except for 19/ii which 
employs a tonality jump. 8/i and 8/i ii Commence their second sect ions in 
the Dominant minor but end in the major key. While this change in key 
sianature is a unique feature appearing only in these two movements 9) 
similar oscillations between the major and m;.nor key occur frequently 
among Eaydn's earlier sonatas and may even inti'ude in the harmonic structure 
of first subjects (e.g. 15/iii) .1O) In their thematic content 11/i and 19/ii 
show a multiplicity of different subjects and ideas placed in free succession 
though with occasional back-references. This arrangement as well as the 
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extended thematic trans ition of 11/i reveals the obvious inFluence of 
Italian sonata Form. 11 ) The expositions of 8/i, 8/iii, 15/i and 15/iii, 
on the other hand, present their the~atic material in l a rger groups of 
uniForm character. 
The sonata character of the movements belon0ing to Form type 3 is 
equally evident in the design ar.d thematic elaboration within the 
development section. Except For 15/iii, a Free modulating middle section 
of episodic nature, all developments commence on the Dominant and proceed 
towards a new key, viz. the Tp (8/i, 11/ i, 15/i, 19/ii) or the Dp (8/iii). 
This new key may either be part of prolonged modulatory progressions 
(and consequently lack a cadential conFirmation) or may become t he 
subsidiary tonal centre of the development section. Further modulations 
prepare For the entry of the recapitulation except For the development of 
8/iii which termina t es in the Dp. A special Feature is the return of the 
Tonic key in the development of 15/i used for a False recapitulation. 12) 
In 19/ii the importance of the ~p as a subsidiary tonal centre is 
emphasized by an additional subject entry in this key.13) In comparison 
to Form type 2 s onata movements of Form type 3 show a ~reater care in 
thematic elaboration and occasionally anticipate later development methods. 
The technical devices, ho",ever, still correspond to the prevail in" pri.nciple 
of 'expansive development' characteristic of the earlier classical Pt~iOd.14) 
Accordingly, quotations of subjects and/or phrases are follo;red by sequential 
continuations (e.g. 11/i) or motivic elaborations and derivations (e. c • 8/iii, 
15/i). The continuations and sequences of 8/i are based on materi..al only 
distantly rel a ted to the subjec.t rr,dt ter of the exposition. The development 
of 19/ii, on the other hand, foreshadows l a ter developments in the consistent 
use of the principal subject or part thereoF. 
The recapitulat ion of 8/i, a movement in hybrid binarJ/ternary Form, 
commences with the l a ter part of the transition. That of 11/i shortens 
the First section aml transition, whereas in 19/ii the first section is 
expanded by an additive motivic continuation in the Tonic minor. The 
recapitula tions of 8/iii, 15/i and 15/iii are regular. 
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Movements of Forln Type 4 
Movements of this form type, viz. 12/i, 29/ii, 31/ii, 33/ii, 36/i, 37/ii, 
38/ii and 57/i,lS) reflect the impact of C.P.E.Bach's sonatas on Joseph 
HaYdn. 16 ) Their structures no longer correspond to the traditional form of 
the Vi~~ese Diverti~ento but instead apply the compositional technique 
of the early North German School. As opposed to the movements of form types 
1 - 3 with their variety of thematic material, those of type 4 are strongly 
unified in their thematic content owing to the rigid application of the 
Fortspinnung-principle. In addition, this influence affects the tonal outline 
of the expositions of 12/i and 37/ii, both of which reflect the older A 2 
frame with the cadence to the new key at or shortly before the double-bar. 
The internal thematic structure of expositions belonging to form type 4 
is characterized not only by the uniformity of a rhythmica l move:"ent but 
also by the prevalent application of derivation technique. Accordingly, 
these expositions exemplify the characteristics of the evolutionary thematic 
stages B 1 (strongly unified) and B 2 (der iv'lt ion pri.nciple dO~inat ing) .17) 
The exposition of 12/i represelCts the extreme example of form type 4. In 
its total- unifica.tion i t is diametrically op!,osed to al l mover.1ents previously 
discussed and bears "Ii tness to the radical ch2,nge from the Viel'Jleee/Italian 
to the German concept of sonata form. TIo" exposi tio!'ls of 29/ii, 3'I/ii, 33/ii, 
37/ii and 38,/ii introduce various but interrelated thematic i deas which in 
tur", are subjected to transformations and conti!'luations. The model of 
C.P.E.Bach is particularly evident in 31/ii the opening portion of "'hich 
resembles the contrapuntal texture often found i n slo,,' movemelCts of that 
composer. 'I'he descending scale contained. in the opening phrase provides the 
nucleus for the thematic mater ie l of the entire exposition. In 29/ii and 
37/ii the secor.d subject gradually emerges from the figurative patterns within 
the transition, whereas in 38/ii it is related to the openin:: subject 
primarily on account of an ider.tical accompaniment pattern. Rhythmic continuity 
of the accompaniment also unifics the exrosi tion of 33/ii where the second 
section COmmences with a varied statement of the opening theme. In both 
37/ii and 38/ii the second sections are considerably expanded by means of 
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continuatiohs and varied res t atements, such expansions findi ng additional 
support by the prolonged har monic r hythm. 
As distinct from the previous examples where the individual sections are 
smoothly linked, the exposi tion of 57/i shows a t onal and thematic s eparation 
into first section, modulatory transition and second sect ion, eac h of these 
componerts being clearly defined by cadential terminat i ons and diff erent 
material. The three subjects are nevertheless int ernally unified by t he 
preval ent scala r motion. (Ex.4 a-c) 
Ex .4a : 57/i b.1-2 
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Ex.4b : 57/i b. 14-15 
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The expositio~ of 36/i repres ents the most advanced stage of Form type 4 
as it ap plies the basic principl es of this type (i . e. cont inuation and 
derivation techniques) t o such an exte~t as t o transForm the initiall y intr o-
duced t hematic subs t "nce into dive r gent, almos t contri1sting material. This 
process of gradual subj ect transformation in turn necessitates a l engthening 
of the t otal di mension, lending to the movement a def ini t e sona ta character. 
The first section is t otal l y unified by the dotted r hythm of its openi ng 
subject (Ex.5a) which als o provides the melodic ingredients for l a t er phrases , 
viz. the c hordal motif (a ) and the sca l e progression (b). 
Ex.5a : 36/i b.1-6 
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The second section commences with a der ivative of the initia l theme, retaining 
the chordal motif but varyina t he afterphrase. (Ex.5b). 
Ex.5b : 36/i b.19-20 
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A gradual · transformation of the sixduplet figure (c) eventu~lly yields a 
'contrasting phrase ' (d) which combines t he chordal contour of (a) with the 
rhythm of (c) and serves as a subsidiary subject within the second section. (Ex.5c) 
Ex.5c : 36/i b.36-37 
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Further transformations of (a) ( b) a'ld (c) provide the thematic material for 
the clos ing group . (Ex.5d). 
Ex.5d : 36!i b.45-47 
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While the expositions of form type 4 £'0110\; the design of C. P. E.Bach' s 
sonatas, t he second main part retains 
recapitulation tYpical of the Viennese 
the subdivision into development and 
SChOOl. 18 ) the sole exception occurs 
in 38/ii, a re~lar binary sonata form with an exposition of 20 bars and 
a second main part of 19 bars. 
In the internal structure of the development Haydn only partially accepts 
C.P.E.Bach's model, often intermingling VierL~ese and German methods. The 
actual selection of the development technique was apparently influenced by 
the predomi nant idiom of the entire sonata. Accordingly, in 12/i and 37/ii 
the developments are restricted to free figurative play and vuried quotations 
respectively.19) Moreover, both middle sections lack a definite modulation 
to a new tona l centre. In 31/ii and 33/ii, t ,·!O movements especial l y close 
to C.P.E.Bach, much use is made of continuations and sequences. In the former, 
the contrapuntal texture of the main subject is further intensified, in the 
latter differ~~t phrases are strun~ together underr oing internal expansion . 
Sequentia l continua tions also appear in the development of 57/i. Their 
short-phrased simplicity and their repetitive patterns, however, clearly 
distinguishes these pa ssages f r om Bach's writing, and are indicative of 
Haydn's different bac~9round. The most advanc ed developments a ppear in 29/ii 
and 36/i. 20 ) In both a subsidiary tonal centre (viz. the Tp) is established 
by means of a perfect cadence. Moreover the composer selects a specific 
phrase from previously stated material and subjects it to sequential 
expansion and transformation. Occasionally the ori r, inal phrase is truncated, 
the remain i ng portion being used for further elaboration as the following 
example illustrates: (Bx.6) 
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Ex. 6 : 29/ii b.33-39 
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All recapitulations introduce some changes in the resta temen t of 
" " " 1 21) Wh" l 1 " "d b h eXposItIon materIa. I e some a teratlons are neceSSItate y t e 
different tonal structure and consequently limited to the transition only 
(e.g . 12/i, 37/ii), others affect the basic material of the two main sections. 
The recapitulation of 29/i i omits the forephr ase of the f irst subject and 
commenc es immeniately with t he afterphrase. In 33/ii the entire firs t subj ect 
is excluded and t he recapitulation therefore approximates t he incompl et e 
outl ine of hybrid for'11s. However, owing to t he close rela tionship bett"reen 
the first subject and the opening phrase of the second sec t i on, the thematic 
charac t er of the recapitulation remains unaffec ted. More substantial changes 
occur in 31/ii, 36/i and 57/i. In 36/i the recapitul a tion commences wi th 
a r egul a r but slightly varied restatement of the firs t section. I t omi t s, 
however, bars 29-40 of the exposition repl acing them with an extension of 
the pr eceding phrase presented on a pedal point and in the Tonic minor. Thi s 
turn to the minor key is pr obably conditioned by Haydn ' s desire to retain 
the change of mode even thou~ h the 'contrast-phrase' no longer appears . 
A simil ar r epl ac ement appears in the recap itul a tion of the first section of 
57/i ",here bars 9-1 4 of the exposition are substituted (in bars 63- 69) by 
different material. Whereas the transition remains int act further changes 
occur i n the second sect ion which is considerably expanded , viz. 13 bars 
vs 7 bars in the exposition. In 31/ii t he recapitulation corresponds to the 
exposition only from bar 52 to bar 59. For the rest i t either transforms 
earlier mat erial (b. 45- 51, 60- 65 and 78-80) or inserts ent irel y new 
passages (b.66-67). 
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Movemepts of Form Type 5 : 
As opposed t o the earlier form t ypes 1 - 4 "here Haydn followed chiefly 
the models established by his forerunners, movements of form t ype 5 (l ike 
later types) show the composer 's growing indi viduali t y in handling pre-
existent fo rms and techniques. Consequently, the movements of this group 
as well as those of the following groups no longer adhere exclusively t o 
the characteristics of a specific type, but often displ ay a variety of 
original solutions. Neverthel ess, it is still possibl e t o trace various 
earlier influences which at t his s t age are subjec ted t o his personal 
approach and adaptat ion. 
Movements of form type 5 combine t he earlier Divertimento stru~ture 
with a gr eater or lesser use of the Fortspinnungs- principle. On account 
of formal and stylistic peculiarities these movements tend either towards 
C.P. E. Bach's or towards Wagenseil ' s model s , sometimes presenting elements 
t ypical of these two c omposers side by side. The influence of C.F.E.Bach 
dominat es 13/i, 17/i, 2ID/i and 32/i, whereas 16/iii , 39/i and 45/i l ean 
towards Viennese tradition. In 14/ii, 16/i, 18/i , 37/i , 40/i, 41/i and 
44/i elements of both school s are intermingled to a considerabl e extent. 
A l ast stage in the evolution of Haydn ' s individuali t y wi t hin type 5 is 
represent :::d by 33/i and 43/i, both of "hich can bherefore be regarded 
as the composer's greates t personal achievemencs in t his specific group . 
The Expositions. 
The t ona l and themat ic design of the expositions belongin" LO form 
type 5 represent an importan t intermediate step in the emergence of l a ter 
s onat a structur es typical of Haydn. The indivi dual component~ are oft en 
int errel a ted ~nd capa ble of internal expans i on which in turn lengthens the 
harmonic f r ame ~f the singl e sections as wel l as that of the entire 
exposi t ion. 
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The prolonged h2r l!lonic r hyth<:1 enatles the composer to explore various 
possibilities of .balancing the contra sting sections and of organizing their 
tonal opposit i on. With few exceptions (e.g. 13/i. 14/ii, 18/i. 39/i and 41/i, 
all of which use the tonality jump) the two main sections are linked by means 
of a transition, the modula tory port i on of ',hich is usually res tricted to 
a few bars only and followed by a longer key preparation often centr i ng on 
. 22) 
the 5th degree of the contrast key. Owing to the emergence of the new 
key early in the expositions the second section is considerably expanded 
and often subdivided by additional cadences, a subdivision which not only 
affects the distribution of thema tic material but also results in a clear 
separation betkeen t he second section proper a..'1d the epilogue. In E',rriving 
at this new design Haydn accomplishes an important step in the evolution of 
classical sonata exposition, a s the second tona l pla~e can no longer be 
regarded as a subsi di a ry centre (and consequently restricted to a short 
closing phrase) but as a true c ontrast tonality of sometimes even greater 
"f' 'h f' 23) slgnl lcance tnan t e lrst. 
The following table shows the tonal and dimens i onal bala nce of the 
expositions belonging to form type 5 
1st section 
13/i bars 1 4 5 
keys T TV D 
14/ii bars 1 8 9 
keys T TV D 
18/i bars 1 22 23 
keys T TV D DV 
39/i bars 1 14 15 
keys T TV D 
41/i bars 1 8 9 
keys T TV D 
2nd 
14 
D 
19 
D 
45 
D 
34 
D 
24 
D7 
sect i on 
14 18 
D- D 
19 25 
D D 
45 57 
D D 
34 49 
D D 
25 27 
D D 
epilogue 
25 27 
D D 
57 61 
D D 
49 51 
D D 
27 29 
D D 
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1st section transition 
16/i bars: 1 
- 8 9 - 28 
keys: T _ TV TVDV D 
16/iii bars : 1 - 10 11 - 31 
keys: T _ TV . TV _ DV 
17/i bars: 1 - 12 12 19 
keys: T - T T D 
20/i bars 1 
-
8 9 - 12 
keys I T - T T - D 
32/i bars 1 
-
4 5 '- 12 
keys T - T T _ TpV 
33/i bars : 1 8 9 - 31 
keys T - T SDpL Tp7 
37/i bars 1 
-
8 9 - 20 
keys T T TV DV D 
40/i bars 1 - 12 12 - 14 
keys T - T Tp _ DV 
43/i bars 1 - 16 17 - 24 
keys T - T Tp - DV 
44/i bars 1 
-
6 7 - 14 
keys T - T T _ DV 
45/i bars 1 - 16 17 - 38 
Yc.:.ys T _ TV T DV D 
2nd sectior, 
28 - 36 
D- D 
32 
- 39 
D D 
19 - 22 22 - 26 
D D D D 
13 - 20 20 - 39 
D D D 
-
D 
12 20 21 28 
Tp - Tp Tp - Tp 
32 - 37 
Tp 
- Tp 
20 
- 24 
D D 
15 - 21 22 - 27 
D D" D 
-
D 
25 - 45 45 51 
D D D D 
15 27 27 - 30 
D D D D 
38 
- 47 47 - 55 
D D D D 
epilogue 
39 - 43 
D D 
26 - 28 
D D 
28 - 30 
Tp - Tp 
51 
- 58 
D D 
30 
- 31 
D D 
55 - 60 
D D 
The distribution of the thematic material runs parallel 1?i th the expi'msion 
of the tonal frame. Depending on the respective models Haydn either intro-
duces l imited su~j ect matter l engthening i t by internal expansion and 
continuation (thereby fol lowing the modeJ. of C. P. E. Bach) or presents 
a variety of material (followinJ -the model of C. '1'!a uenseil) ~ .. lhich can 
be unified by recurring motifs or phrases. 
The expositions of 13/i, 17/i, 20/, and :2/i are obviously influer.ced 
by C.P.E.Bach' s compositional t echnique, an influence which is il1'.mediately 
noticeable with regard to style and keyboard i diom, but "hich can be found 
in equal measure in ·the formal design . All four works make intense use of 
continuations a.nd derivatior.s especially in their expanded second sections. 
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An analysis of '1 3/i :md 32/i should s'.lffice to illustrate the logical manner 
in which these tec~niqtles are applied. 13/i stands close to C.P.E.Bacb's 
wri tina because of its treble-dominat ,ed pre-clessical linearity and the 
prominence of chain structures. The first section is restricted t o a statement 
and vari ed repeat of a 2-bar phrase . Its ending on the TV 24) proviCles the 
pivot harmony utilized for the immediate introduction of the second section 
by means of a tonality jump . As opposed to the symmetrical structure of the 
principa l theme, the seco!'!d subject presents an expanded continuation unit 
which comprises a veriety of different components, each of these logical ly 
emerging from its preceding phrase. The dotted rhythm a~d scale COl:t our of 
bar 5 (Ex.7a) have t heir origin in the accompaniment figure of bar 3 (Ex.7b) 
and the melodic line of bar 2 respect i vely (Ex.7c) and in turn serve as the 
basic material for the sequential and quasi-modulatory passage bars 6-9. 
Ex.7a : 13/i b.5 
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Ex.7c 13/i b.2 
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Moreover, the short demisemiquaver figure of bar 3 (see Ex.7b) returns 
literally in bars 8- 9. From bar 9 to bar 12 the scale line is subjected 
to rhythmic augmentation and melodic transformation. Its asc~~t in bars 
93_103 'is followed by a chromatic descent in bars 104_123. 25) (Ex.7d). 
Ex.7d : 13/i b.9-12 
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Further deriva tion appears in bars 12-14 where the s cale line (in rhythmic 
diminut i on) forms part 'of a ' ne,,' phr~se which t ermina t es in a perfect cadenc e 
and t hereby closes , the continuation unit. This phrase, which r e- appears at 
the end of the exposition, fu l fil ls an i",:>orta"t funct:on as a bridge l eading 
into t he closing group. The rhythmic diminut ion of the scale line into 
sixdupl ets count erbal ances the augmented rhythm of the prec eding phras es and 
provides the necessary acceleration for the r emaining bars of the exposition. 
Moreover, it s classical phraseology (repeating individual pa rticl es) , its 
short harmonic rhyt hm and its accompaniment figure prepare for the opening 
phrase of the closing unit (bar 14-1 6) which sho"s similar characteristics. 
In 32/ i, composed a few years l a t er, the C.P. E.Bach sonata type is treated 
with greater individual ity. The pre-classical l inear i t y of the earlier excr:-ples 
gives way to a classical texture interspers ed ,lith contrapuntal passages, 
and the subjects and continuations are permeated with parallel phrases. The 
exposition commences with a 4 - bar subject of c ompl ex structure c ombining 
classical periodicity with contrapunta l setting . I ts opening phrase and 
in particular the scale-motif (a) re-appear in various transformations 
and c ombinations t hroughout the exposition thereby unifying the divergent 
thematic materi al. (Ex.Sa). 
Ex . Sa : 32/i b.l-4 
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Ex.8a cant. 
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In bar 5 this phr~se i s freely inverted and assumes a di fferent, expressive 
chare,cter. 26) (Ex.8b) 
Ex.8b : 32/i b.5-6 
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This transformed vers i on underlies the c ontr2Et s'lbj ect in b '.rs 21ff 
where it undergoes . further expansion and changes. (Ex.8c) 
Ex.8c : 32/i b.21-26 
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Another transformation of the init i al phrase (a) appears at the opening of 
the second main section in bar 13f, where the descending tetrachord is 
incorporated into figurative passages and enters simultaneously wit h the 
up-beat turn figure. 27 ) (Ex. Sd) 
Ex.Sd : 32/i b. 13 
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In addition to such thematic transformat i ons motif (a) also gener ates 
various figurative patt erns for transition passages and even provides, 
in rhythmic augmentation, the harmonic basis for modulatory and sequential 
. 2S) progressl.ons . 
~,ing to the character and shape of their subj ects, t heir phraseology 
and the distribution of their thematic Platerial movements 16/iii, 39/;' 
and 45/i reveal primarily Viennese and I t al ian features. In accordance 
with t he characteristics of fo rm type 5 the individual components are 
subjected to continuations and expa~sions, derivation technique being 
employed only to a moderate degree . The exposition of 16/iii whil e still 
related to the traditional Divert imento structure found in the so~atas of 
Wagenseil and the earlier Haydn , differs from these model s in the insistence 
on the opening phrase and in the l eng t hy continuation lastin9 from bar 11 
to bar 31 . Whereas this movement is relatively simple, the expos itions of 
39/i and 45/i are more complex because they organize a greater variety of 
thematic material i~to clearly separ a t ed l ayers. In 39/i t he individual 
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layers recur in a rondo-like fashion, but in 45/i different l ayers fo llow 
each other with little internal relationship. 
39/i . a 1 8 T T .~ . 1st section b 9 14 V TV T 
a' 15 20 D DV ) 
c 21 34 DV _ D ~ all 34 39 D D 2nd section c' 40 45 DV D 
d 46 51 D D ) 
45/i s a 1 8 T T ~ 1st section b 9 16 T TV 
a' 17 21 T DV ) transition 
c 22 - 38 D D ) 
d 38 47 D D j 2nd section e 47 55 D D 
b' 55 60 D D ) epilogue 
VierJlese-Italian and German elements are intermingled in 14/ii, 16/i, 
18/i, 37/i, 40/i, 41/i and 44/i. In 14/ii the individual t hematic components 
are interlocked as each phrase emerges unobtrusively from preceding elements. 
The thematic continuity is further assisted by thematic-tonal overlap, 
identical phrases being st? ted before and after perfect cadences, e.g. 
bars 16-21 and 23_26. 29) ,lhile the thematic distribution and arrangement 
consequently corresponds to German tradition , Viennese influence can :'e 
noticed in the shape and character of the thematic subs t ance , in the 
phraseology and in the short harmonic rhythm. A similar leaning towards 
Viennese tradition also characterizes the expositions of 16/i, 37/i and 
44/i where the individual compo~ent3 are only distantly related, but 
subjected especially in the transit ions to cont inuations. In the remaining 
works of this category Viennese influence is almost t otally res tricted to 
stylistic aspects , whereas their formal structure shows a strong dependence 
on German models. This dependence is particularly prominent in the exposition 
of 41/i where the second section, introduced in bar 9 by means of a tonality 
jump, presents a prolonged and uninterrupted harmonic movement of 19 bars. 
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This expanded harmonic frame provides the basis for continual motivic 
and sequentia~ elaborations of various melodic and harmonic elements. 
The expositions of 18/i and 40/i differ in their t onal and t hematic 
structure from previously discussed examples especially with respect to 
the balance between first and second section. While the earlier ment ioned 
sonatas t end to expand the transition an4lor the second section, these 
two movements introduce a similar expansion in the first section, thereby 
enabling the composer to present contrast phrases already ",ithin this 
group . The transition is either totally omitted (in 18/i) or reduced to 
a short modulatory passage of 2t bars (in ~0/i).30) In their themat ic 
content both expositions tend towards contrast. Such contrast is achieved 
partly by the use of totally different ma t erial and partly by a refined 
derivat i on technique. In 18/i the various compon~nts overlap considerably. 
The individual tjlematic units often commence with previously s tated element s 
transformed into shor t closed and repeated phrases and continue with new 
material ga thered into a longer afterphrase. Consequently, their stnlcture 
follows the principle of barform. The fo llowing diagram shows the design 
of the exposition and the interrelationship bet'veen its different thematic 
components : 
18/i b. 1 4 : a ) 
5 8 a ' ) 
9 12 b ) continues elements from (a) 
13 14 c ) 
15 - 16 c' ) 
17 20 d ) continues elements f rom (c) 
20 22 e ) short additive cadential progression, anticipating 
new subject 
22 26 : e' ) 
27 34 f \ cont inuation of ( e) based on ne\Ol material J 
35 36 : g ) figurative version of bars 30-31 
37 38 : 9 )figurative version of bars 30-31 
39 45 h ) continua tion of (g) partly based on new material 
45 !l7 i ) c ontinuation unit commencing ,.,i th short repeat ~hrases 
rela ted to (e) 
57 61 j ) parallel phrases rela ted to (a) 
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In the exposition of 40/i classical prinCiples come more strongly to 
the fore as the individual thematic units are self-contained and clearly 
separa ted from each other. As opposed to 18/i where contrasting or new 
ideas 
(viz. 
appear mainly wi t hin continuations 
V SD or D , see bar 13, 30-31, 35ff) 
or on a preparatory harmonic basis 
the exposition of 40/i presents 
its contrast subjects in juxtaposition to preceding phr ases and on a clearly 
defined harmonic foundation. The classical character of this exposition is 
further enhanced by the frequent use of repeat phrases but the classica l 
phrase symmetry, on the other hand, is still lacking. Even t hough the 
structural peculiarities emphasize the contrast bet1·!een subjects, the 
thematic substance tends towards interrelationship. Such relat ionsh i p is 
achieved not so much by gradual derivation as by the u s e of a short phrase 
from bar 6 which serves as a uni~Jing element throughout the exposition. (Ex.9a). 
Ex.9a : 40/i b.6 
This phrase, which places a parall el motion into opposition to a latent 
pedalpoint, appears in various shapes in the second section . (Ex.9 b-d). 
Ex.9b : 40/i b.15 
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Ex.9c 40/i b.22 
Ex.9d 40/i b.25 
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The individual Haydn traits , noticeable i n thi s movement as well ~s 
in the previously discuss ed 32/i, are especially evident in 33/i and 43/i, 
two movements which develop the respective influences from North and South 
in a mos t dis tinctive mar~er. In i ts content 33/i i s equally indebted to 
C.P.E.Bach' s expr essive style and t o the dr~~atic romanticism of the ' Storm 
31 ) 
and Stress' perlod . The content not only determines the choice of the 
various styl is tic medi a but al so infl uences t~e formal structure of the 
movem~~t. I n order t o enhance the dramatic c haracter of the ex~os i tion , t he 
individual component s exhibi t intense lIse of marked contr~sts. On the other 
hand, they a re ",-,ified by subtl e motivi c affir.i t y. The reSUlting 'uni t y i n 
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contrast' is a char acteristic criterion of the: Viennese classical style and 
consequently this moveme!'lt car. De reS'.::rded as one of the first mRture 
masterVlorks of H~yd!'!.' s mincle pericd. Ir.. order t o l}nify t~e diverse material 
Haydn uses the principal subject as a mati vic reservoir for subsequent 
themes and thematic phrases ,. The descending scalar line from bars 1-2 
(Ex.10a), an essential formative factor of the ope~in~ subject, successively 
yields the expressive semiquaver figure of the trans ition (Ex.l Ob) and the 
playful closing subject (Ex,10c). 
Ex.l0a : 33/i b.l-4 
Ex,10b 33/i b.l0 
J_ 
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Ex. 1 Oc 33/i h.32 
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subject) The s i gh-motif of bar 1 (the other main ingredient of the f irst 
has an equally important function and re-a?pears throughout the 
_ _ 32) 
transltlon. 
In addition to these melodic elemer.ts Haydn utilizes the par all el t hirds 
"hich feature pr ominently wi thin the trans ition, and t he r hyth'ltic design 
of the initial phrase I-Ihich is characterized by the juxtaposition of s lo"l y 
and quickly movi na units. Within the principal subjec ts these units ar e 
pl aced in an accelerating success i on "herea s the t ra"lsi t i on reverses this 
order to prep~ re for the rhapsodic passage from bar 19 t o bar 26. 
As dist inct frcm 33/i "hich can be regarded as Haydn's personal adap t a t ion 
of the C.P.E.Bach model, 43/i sho"s the composer ' s personal approach t o 
Viennese ~radition. Its playfi:l nature present s the sou t hern count erpart t o 
the northern seriousness and as such is indicative of the optimistic side of 
Haydn's a rtistic duality. The affinity t o the DivertiMento i s r.ot restrict ed 
to content and style only, but becomes equal l y apparent in the short-phras ed 
structure of the various sec tions and in the brevity ar!d siIT'.pl j ,~ity of the 
singl e components. On the other hand , the I-Iork differs from the inher i t ed 
pattern bec ause o f the log ical arran C1 emel'!t "'hich ass embles the s mal l themat i c 
const ituents i nt o l a rger entities, and "hich is emphasized by t he use of 
melodic lines common t o the various parts of the exposition. 
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The Developments. 
The design of this section and the methods of development are conditioned 
by German and Viennese ir.fluences as well as by the chronological placing of 
the various sonatas. Movements which reveal predominantly German traits follow 
in their developments principles similar to those found in the exposit;ons. 
Movements which lean towards Viennese tradition c hiefly employ the development 
technique of the Divertimento. This differentiation, however, becomes less 
distinct in later works as these display all the churacteristics of classical 
development technique. 
The tonal frame of the earlier works (composed before ca . 1768, viz. 13/i, 
14/ii, 16/i, 16/iii, 17/i, 18/i, 20/i) adheres primarily to the tradi tional 
scheme "'hich introduces a related minor key (Tp or Dp) and confirms this 
modulation by means of a perfect cadence. The return to the Tonic is then 
affected by a short motivic pa ssage except for 20/i where the development 
t erminat es in the Tp. An interesti!'!g peculiarity is the brief return to the 
home key shortly after the double-bar , which precedes the main modulatory 
passage of the de'lelopments in 13/i and 14/ii. 33 ) In movements of a l a ter dat", 
(those composed after 1768, viz. 32/i , 33/i, 37/i, 39/i, 40/i, 41/i, 43/i , 
44/i, 45/i) t his basic outline is considerably expanded by the inclusion of 
subsidiary and often distantly related keys and by prolonged modulatory 
progressions. A condensed harmonic analysis of 32/i, 33/i and 40/i should 
suffice to illustrate the wide harmonic range covered in these developments . 
32/i b. 31-32 
33-34 
35-36 
37-39 
39-40 
41 
42 
43-44 
45 
C minor (SD), ends on SDV 
C minor, modulo by dim . 7th t o G minor ~ 
. sequence G Minor, modul.by dim. 7th t o F mlnor 
F mi nor, modul.by oblique,chromatic pro~r . t o G minor 
G minor, modul .by D7th t o SDp (E Flat m3jor) 
returns to C minor via its D (3rd reI. between b.40/41) 
cadence with German sixth cc~£irminy C minor 
cadences within C minor (SD) 
modulo to E Flat major (SDp) b)' diatonic sequence (viz. c-f-
b flat-e flat, enm ng on 1 st inversion) 
32/i b. 46-47 
cont. 48-49 
50 
51 
33/i b. 38-40 
40-42 
43-46 
47-49 
49-50 
50-52 
52-53 
53-55 
55-59 
59-61 
61-63 
63-65 
65-67 
67-69 
40/i b. 28 
29-32 
33-36 
36-38 
39<41 
41-44 
45 
46-48 
48-50 
51 
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E Flat major mod~l.to C minor by shift 
C minor, modulo to F monor to B Flat major and to E Flat major 
by sequentially used 'I'~xiliary Dominants 
se'luer;tial cadences within E Flat major (IV-ii-V-I) 
modul.to G Minor by French and German sixth, ends on TV 
E Flat major (Tp), modul.to F minor (SD) by auxiliary Dominant 
in b.39, 3rd-related t o b.38 
F minor, modulo to A Flat major (SDp) 
A Flat major, modul.to D7th of B Flat minor (harmonic basis 
similar t o that of b.38-40) 
Cadences within B Flat minor (flattened vii of Tonic key) 
B Flat minor, modul.to D Flat major (flattened ii of Tonic key) 
by diatonic progression vi-V-I 
Cadences within D Flat major 
D Flat major, modulo t o E Flat minor by 3rd-related auxiliary 
Dominant (similar to earlier progressiolOs in b.38-40 and 43-47) 
Cadences "ithin E Flat minor (TpV) 
complete sequential chain within E Flat, terminating in 
E Flat major (Tp) 
oscillations around l atent E Flat centre 
E Flat major , modulo to G milOor by chromatic ascent and 
diminished chord 
further chromatically elabori>.ted cOlOfirmat ion of G minor (D) 
G minor modulo t o D milOor by iv-V-I progression 
D minor mod~l. t o C minor (T) by ii-V-I progression 
begins in G major, 3rd related to end of exposition (B Flat 
major), G major chord becomes D to C minor (Tp) 
C minor, moa.IL to D of F minor by seq~ence C-f-b flat-e-f~at­
a flat. Last key only s'!..).rg ested, but not confirmed, harmonies 
proceed instead by surprise effect to C major as D to F minor 
F minor, modul.to A Flat major by sequences 
Cadences wi t hin A Flat .'najor, then modulo to E Flat major (T) 
Cadences Hi t hin E Flat major 
E Flat major, moduLto F minor by descending bass,tlsing 
3rd relationship from b .41-42 (roots E fla t - C) 
begins ,:ith dim. 7th t o B flat, becomes D7th to E Flat 
modul.to G minor by chromatically ascending bass utilizing 
V-I progressions and third-relationshi ps : roo t s E flat-c-f-d-9V G minor (Dp) su,,~ested by fig~rations on 5th degree,encs on Dp 
Surprise semi tone shift f rom d to e flat for recapitul a tion. 
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The choice of the actual development methods depends l argely on the 
material presented in the exposition. The influence of C.P.E.Bach's 
continuation technique is immediately noticeable in the development of 
17/i but can also be traced in 16/i and 20/i. In 17/i the conventional 
restatement of the initial phrase from the first subject is followed by 
a prolonged sequential continuation rather loosely connected to previous 
material. From bar 39 onwards various elements of the exposi tiOl" are combined 
resul ting in a seemingly new phrase ,-,hich is subj ected to further continuation. 
Similar transformations of earlier motifs provide the material for the link 
from bar 43 to bar 47. The different subsections of the development are 
unified by the continuity of the rhythmical motion and by the continual 
application of derivation technique. As opposed to the uniform character 
of this example, the developments of 16/i and 20/i present the various 
components in sepo.rated layers thereby resemblinsr the layout of their 
respecti ve expositions. vii thin these layers the thematic subs t ance is 
altered and expanded by a sequential and/or repetitive continuation. While 
the developments of these three examples are devo t ed to expansive 
transforma t ion of entire phrases, those of 13/i and 14/ii build their 
continuations on selected motifs. The development of 13/i derives its 
first 'new' phrase from the opening motif of the principal subject. (Ex.11a-b). 
Bars 27-3U are built from the descendinj run in bar 14f (Ex.11c) and from 
elements of bars 23-25. Of these, the descRBding sixduplets (marked b+d) 
had al ready been introduced in bar 13 (Ex. 11 d), whereas the trill and 
sixth motif (marked c) made its first appearance in bar 23f (Ex.lle). 
The 'Ontire passage is sh010Jn in Ex.11 f. 
In 14/ii a similar sel ective principle underlies the continuation unit 
(bar 35ff) '''hich makes use of the short motif from bar 17. 
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Ex.ll a : 13/i b. l 
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Ex.llc : 13/i b.14-15 
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Ex.11d: 1 3/i b.12-13 
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Ex.l1f : 13/i b.27-30 
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The developments of 15/iii. 39/i and 45/i reve~l the obvious influence 
of the Viennese tradition. 16/iii stands close to the s i mple and playful 
middle section of the vlagenseil Divertimento a preparatory phrase on the 
TV leads to a varied re"t " tement of the main subject in the Tonic minor 
which is followed by a sequential link to the incomplete recapitulat ion . 
The developments of 39/i and 45/i are primari ly concerned with expanded 
harmonic progressions34)and. unlike those influenced by C.F.E.Bach's writin~, 
retain the basic character and sha?e of the them~tic substance. The various 
sequential c hains are arranged in l ayers ,the succession of which differs 
from the arrangement within the exposition. The following diagram shows 
the re-organization of exposition material within the development 
Development Exposition 
39/i ba~s: 52 62 derived from 1 2 
63 77 21 34 
78 85 9 12 
86 92 38 40 
92 - 98 1 
45/i bars: 61 64 derived from 1 4 
65 68 22 25 
69 78 38 46 
79 84 33 34 
85 96 26 - 32 
97 108 47 48 
The development of 18/i is particularly interesting because it employs 
the traditional methods in the service of an intensified expression and 
thereby appro~ ches the l a ter £V.nction of this section as the dramatic clim2x 
of a movement. The restatement of the opening subj ect (bar 62- 69) is followed 
by a 'new' modulatory phrase (b~r 70-79) compiled from previ ous material. 
The major part of the development, however, is devot ed to a powerful 
h ' 'b ·It ~h 0' t· tt 35) f b 35f o f armon1C excurSlon Ul on ~ e ~lgv.r.a lve pa ern rom ars L 0 
the exposition (bar 79-99). A short motivj,c link (bar 99-104) leads back to 
the Tonic key where the recapitulation COmmences. 
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The methods of cl~ssical development technique bec ome more apparent in 
32/i, 33/i, 37/i, 40/i, 41/i, 43/i and 44/i. 37/i still follo\{s to some 
extent the earlier classical tendencies but pl aces greater emphasis on the 
elaboration of specific motifs selected from t~e transition (bar 12) and 
from the first section (bar 7). The dramatic content is enhanced by the 
sudden harmonic shift at the beginnins of t he development and by the 
intensification of the ascending interval jump (bar 33ff) "hich in turn 
lends greater expressivness to the arpeggio fi gure in bars 37ff. Such 
character changes of formerly unobtrusive short phrases are a typical trait 
of many classical devel opments and perhaps one of the mos t essential 
distinctions between pre-classical and classical methods . They feature 
prominently in 33/i "here the pl ayful 5-note figure f r om the second sect ion 
assumes an entirely diff erent meaning and contributes substantially to·.-a r cs 
the heightenins of restless tens ion (compare bars 32ff from the exposition 
"ith bars 47ff in the development). The same· figure appears later in bars 55ff 
as an integral part of an expressive phrase and thereby undersoes a further 
chanae in its character. Similarly, the openin!:J chord of the principal 
theme in 44/i returr.s in an emphatic manr.er at tte b~gi~ning of t~~ 
develop~ent. Its three succ essive e~tries tran~form t~is r ather conv e~tj onal 
and typical Mannheim openin~ motif into a powerful progression that is used 
for a c hr omatic modulation to G minor . 
Apart from changes "'hich affec t the meanin:J and content of a motif or 
phrase, classical develo pments often inte~sify the inher ent characteristics 
of such elements by mea~s of success ive entries in different keys and by 
gradually reducing phrases t o a specific motif. The resulting process of 
elimination inevitably acc el erates the pace and harmonic rhythm as the 
s i ngl e motif entries follow in quick succession and sometimes even over ~. 2. p. 
The development of 32/i exemplifies the application of these methods particul-
arly in the elaboration of the openin" phrase in bars 46-51. This pa ssage , 
"hich resembles the strett a technique of fuaal origin, not only summarizes the 
essential aspect s of the ~evelopment but a l so prepares far the retu.r/l of the 
principal subject at the be:; inninu of th" recapitulation. (Ex.12). 
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Ex .12 32/i b.46-51 
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The developmer.ts of 40/i and 41/ i show a division into t\'/o sub-sections , 
the first of which comprises a variet y of thematic substance whereas the 
second is of unifor m mater ial which is subj ected to sequential harmonic 
expansion. A simil~r co-existence of mot i v ic and harmonic development can 
be found in 44/i, ,,,here a purely fi0'Urative harmonic excursion is place!} at 
the cent re of an ot herwise classica l c1evelo!'ment section. Such arrangement s 
present a combination of gr ea t interest and imF~rtance as Haydn thereby 
:f: -
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establishes a formal structure that recurs not only in several of his own 
works (e.g. 38/i, 49/i) , but also in some sonatas of Beethoven's (e.g. Op.22/i). 
Developments of this kind successfully combine the systematic motivic 
eldboration of ~orthern ori~in with the colourful harffionic idiom typical 
of. the Viennese-Italian tradition. 
As opposed to the dramatic intensity of the developments of 32/i, 33/i, 
40/i, 41/i and 44/i, all of which reveal to a varying degree the influence 
of the storm and stress period, the development of 43/i presents the 
proto-type of lyrical classicism. In conformity with the character of the 
exposi tion, the selected the,,,atic components are treated in such a manner 
as to stress their inherent lyrical qualities and even though phrases are 
shortened the quick succession of their prominent motifs results in playful 
or smooth melodic lines rather than in dramatic intensification. 
The Recapitulations. 
The hybrid binat'y-ternary division of the second main part appears only 
in 13/i where the recapitulation commences with the second section and 
in 16/iii where it be8ins with the transition. In 17/i the tonal frame 
suggests a regular ternary outline, but shortenings in the first section 
and transitior. result in the dimensional balance of a hybrid form: 
/: 28 :/: 19 17 :/. The remaining movements of form type 5 follow the 
principle of ternary sonata form and consequently have a full-length 
recapi tulation. 
Except for 14/ii and 41/i where the recapitulation is regular, all others 
introduce some changes in the internal stnlcture and thematic material. 
A slight shortening occurs in 45/i which omits the restatement of the 
initial phras!e (bar 16ff in the exposition). As the movement proceeds" 
immediately into the Adagio, the epilogue is replaced by an extension of 
the semiquaver passage which terminates on a D7th. In 16/i the shortering 
of the transition is compensated for by a repeat of the closing unit. 
A similar restatement of the epilogue is found in 20/i where the recapitulation 
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also introduces an interes ting harrr.onic change in the afterphrase of the 
principal subject. 
As opposed to the minor alterations in the previous examples, the 
recapitulations of 18/i, 33/i and 40/i omit substantial portions of either 
the transition (e.g. 33/i where b.9-14 of the exposition are left out) or 
the first section (e.g. 18/i and 40/i where the second themes are omitted). 
To secure a s~ooth har~onic connection certain adjustments have been made 
to the termina tions of the first section, all of which end on an imperfect 
cadence. The recapitulat ions of 37/i, 43/i and 44/i c arry development elements 
into their first sections. This method results in elongations of the fi rst 
subject at the expense of other thematic material from either the firs t 
section or the transition. In 32/i such development continuation affects 
the second section (bar 66£f). A similar expansion of the second section 
appears in 39/i where the recapitulation of the closing phrase (bar 139-142) 
is interrupted by an insertion of 10 bars which commences with the afterphras e 
of the main subject (compare bars 142-146 ;lithbars 9-12 in the exposition) 
and l a ter (bar 147ff) resumes the figurative character of the epilogue. 
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Movements of Form Type 6 : 
Movements cf this type are characterized by prol onged continuations of 
subjects and other thematic phrases. In the systematic application of the 
Fortspinnungs-principle they continue the traits established in form type 4 
but differ from these movements in the juxtaposition of diverse m"lterial. 
The slo'''' harmonic pace and the lor.g sweeping melodic or figurative lines 
lend a quiet character to these movements; accordingly. form type 6 under-
lies Moderato movements (e.g •. 20/ii. 31/i. 46/i and 47/i) and the slow 
movem<'.nts of Sonatas Nos .17. 34. 36. 44. 48. 52 and 60. Form t ype 6 consequently 
emerges as the standard t YPe for all Adagio movements in sonata form 
including the works of Haydn's last period . 
The Expositions. 
The tona l frame of the exposition follows similar traits as es t ablished 
earlier under form type 5. In many movements (e.g. 17/ii. 20/ii. 31/i. 34/i i. 
41/i, 48/ii. 52/ii) the second section is of greater l ength than the first 
and consequently provides a true tonal contrast to the home key. The two 
sections are joined either by a modul atory transition (e.g. 44/ii. 4S/i. 
47/i). occasionally with a subdivision into a modulatory progression and 
a non-modulatory key- preparation (e.g. 31/i. 62/ii) or by a tonali t y JU~P 
(e.g. 20/ii, 34/ii, 48/ii. 52/ii). In 36/ii the new key clearly emerges 
at bar 13 but the perfect cadence is withheld until shortly before the end 
of t he exposition. This method. which dis guises the demarcation between the 
two sections. lends to the entire ?rogression from bar 13 to bar 26 the 
character of a prolonged key-preparation . 36 ) An irregular t onal outline 
underlies the exposition of 17/ii which in addi tion to the Tonic introc.'.lces 
t>TO contrast keys. viz. the Dominant (bar 8ff) end the Tp (bar 19ff).37) 
The internal harmonic oraanization of the singl e sections aims towards 
cade.ntial expansion il nd therefore l imits the use of the short-rhythmed 
Diverti,nento structure to epil os,"'Ues. The prolonged sequential chains of 
German pre-classical origin are reduced to short sequences which appear 
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mainly within ,t he transi t ion and/or second sections . C~dential expansions 
are achieved by rich figurations over s l owly movi ng ' harmonies (e. g . 31/i, 
36/ii, 47/i, 52/ii, 60/ii). by inclusion of secondary chords and by inter-
rupted cadences (e. g. 20/ii, 36/ii. 47/i). The t onal frame, expanded i n 
this manner, becomes the carrier of different thematic phr ases which in their 
totality produce a subject or section. 38 ) 
In 20/ii the first section, an asymmetrical open per i od, is followed by 
a second section t wice t he l engt h of the first , viz . 28 bars vs 14 ba r s . In 
its themat ic content this expanded group c ommences with a symmetrical 4 - bar 
theme and continues Iii th interrelated sequential passages up to ba,r 35. In 
the l as t portion of this section (bar 36-42 ) the Fortspinnung of the preceding 
sequences gives way to a symmetrica l cadentia l t ermina tion. The exposition 
is rounded off "ith a short e?ilogue . Prolonged continuations of int errel a t ed 
subject matter are particularly evident in t he expositions of 31/ i and 46/i. 39) 
In both t he firs t subj ec ts. a -b-b structur es, introduce as their aft erphrase 
sixduplet figurations which provide the r hythmic and/or melodic bas is for 
part of t he transition and the entire second sec ti,olO. The ext ended Fortspinnung 
in the second section of 31/ i overlaps i ts cadential ~3rt it ions by t he 
c ontinuity of rhythmic and ha rmolOic mot ion. (See bars 28 .33 and 35) . The 
resulting as~metrical arrangement differs from the more classical structure 
>lhich underlies the second section of 46/~ . tJle Fortspinnung of ;Ilcich is 
subdivided ilOtO varied parallel phras es. These cl~s sical tendencies come 
more str ongl y t o the fore in 47/i. An 8- ba r opening subject of true classical 
shape is followed by a short 4-bar t ransitiolO and a lengthy second sect ion of 
16 bars. In its t hematic content t his section compr ises three different ideas 
a figurative and partly sequential pat t ern with the character of a ke~'­
prepar a tion (bar 13-22)1' repeated scale passage tha t termina tes in a perfect 
cadence (bar 22- 25) and another repeat-phrase '''hich s"rves as ep i lo<)Ue. These 
three groups, h01-lever . are i nt errelated by l'1o t iv i c arfini ty as llell as by 
r hythmic similarity and by a continuous harmonic £10\>1. 
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While the slow movements of Sonatas Nos . 34, 36 and 52 dis?l ay the 
characteristics of form type 6 in a most obvious manner, those of Sonatas 
Nos. 17, 44, 48 and 60 reshape the established mor!el in 3ccord3nce with 
classical principles. This difference is equally noticeable in the 
dimens ional balance of the individual sections and in their inter"al 
structure . In 34/ii, 36/ii and 52/ii a fi rst subject of classical character 
is sontrasted with a second section of greater length presenting a variety 
of elements within the frame of an expanded cont i"uation unit. Forts?innnngs-
technique also underlies the r emaining s low movements of t his form type. The 
internal structure of such continuations, however, replaces the former 
free succession of different phrases with regular classical phraseology. 
Moreover, the traditional sequences give way to expanned cadential progressions. 
The earliest example of such 'classicized' continuations occurs in 17/ii 
where a symmetrical rrinc ipal subject is followed by an expanded second 
section of uniform material predominantly srouped ir.to paral l el phrases~ 
A similar arrangement but with a more distinct epilogue is found in the 
slm' mover.1ent of the l ater Sonata. t'o.48. Classical and tradi tion?l r.1et!oocs 
are successfully mer£;'ed in 44/ii and 60/ii. In t he former both sections 
organize their thematic material into classical continuation units, e~ch 
of vhich commences ~tJi th a par2.11el phrase and continues \·,-i th ?,n unint::::r-
rupt ed melodic and r.armor.ic f low. In the latt er continuation technic::up 
prevails in the transition onl y, whereas the main subjects display classical 
phraseology. The different thematic gr oups are hO\·,ever unified by the 
application of de!'ivation and transforIT'.ation techni c:ues~ 
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The Second Main Part, 
In the slow movements of form type 6 the second part follows the principles 
of either binary (e.g. 48/ ii), hybrid binary-ternary (e.g. 17/ii, 52/ ii) or 
more commonly, abridged sonata form (e. g . 34/ii, 36/ii, 44/ii and 60/ii). The. 
subdivision into development and recapitulation, corresponding to the 
principles of a ternary sonata form, occurs only in the Moderato movements 
20/ii, 31/i, 46/i and 47/i. The following table shows the dimensional and 
tonal balance of all slow movements belonging to this form type : 
Exposition 2nd Main Part 
48/ii . 21 21 . 
T D D T 
17/ii I 23 33 V 
T - D - Tp Tp-D-T -T 
52/ii : 23 40 to 
T D D- - T' - T 
Exposition 2nd Main Part 
Middle Section Recapitulation 
34/ii : 24 8 20 
T Tp Tp TV T TV 
36/ii I 28 11 
TV 
25 
T D D- T T 
44/ii : 16 5 15 
T D T/D7 - TpV T T 
60/ii : 23 10 30 
T D D- TV T T 
The second main part of 48/ii shows the customary free treatment of the 
first subject follow~d by a literal restatement of the second section. 
In 17/ii, on the other hand, the thematic material undergoes development-
like extension (bar 24-40) and free variation (bar 40-48). The second 
main part is then rounded off with the initiai phrase of the main subject 
after the epilogue. Of particular interest is the treatment of the second 
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m~in part in 52/ii. After a short link based on ~ free transformation of 
the second main subject (bar 8ff from the exposition) the recapitulation 
commences with the return of the second section in the Tonic. The regular 
restatement of this section is succeeded by a 2-bar link terminating on 
40) the Tonic 6/4 which leads into ~ expanded 'cadenza'. The movement ends 
with a short epilogue of 3 bars. The short middle sections of ~l abridged 
sonata forms reshape the thematic material of the exposition for the purpose 
of ~ modulatory link and ~re thus not in ~ccordance with true development 
technique. 
The Developments. 
The tonal frame of all developments introduces ~d confirms either the 
Tp (viz. 20/ii, 31/i and 46/i) or the D (viz. 47/i) ~s ~ subsidiary centre. 
In their thematic elaboration and inter~l structure, however, each of 
these developments present ~ different and individual approach. 
The development of 20/ii refers to selected and representative phrases 
from the various subj ects of the exposition which is thereby reproduced 
in an extremely cond~sed manner. Commencing with a varied restatement of 
the initial phrase, the development continues with a portion thereof 
(viz. bar 48-49) intermingling it with a pseudo-contr~puntal passage that 
is relatec to a similar progression in the second section. The development 
ends with a varied return of bars 36ff from the exposition. In 46/i the 
development begins with ~ harmonically varied restatement of the principal 
subject, the afterphrase modulating to the TpV where a new lyrical phrase 
is intrcduced. The second part of this section is devoted to an harmonic 
elaboration of the subsidiary subject. 
As opposed to the conventional techniques applied in these two examples, 
the developmer.ts of 31/i and 47/i employ the more advanced classical methods 
of concentrated motivic work. In 31/i the lengthy harmonic-motivic excursion 
(based on bar 15-17) is framed by expanded cont i nuations of the first 
sUbject. 41 ) While this development c~ntinues the lyrical character of the 
exposition, that of 47/i intensifies the dramatic potential of the first 
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section, a diff~rence which is condition~d by th~ r~sp~ctiv~ qualiti~s of 
th~ subj~cts conc~rn~d. Th~ initial motif of .47/i (Ex.13a) 
Ex.13a : 47/i b.1-2 
II- (JI ) 
~ 0 . 
~-& ~ I" 1,'- VI c 
.......,.- ,,-/ 
. 
I \ . I I I I , I , .+ .,. 
r~turns at th~ b~ginning of th~ d~v~lopment in a pow~ful v~rsion, such 
intensification b~ing achi~v~d by th~ augmentation of th~ int~rvals and 
by a modulatory basis which includes th~ diminish~d 7th, a favourit~ m~ans 
of dramatic ~xpr~sion. (Ex.13b) 
Ex.13b : 47/i b.29-31 
t~) 1;f:.~ 4' 
.i- Mv j\: (~.) r. 
l--ll"-
-
~~ /ll ; , 
I I I I I I ......--
. 
I • 
I-/-
I I I ( I I ~ 
A second entry of th~ initial phras~ in bar 38 is follow~d by a d~velopment 
of th~ short rhythmic figur~ 'b' (see Ex.13a) which is cons equently trans-
form~d from its form~r insignificant rol~ into on~ of focal importanc~. 
l_ 
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The Recapitulations. 
The recapitulations of the four Moderato movements 20/ii, 31/i, 46/i 
and 47/i depart from the expositions to a limited degree only. Alterations 
are introduced exclusively within the first section and transition and are 
restricted to omissions and/or harmonic adjustments. Of some interest, 
however, is the chromatic version of the afterphrase in the restatement of 
the principal subject in 46/i. In th~ Adagio movements 36/ii and 44/ii 
the return of the first subject terminates with an interrupted cadence in 
,order to facilitate a smooth connection to the brief transition. The thematic 
material is treated with greater freedom in the recapitulations of 34/ii 
and 60/ii. In 34/ii the opening subject is reduced to its forephrase which 
appears in a varied manner. The second section retains its total length, 
but replaces some of the former components with new phrases. The recapitulation 
ends on the TV and thereby prepares for the entry of the Finale. Va riations 
and extensions feature prominently throughout the recapitulation of 60/ii. 
The principal subJect is embroidered by figurations, but retains its length 
and harmonic structure. Greater changes affect the modulatory portion of 
the transition, which is expanded by two bars, thematically varied and 
transposed into the Tonic minor. Similarly, the second section corresponds 
to the exposition in its earlier bars but terminates differently and with 
an added epilogue. 
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Movem=ts of Form Type 7 : 
In movem=ts of form type 7 Haydn succeeds in consolidating the diverg~J1t 
trends that were responsible for the evolution of the classical piano sonata. 
While the preceding form types present predominantly Viennese an~or German 
elem=ts, form type 7 shows in addition the growing influence of Italian 
sonatas. Moreover, the differ=t traits are oft= merged and adapted to 
suit Haydn's mature and personal approach. Owing to the individual handling 
of the various movements the composer also clearly distinguishes between 
first and final movements which differ from each other in their cont=t, 
their style and to Some extent in their formal aspects. 
(i) First Movements. 
The Expositions. 
All expositions contain classical structures side by side with t he older 
Fortspinnungs-units. The former appear primarily within the first section 
and the epilogue, the latter within the transition and particularly within 
the second section. The placing and internal structure of the Fortspinnungs-
unit largely determines the tonal frame and the dimensional balance of 
. the exposition. Disregarding its place in either the transition or in the 
second section this Fortspinnungs-unit often explores the harmonic pctential 
of the contrast key by sequences or quasi-modulatory passages. Alternatively, 
it can be restricted to expanded cadential progressions limited to central 
degrees. All second sections resume towards their end the s hort-rhythmed 
cad=ces typical of epilogues. 
The following table shows the tonal frame and dimensional balance of 
all first movements belonging to form type 7 
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Cal Expositions with a modulatory transition 
1st Section Transition 2nd S~ction Epilogu~ 
34/i : a b 
1 
- 12 13 - 24 25 - 58 58 - 66 66 - 68 
T - T T _ TV TV _ D D - D D - D 
53/i : 1 - 8 9 - 29 30 - 42 42 - 45 
T - TV T - TpV Tp - Tp Tp - Tp 
1st S~ction Transition 2nd S~ction Epilogue 
29/i : a a' 
1 
-
4 5 - 11 11 - 18 19 - 42 42 - 44 
T - T T - T T _ DV D - D D - D 
38/i 
· 
1 - 12 13 - 20 21 -44 44 - 46 
· T - T T _ DV D - D D - D 
48/i : 1 - 20 20 - 35 36 - 62 62 - 67 
T - T T _ DV D - D D - D 
49/i : 1 
-
6 6 - 11 12 - 31 31 - 33 
T - T T _ TpV Tp - Tp Tp - Tp 
59/i : 1 - 12 13 - 24 25 - 60 60 - 64 
T - T T - DV D - D D - D 
62/i 
· 
1 
· 
- 9 9 - 17 17 - 40 40 - 43 
T - T T - D D - D D - D 
1st · S ~ction Transition 2nd Section Epilogu.., 
30/i I a a' 
1 
-
8 9 - 18 19 - 33 33 - 41 41 - 42 
T - T T - TV D - D D - D D - D 
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(b) Expositions with a tonality jump I 
35/i 
· 
· 
42/i I 
50/ i · 
· 
55/i : 
60/i 
51/i : 
1st Section 
il b 
1 - 12 12 - 20 
T -
il 
1 -
T -
il 
1 -
T -
T T _ TV 
1 - 24 
T - TV 
b 
8 9 - 16 
T T _ TV 
b 
8 9 - 20 
T T _ TV 
1 - 19 
T - TV 
1st Section 
1 - 12 
T - TV 
2nd Section 
21 
- 47 
D 
-
D 
25 '- 55 
D 
-
D 
17 - 35 
D 
-
D 
21 
- 48 
D 
-
D 
20 - 51 
D 
-
D 
2nd Section 
13 - 28 
D - D 
Epilogue 
47 - 55 
D - D 
55 - 57 
D - D 
35 - 40 
D - D 
48 - 55 
D - D 
51 - 53 
D - D 
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In their them.tic arrangem~1t the first movemetlts falling under form 
type 7 can be placed into three groups : 
(.) those that continue the mixture of Viennese, Italian and German 
elements typical of form type 5 but on a higher level, viz. 29/i, 
30/i, 34/i and 35/i, 
(b) those that bring the individual types to their final perfection, 
viz. 38/i, 42/i, 48/i, 50/i, 55/i and 49/i, 51/i, 53/i respectively and 
(c) those movements of ultimate mastery in which all earlier traits are 
.bsorbed and perfectly blended, viz. 59/i, 60/i and 62/i. 
In movements of this category stylistic and formal elements of Viennese-
Italian and German tradition stand side by side. The short components typical 
of the Divertimento are strung together anq/or extended into l arger sections. 
The resulting thematic groups contrast with each other but are internally 
unified by the typically German technique of consistent continuation. 
In 29/i a short first section (an asymmetrical double-statement a-b-a'-b') 
and a short modulatory transit i on are followed by a second section of 
gre.ter length which commences with a classical structure and continues 
with a prolonged harmonic and thematic Fortspinnung of obvi ously German 
character. The exposition of 30/i shows similar features but places the 
long Fortspinnungs-unit immediately after the first section. Though the 
contrast key is introduced by a tonality jump, harmonic and thematic 
peculiarities lend to thi s unit the character of a transition, the more so 
as it is subdivided into an expanded harmonic progression and a more static 
key-preparation on the DV. Both first and second main subj ects, on the other 
hand, are designed along classical lines and lean towards Italian lyricism. 
This infl'lence comes even more strongly to the fore in the remaining t wo 
sonatas of this ca tegory. In both, t he first section contains two di fferent 
subjects, the first ending with a perfect the second with an imperfect cadence , 
thereby preparing for the entry of the contrast key. In 34/i this open ~~ding 
is followed by a lengthy thematized transition which shortly before its end 
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abandons the classical phraseology in favour of a rhapsodic insertion. The 
exposition ends with a contrasting epilogue theme in classical structure. 
In 35/i, on the other hand, the two sections are joined by a tonality jump. 
The second section commences with a brief reference to the opening Phrase42) 
which leads directly into a long Fortspinnungs-unit of classical design. 
Its harmonic idiom and its phrasing stands close to Italian tradition, whereas 
the logical elaboration of its motivic material resembles the German approach. 
Towards the end of this unit the loose continuous harmonic and melodic flow 
is tightened into concise parallel phrases which eventually lead into 
an 
of 
epilogue theme that shows 
the first section. 43) 
a certain affinity to the subsidiary theme 
The sonatas of this category summarize the various influences and are 
indicative of Haydn's ability to absorb different elements into his own 
writing. Movements 38/i, 42/i, 48/i, 50/i and 55/i represent the perfection 
of the typical southern sonata with its playful and lyrical content. Regular 
phrasing and a preference for varied 'redicts', inherited from the earlier 
Divertimento, are successfully merged with a logical continuity of the 
single musical ideas which are smoothly connected to each other. The uniform-
ity and el~gance of the melodic flow and the absence of concentrated 
derivation technique distinguishes the resulting larger units from similar 
Fortspinnungs-groups frequently found in the works of the German Pre-Classical 
School . The additive segmentary structure typical of the Divertimento, 
expanded however by varied partial repeats and harmonic extensio~s, underlies 
the principal subjects of 38/i anq 42/i. In both movements this subject type 
is contrasted with an expanded and unified second section t hat adapts 
the Fortspinnungs-technique to the pr1nciples of classical phraseology 
and harmony. As distinct from the transi tional position of these two movements, 
48/i, 50/i and 55/i display all t he characteristics of high-classical ~iting. 
In 48/i the divergent subject ma tter is arranged in clearly separated classical 
structures. The periodic opening subject and its varied repeat are followed 
by a modulatory trans ition that develops the characteristic motifs from the 
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first subj ect. The expanded second section is of tripartite design and 
contains two Fortspinnungs-units (the second more extended and subdivided 
by a perfect cadence) and an epilogue. In its· thematic aspect the entire 
section shows a close affinity to previous material. Relationship to the 
model of the mature Italian sonata, as exemplified in the works of Paradisi 
and J.e.Bach, is particularly clear in the expositions of 50/i and 55/i. 
In both, the first section contains in addition to its opening subj ect 
a second group of free continuative design ending on the TV. Without the aid 
of a modulatory transition the second section commences immediately 
in the new key with a Fortspinnungs-unit of such dimensions that it assumes 
a central pOSition in the entire exposition. The prolongation of this unit 
is supported by a widening of the harmonic basis. The expositions end with 
a clearly defined closing group, the regular structure of which counter-
balances the thematic and harmonic freedom of the preceding passages. 
Movements 49/i, 51/i and 53/i perfect the German sonata type and 
consequently ew~loy various means of dramatic expression, such as marked 
contrasts, rhythmic variety and certain quasi-rhapsodic passages. As opposed 
to the free succession of different material in the Viennese-Italian 
orientated movements, the expositions of this group are characterized by 
the systematic elaboration and transformation of motivic-thematic potential 
introduced in the opening subject. In 49/i and 51/i the opening subjec! 
contains different and mildly contrasting phrases which serve as a thematic 
reservoir for the entire exposition. The unisono opening of 49/i (Ex.14a) 
Ex.14a : 49/i b.1-2 
JI,. .\t. 
iJ~+J. + I : i~ r ~, I ..,. I ~ • . 
, 
=l "-..J I I 
I 
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undergoes variation in character and setting at the beginning of the second 
section, where it is immediately subjected to sequential expansion (Ex.14b). 
Ex.14b : 49/i b.12-13 
I>' k f"J ....... ~ .--, .-. 
'----l , 
--
. 
~ 
./ ,~ ../ 
, 
--" 
-
. 
_1_ J. +-
,. ... -t 
""" 
--
Likewise, the second phrase of the principal theme (bar 2f£, Ex.14c) provides 
the material for the next portion (bar 17f£) in the continuation-unit of 
the second section. (Ex.14d) 
Ex.14c : 49/i b.2-3 
t-l!: k, 1-' 1" 
-.::;-
" 
- 1'- 1---1 
-{--
, I' 
., 
\~1-~£ -to ~ liR =1=le-=J ,. , , 
~. 
, 
'----" , 
Ex.14d : 49/i b.17-20 
1/0 .It: 
'.Ji --li: HI"-
- I 1 
, 
. 
I!~ __ It--
-1 , , 
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Ex.14d cont. 
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A similar interrelationship links the thematic substance of both sections 
in the exposition of 51/i. While these two sonatas unify pre-existing 
contras.t ingredients, 53/i arrives at such 'contrast' only a£ter gradually 
un£olding the inherent potential of its initial phrase. 
The movements of this category manifest Haydn's ultima te achievement 
as they blend all earlier traits in a unique and highly personal manner. 
Together with the mature works of W.A.Mozart they represent the peak of 
the piano sonata before Beethoven. 59/i success£ully merges Viennese 
play£ulness, Italian lyricism and Germ~~ logic. In its outline the eY~osition 
comprises a bi-thematic first section and an expanded second section 
made up Qf two classicized Fortspinnungs-units. Like the German sonatas 
of category (b) the opening subject (bar 1-12) serves as thematic reservoir, 
selected phrases providing the bas\s for later subjects. It is in barform 
and combines two stanzas in periodic arrangement with a cadential a£tersong. 
This subject is followed by a contrasting and modulatory transition theme 
typiCal of Italian and Viennese sonatas (bar 13-24). The second section 
commences with a restatement of the opening pbrase from the first subject 
(bar 25-28) which leads directly into the first Fortspinnungs-uni t (bar 28-42). 
44) Its thema tic cont~~t is based on the descending scale line from bar 3 
the lyricism of ~Ihich is now intensified in the manner of an Italian 
'singing Allegro •• 45 ) The harmonic progressio7~ of this unit gradually 
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dissolve into playful passages that could be regarded as the classical 
transformation of rhapsodic prolongations typical of C.p.E.Bach. 46) The 
second Fortspinnungs-unit (bar 42-64) follows a similar outline but places 
greater emphasis on the playful cadential prolongation. Its thematic 
material is derived from a free transformation of the ascending triad-motif 
in bar 2 and the descent in bar 3. 
As distinct from the predominantly lyrical character of 59/i, the 
'English Sonata' 60/i presents the ultimate transformation of rococo 
gracefulness combined with syst~tic motivic development. As in the 
earlier Sonata NO.53/i the opening motif provides the germ cell from which 
most of the subsequent passages and themes evolve. The movement differs 
from the earlier example in its greater emphasis on contrast. Such contrast 
is caused partly by the addition of different material within the various 
continuations and partly by the potential of the motif which lends itself 
to varied and opposing interpretations.47 ) 
Owing to its predominantly dramatic language, 62/i typifies the 
ultimate transformation of the romantic Storm and Stress period into 
the expressivness of the high-classical. In achieving a perfect balance 
between the emotional content and logical form, this work anticipates 
the later compositions of Beethoven. Together with 59/i and 60/i it is part 
of a 'trilogy' that perfects the basic character types of all earlier sonat~s . 
viz. lyricism, playfulness and drama respectively. The intensification of 
content is matched by an expansion of all formal components to their utmost 
limit. Owing to Haydn's masterful handling of the resulting problems, 
the enlarged structure remains nevertheless within the principal laws of 
classical form, the expansive forces held in check by rigorous concentra t icr. 
and logic. T-he first section (bar 1-16) follows the basic structure of an 
open period though with a modulatory afterphrasc which serves at the s ame 
time as a transition. Tve internal structure is asymmetrical,viz. 2-3-3, 
46) 
a subject type frequently found in pre-classical and classical works. . 
The second section conunences with a varied restatement of the opening phr as e 
which leads into a figurative continuation terminating in a perfect cadence 
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in bar 27.49) The second continuation-unit (bar 27-43) begins with 
a ' play£ul contrast phrase that is immediately subjected to character 
variation and continuation. From bar 33 onwards the exposition, resumes 
material from the first section and after a quasi-rhapsodic retardation 
ends with a powerful and brilliant epilogue. The return of the' headmotif ' 
and other material from the principal subject is a feature of great interest 
as it anticipates a technique later encountered in expositions of e.g. 
50) Beethoven and Mendelssohn. Its appearance towards the end of the second 
section links up with its restatement at the beginning of this section; 
these references thereby provide supporting ,thematic pillars placed ... t 
the focal points of a widened structure. From an historic viewpoint 
expositions of this type combine the prinCiples of classical sonata form 
with those of the modulatory rondo. 51) 
The Developments. 
The developments of form type 7 continue the trend towards expansion 
of harmony. a trend which has been noticed in some movements of form type 6. 
The use of the Tp as the central key of a development. found in most 
sonatas of the earlier classical period. no longer provides the standard 
modulation but appears only in isolated examples, viz. 34/i and 38/i. 
Turns to the Tp nevertheless retain some importance as the initial modulatory 
progression. but are often followed by the introduction of other keys, e.g. 
in 29/i. 35/i and 42/i. Alternatively the Tp may emerge later in the 
development as part of a modulatory sequence (e.g. 30/i) or as the ultimate 
harmonic aim but without the final confirmation by means of a perfect 
cadence (e.g. 48/i and 50/i). W!,ile the earlier sonatas of form type 7 
select additional keys chiefly from closely related degrees (SD. DP. SDp). 
the later developments include a great variety of only distantly related 
keys which can be introduced by semi tone shifts (e.g. 51/i), by juxtapositions 
of third relations (e.g. 55/i. 62/i) or by chromatic alterations and 
modulations (e.g. 60/i . 62/i). 
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Harmonic excursions cart appear in a portion of the development (e.g. 38/i. 
49/i. 50/i. which show the subdivision into a predominantly thematic and 
a predominantly harmonic portion) or can underlie the entire development 
section (e.g •. 42/i) . In most movements of later origin. however. such 
harmonic excursions are absorbed into an expanded modulatory frame which 
provides a strong basis for motivic elaborations of considerable complexity 
(e.g. 59/i. 60/i and 62/i). 
The them&tic aspects of the development sections are governed bY the 
potential of the given subject matter as well as by formal and stylistic 
characteristics of the exposition. In a general sense. therefore. the 
developments correspond to the peculiarities of the respective categories 
est ablished in the preceding discussions. The co-existence of pre-classical 
and classical elements. typical of the movements of category (a). also 
permeates their development sections. all of which aim at continuation and 
expanded evolution of phrases and motifs. The resulting Fortspinnungs-units. 
on the other ha.~d. are often compiled of short classical parallel phrases. 
With the emphasis on expansive continuation rather than on contractional 
intensification the developments of 29/i. 34/i and 35/i retain the basi. mood 
of the exposition. Only 30/i anticipates later techniques in the insistence 
on selected motifs. the short-rhythmed succession of which secures a rhythmic 
and dynamic build-up. (See bars 53ff). 
The developments of movements belonging to category (b) exhibit Viennese 
anq/or German influences respectively. Consequently all Viennese ori entated 
sonatas place a strong emphasis on a colourfUl harmonic idiom. sometimes 
integrated into prolonged and modul~tory (e.g. 38/i b.68f£. 48/i b.81ff. 
4~i b.70f£) or cadential passages (e.g. 50/ i). The thematic elaboration 
can be restricted to the opening portion (e.g. 38/i. 48/i. 50/i) or 
be superimposed on continuous modulatory progressions (e. g . 4~i). The 
most advanced development occurs in 55/i. where a variety of thematic elements 
selected from the exposition are supportec, by an expanded harmonic frame. 
The development commences with a triadic motif from the final bars of t he 
exposition. thereby s ecuring a particularly intimate link between the 
. 52) p . two ma1n parts. rogress1ng by means of thi.'d relationships from F major 
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(end of exposition) to D Flat major (beginning of development) and to the 
D7th of E Flat Major (bar 58-59), the development reaches that key (SD) 
in bar 60, where the principal subject enters in a modified version. This 
entry is followed by an extended continuation compiled from various 
elements of the second section and terminates in G minor. (Bar 85). The 
closing portion at first resumes the chromatic scale from bar 43ff in the 
exposition and after that broadens the harmonic rhythm in such a manner 
as to prepare for the entry of the recapitulation. 
The 'German' sonatas 49/i, 51/i and 53/i place prime emphasis on the 
logical development of selected motifs but do not necessarily exclude 
harmonic exploitation. While the development of 49/i makes a clear distinction 
between ·thematic and purely harmonic passages, that of 53/i superimposes 
• motivic chain on a chromatically modulating basis (bar 53ff). In the former, 
the thematic elaborations remain limited to quotations and varied 
derivative continuations; in the latter greater use is made of the 
systematic derivation technique which also shaped the exposition of 
the movement. Motivic continuations feature prominently in 51/i. The 
development commences with a passage derived from the repetitive figure 
of bar 8f of the exposition. A semitone shift leads to a slightly varied 
restatement of the opening phrase from the first subject, the afterpmase 
of which (taken from bar 7) gives rise to a quasi-contrapuntal continuation. 
In bar 40 the initial phrase is resumed and supported by a new chordal 
accompaniment which changes the harmonic and phrase structure of the 
original from its pre-classical characteristics into a classical shape. 
The motivic transformation is su~ceeded by a continuation based on the 
figurative phrase from bar 14ff which is eventually intensified by 
parallel thirds. The last bars of the development are of a cadential nature 
and after elaborating the 3-note figure from bar 7f terminate with 
a brief reference to the opeming theme in the Tp. 
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Haydn's developm~~t technique re~ches its final culmination in the 
movements of ultimate mastery, category (c), each of which presents 
an individual solution in elaborat.ing and re-arranging the given material. 
The development of 59/i enhances the inherent lyrical qualities of the 
exposition by the prominence given to expansive elaboration. The prolonged 
continuation of the 'singing' second theme is counterbalanced by the 
dramatization of the playful figure from bar 53ff, which occupies the later . 
part of this section. A similar intensification of exposition elements 
characterizes the development of 60/i which is almost totally devoted 
to exploring the potential of the opening motif. Haydn uses the manifold 
possibilities of continual variation to utmost advantage. The given material 
successively yields contrapuntal setting, rhythmic diminution, melodic 
variation and derivation, which in turn give rise to new melodious phrases 
(bar 67ff) or figurative patterns (bar 76ff) gradually transformed into 
an accompaniment. Only the final portion of the development utilizes 
different material, in this case selected from the closing bars of the 
first section. In 62/i the development arranges its main components 
in successive layers each being constructed according to the principles 
of Fortspinnungs-technique. Alternating between pP.ay."ul (b.46-47, 68-72), 
figurative (b.48-56, 61-67) and expressive material (b.57-60, 72-78), 
the development intensifies the inherent contrast of the exposition rather 
than individual ideas. To compensate for the lack of classical motivic 
development techniques, great emphasis is placed on harmonic effects and 
surprise juxtaposition of third related keys. 
The R~apitulations. 
In addition to functionally necessary alterations all recapitulations 
contain some changes in the thematic substance. In 34/i, 50/i and 55/i 
these changes are limited to small extensions in the first section or 
transition. A ·number of recapitulations ooit either part of the first 
section (e.g. 29/i, 30/i, 42/i, 53/i and ~2/i) or the transition (e.g. 
38/i and 48/i) in order to achieve a different link between the two 
main sections. V2riation-like changes and harmonic alterations also affect 
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the opening sUbject in the recapitulation of 60/i. Omissions and alterations 
within the second section occur in 29!i. 35/i.49/i. 51/i. 59/i. 60/i and 
62/i. Of greater interest. however. are the development-like extensions 
in the recapitulations of 38/i. 49/i and 51/i and the long codas of 48/i. 
53/i and 59/i. In 38/i a short motivic bridge resuming material from 
the opening subject is inserted into the second section and replaces the 
progression into the interrupted cadence (bar 25-32) that provided 
such a striking harmonic effect within the exposition. In 49/i the restatement 
of the principal subject at the beginning of the recapitulation is 
permeated by a short development of a melodic and a rhythmic motif. 
A similar overlap between development and recapitulation appears in 51/i. 
where the 3-note figure of bars 46-47 gives rise to further elaboration 
in bar 52ff. 
The codas of 48/i and 53/i counterbalance omissions taking place within 
the earlier portion of the recapitulation and consequently restore 
the equilibrium between exposition and recapitulation. While the coda 
in 48/i enters after a pause almost in the manner of a cadenza. that of 
53/i continues the cadential progressions of the epilogue in a development-
like fashion and ends with an abridged and varied return of the opening 
subject. The coda of 59/i differs from these examples as it not merely 
expands the epilogue but is clearly sep ,~rated from the recapitulation proper. 
Enlarging the dimensions from 64 bars of the exposition to 87 in the 
recapitulation. its smoothly emerges from the closing bars of the epilogue 
which it combines in a quasi-development manner with the lyrical phrase 
from the transition. A single exam?le among all sonata movements of Haydn's. 
this coda anticipates a technique that was later to become typical of 
Beethoven's works. 
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(ii) Final Movements. 
The Finales differ from the first movements in their playful ana light 
content, a content which influences their style as well as their form. 
Subjects and continuations avoid the dramatic intensifications typical 
,of first movements and instead stand close to • buffo' style and techhique. 
The additive rather than the internally expansive phraseology relates 
these Finales t o the Divertimento and consequently merges Viennese and 
Italian elements in a highly personal and typically Haydnesque manner. 
The t onal frame of the expositions exhibits similar characteristics 
as establ ished within first movements of this f orm type. 38/iii and 
52/iii j uxtapose their two main sections by a tonality jump, the remaining 
movements, viz. 29/iii, 31/iii, 36/iii, 47/iii and 6~iii employ 
a modula tory transition. In 31/iii, 36/iii, 47/iii and 62/iii the individual 
sect ions are approximately equal in length, whereas in 29/iii, 38/iii and 
52/iii the sec ond section is considerably more extended. The distribution 
of thematic material displays the infl uence of the Divertimento with its 
l oosely-knit succession of different and short components. This technique 
underlies in particular the exposition of 29/iii where the various phrases 
are agglomerated into larger groups. In the other movements of this cete90ry 
the divergent thematic substance is unified to some extent by rhythmic 
and/or motivic affinity. The continuity of semiquaver motion in 31/iii 
lends to this movement the character of a moto perpetuo53 ) and at the same 
time interrelates the melodically differing subjects, a relationship that 
is fu~ther enhanced by the use of recurring bass-patterns. (Ex.15 a-d). 
Ex.15a : 31/iii b.17-19 
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Ex.15b I 31/iii b.19-21 
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Ex.15d , 31/iii b.33-37 
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In 36/iii. 36/iii and 62/iii unification is achieved by the adherence 
to a common opening phrase which reappears with minor modifications at 
various focal points within the exposition, a method also used in some 
first movements of this form type. While 36/iii stands cloeest to the 
Divertimento. 38/iii subjects its ~pening phrase to numerous variations 
as the following examples illustrate (Ex.16 a-d) : 
_L 
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Ex.16& I 38/iii b.l-4 
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Ex.16d : 38/iii b.41-44 
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Th~ rhythmic characteristic of th~ opening phras~ also und~rli~s th~ 
following them~ (Ex.16~) : 
Ex.16~ , 38/iii b.17-18 
, 
Th~ r~tatements of the opening phras~ ar~ followed ~ith~r by n~w 
continuations (e.g. 36/iii) or by afterphrases which, though diff~ring 
from each other, elaborate the motivic potential of th~ forephrase 
(~.g. 38/iii). A similar rhythmic-melodic affinity r~lates the two 
main s~tions of 47/iii wh~re the restless character of the opening theme 
with its repeated notes is continued into the second section and even 
emphasized by the introduction of a new fi gurative semiquaver pattern. 
The opening subject of 62/ iii is similarly prominent, its rhythmic pattern 
and repeated notes being used as unifying devices throughout the 
exposition. The Finale of Sonata No.52, on the other hand, tends more 
towards contrast. The two sections contain different thematic material 
but ar~ nevertheless interconnected by r~rring elements that und~rgo 
certain transformations. 
The Divertimento character of t.he expositions permeates to a grea ter 
or l~ser extent the developm~nts of all Finales of form type 7. While 
the earlier movements, viz. 29/i ii, 31/iii and 36/iii rely chiefly on 
quotations, sequences and other pre-classical devices, the later works, 
viz. 38/iii, 47/i ii, 52/iii and 62/iii intersperse their middle sectio,~ 
with passages of real development. 
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In 31/iii a literal quotation of the main th~ne is follo~ed by t~o 
prolonged sequential chains. The first is based on the short figure from 
bar 9-10 and after 23 bars terminates on the TPV, the second expands the 
V 
epilogue figure from bar 29 and eventually returns to the T thereby 
preparing for the entry of the recapitulation. A similarly primitive 
middle section occurs in 36/iii ~here the first part is devoted to 
a sequential expansion of figurative, patterns derived from the exposition, 
~hereas the second part comprises two subject entries in the Tp and SD 
respectively followed by a short link based on epilogue material . Apart 
from the expressive central episode (bar 62-75) the bulk of the development 
in 29/iii consists of literal or varied quotations of previous subjects 
and passages. 
The 
5~iii 
occasional passages of true development in 38/iii, 47/iii and 
explore the potential of the initial 
and contractional concentrations. In 38/iii 
phrases with imitatory settings 
and 47/iii the phrase-length 
is gradually reduced to its most characteristic elements which in turn 
yield new and expansive combinations. (Ex.17). In 52/iii concentration 
is achieved by the superposition of two rhythmic patterns formerly 
separated into two short phrases of equal length (Ex.18). 
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Ex.17 : 47/iii b.71-88 
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Ex.18 : 52/iii b.69-77 
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As distinct from the relatively conservative handling of the thematic 
aspects, the treatment of the tonal frame is more advanced and includes 
modulations into more distantly related keys similar to those found in 
, 
""J 
the first movements of this form type. The new keys are introduced either 
as part of a sequence or a harmonic excursion (e.g. 31/iii, 36/iii, 52/ii~) 
or by sudden shi fts (e.g. 47/iii) or juxtapositions (e.g. 29/iii, 36/iii). 
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Similarly advanced tonal chara,=teristics also appear in 62/iii which 
differs from the preceding examples ' on account of its systematic development 
technique. A modulatory link. built on bars 78-79. 46-47 and 97-98 successively, 
leads to an incomplete entry of the principal subject in A Flat major which 
is followed by an expanded figurative continuation (bar 128-170). The last 
portion of the development is devoted to various transformations of 
bars 45-50 from the exposition. 
The recapitulations of 29/iii. 36/iii. 52/iii and 62/iii are regula r. 
In 38/iii development technique permeates the first section. extendi ng 
the first subject from 8 to 19 bars. However in order to retain the 
equilibrium between exposi tion ar.,d recapi tula tion the initial bars of 
the second section are omitted. ln 31/iii ex~ensions within transition 
and second section lengthen the I'ecapitulation to 57 bars a s compared to 
37 of the exposition. Even greateT changes affecting the thematic substance 
occur in 47/iii. The complete st."tement of the main subject is succeeded by 
an abridged version of the transttion. In the second section the formerly 
ascending bass-line is inverted. though the figurative patterns in t he 
upper part remain intact. The movement ends with a restatement of the 
prinCipal subject in unisono. 
(iii) Slow Movement. 
In addition to the first mover,lents and Finales. form type 7 underlies 
the slow movement of Sonata No.30 which provides the sole example of this 
group. In its formal and stylist:cc characteristics this Andante shows the 
co-existence of southern and nor',:hern traits typical of category (a) . Its 
hybrid binary-ternary structure. its reliance on s hort components used for 
the formation of larger entities and its Mozartean lyricism relates the 
movement to Viennese and Italian models. The logical interconnection and 
derivation methods. on the other hand. revea! the influence of C.P. E.Bach's 
writing. 
, 
l 
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(2) Elementary Forms. 
A number of movements employ elementary structures derived from 
dances and other traditional models : 
(i) Binary form: l/iii. 10/ii. 
(ii) Ternary form : l/iv. 3/iii. 
(iii) Rondo form : 48/iii. 50/iii. 
46/ii. 50/ii 
4/" ,54) 5/" 111 , 1.1., 4l/iii. 53/ii; 62/ii 
The binary forms l/iii and 10/ii adhere to the Divertimento character 
of the corresponding sonatas and display the characteristics of 'Arietta' 
and slow concerto movement respectively. 55) In both. the first part 
modulates from the Tonic to the Dominant and the second part returns 
to the Tonic key. While l/iii contains different thematic material, 
10/ii retains throughout a uniform melodic and rhythmic flow. Dependence 
on a traditional model also characterizes the Allegretto from Sonata No.46. 
The imitatory upper voices are supported by a melodious basso continuo 
and the resulting comtrapuntal texture resembles the typical 'Andante 
movement' of Baroque Trio Sonatas. Similar to 10/ii the second part is 
subdivided into a modulatory phrase and a pseudo-recapitulation. The 
expressive slow movement of Sonata No.50 differs from the previous examples 
in its rich harmonic texture. Its rhythmic peculiarities and the prominence 
of slur-figures relate this movement to the Sarabande. 
Apart from its use for Minuets, to be discussed later. ternary form 
underlies a variety of movements which are of different content and design. 
In its simple ~,d symmetrical structure it appears in l/iv and 3/iii. The 
playfUl Divertimento character of these t¥o movements has a late parallel 
in the Finale of Sona'ta No.41. The expressive middle movement of Sonata No.53 
follows the design of the traditional al a2 a3 scheme and comprises three 
Fortspinnungs-unjts. 56) An opening subject made up of two complimentary 
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4-bar phrases is continued by figurative passages terminating in the 
Dominant. An abridged statement of the 'headmotif' and its subsequent 
continuation leads ,via the Tp back to the Dominant. The final unit, 
commencing in the Tonic, brings a slightly shortened entry of the initia l 
subjects and after further figurative and cadential progressions modula t es 
to the TpV so as to prepare for the key of the Finale. The Andante of 
Sonata No.5 adheres to a similar scheme. Its opening subject is thematicall:. 
interconnected with its Fortspinnung which reaches the new key (viz. the Tp ) 
almost instantly but withholds the perfect cadence until the end of the uni t. 
The central portion approximates a primitive middle section of sonata form 
and after brief references to the opening phrase in the Dominant and Tp 
respectively is entirely devoted to sequential passages. The final unit 
mirrors the first an the manner of a regular recapitulation. 
Ternary form of a more complex internal structure underlies the Presto 
Finale of Sonata No.4, and the Adagio of No.62. In both, the outer two 
sections are contrasted with a central episode in the Tonic minor. 
Moreover, each section is in itself of ternary design. In spite of their 
formal affinity the two movements represent opposite poles. The Finale of 
No.4 is a typical Dive~timento movement, its light character perfectly 
fitting to this early sonata. 62/ii, on the other hand, conveys the c omposel 
mature expressivness enhanced by a quasi-improvisatory style. In its 
serious ccntent it conforms to the first movement of this late work ~ld 
at the same time anticipates the Adagio movements of the early Beethoven. 
The Finale of Sonata No.50 exhibits the perfect plan of a ~12ssical 
rondo and consists of three ritornelli in the Tonic interspersed with 
two episodes that contrast in both key and material. All three ritornelli 
are stated in their entirety, the last one being varied in its accompanim~:_ 
figure. While the first episode (in the Tonic minor) is in strong contrast , 
the second episode shows affinity to the ritornello in its formal outline 
and playful character. 
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Rondo form also underlies 48/iii, a 'Minuet en Rondeau' as the following 
scheme illustrates : 
A B A 
/s a 1/1 b a :/1 related to 'A' a :/ 
1 8 9 - 17 18 25 26 
- 45 46 53 
T T TV D T T T D TV T T 
C A 
New material a b a' 
54 69 70 77 78 86 87 97 
T- TV T T TV D T T 
The ritornello in ternary form recurs in its entirety only at the end of 
the movement, whereas its middle entry is confined to the initial 8 bars. 
The first episode exemplifies a free variation of the ritornello as it 
retains · some · of its rhythmic and melodic elements. The second episode 
in the Tonic minor provides contrast in the manner of a Trio. 
(3) Stylized Forms . 
11/ii, 13/iii and 39/ii display the style and formal freedom 
characteristic of slow concerto movements. A regular rhythmic pulsation 
supports an expressive and highly figurative melody that gradually 
unfolds. While 11/ii and 13/iii are of binary outline, 39/ii suggests 
an asymmetrical ternary set-up, two D minor sections of 8 and 12 bars 
respectively framing a 16-bar middle section in the Tp. As opposed to 
the thematic uniformity of 13/iii, 11/ii presents a va riety of partly 
interrelated and partly contrasting phrases. Their distribution on 
Tonic and Tp respectively implies the bi-tonal structure typical of 
sonata expositions. The second part of this movement arranges the 
two tonal centres in reverse order and, apart from retaining the headmoti£ 
and single phrases, introduces considerable changes in the thematic subatance. 
The traditional Fortspinnungs-technique still determines the melodic design 
of 39/ii but the movement differs from its predecessors in its classical 
phraseology and in the use of an accompaniment pattern that dissolves 
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the earlier pulsation into a typical classical figure. 
Stylization of traditional suite movements appear in 19/i and in 
56/ii. 19/i57 ) enlarges the traditiol1ill Siciliano in accordirnce with 
the fUndamental principles of sonata form. The first part introduces 
a contrast key and subject in the standard manner of sonata exposition 
and the second part shows a subdivision into a middle section and 
a varied recapitulation. On account of its witty and playful character 
ilnd its insistence on free elaboration of t1o/O alternating ideas the Finale 
of Sonata No.56 resemles the Cappriccio or ~urlesca frequently included 
in pre-classical Suites and Divertimentos. 
(4) Minuets and Scherzos. 
Haydn's life-long liking for the Minuet manifests itself in the 
frequent appearance of this dance within all his cyclic compositions. 
Of his 55 extant piano sonatas 36 include a Minuet or a movement of 
Minuet character. As the 7 sonata incipits Nos.21-27 are referred to 
as 'Divertimento' it can be assumed that these lost works contained 
at least one Minuet each. While Minuets are standard movements of all 
early sonatas up to and including Sonata No.19, they are used with less 
consistency in later works. Moreover, many of the later Minuets no longer 
adhere strictly to the dance characteristics but undergo a gradual process 
of stylization and modification. 
In most respects the early Minuets show the obvious influence of 
the Viennese pre-classical model, and parallels to the Divertimenti 
of Wagenseil as well as to the sonatas of G.M.Monn and J.C.Mann can 
easily be traced. Apart from stylistic similarities which reveal a clear 
dependence on Austrian folk-music'- Haydn's Minuets exhibit formal peculiari t-
ies that are typical of the Viennese tradition. Whether binary form 
(e.g. l/ii, 2/ii, 7/ii) or simple ternary form (e.g. 3/ii, 4/ii, 5/iii, 
6/ii, 9/ii, la/iii, l2/ii, 13/ii, 14/iii, 15/ii, l6/ii, 17/iii, 35/ii a.o.) 
the Minuets nevertheless differ in their internal design. In binary forms 
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the t~o parts are of equal length and consequently present t~o corresponding 
8-bar phrases. Ternary forms either retain a symmetrical balance or shorten 
an~or expand their individual units. In 5/iii and 14/iii the three parts 
are of equal length whereas in 3/ii, 4/ii, 9/ii, la/iii, 12/ii, 13/ii, 
15/ii and 16/ii an asymmetrical balance is caused by extensions of the 
a£terphrase; such extensions occur particularly in the closing unit (e.g. 
6/ii, 9/ii, 15/ii, 17/iii a.o.) but can also be found in the first part 
(e.g. 3/ii, 12/ii a.o.).58) Most Minuets are made up of interrelated or 
complimentary phrases. Their first part can be of modulatory (e.g. l/ii, 
2/ii, 3/ii, 7/ii, la/iii, 12/ii, 13/ii, 14/iii, 16/ii, 34/ii) or non-modulat-
ory outline (e.g. 4/ii, 6/ii, 5/iii, 8/ii, 9/ii, 15/ii, 17/iii). 
Of particular interest are the Minuets of Sonatas Nos.2, 7, 11, 18, 28 a.o. 
~ich present within their first part two contrasting phrases placed on 
Tonic and Dominant respectively. Such Minuets point towards the contrast 
in subject and tonality characteristic of sonata form expositions and 
can be regarded as parallels to some of Haydn's earliest sonata movements. 59) 
The affinity for sonata form is further enhanced in those Minuets which 
continue with a middle section of a primitive development character, 
e.g. 5/iii and 14/iii. ~Iinuets of this structure contain the seeds for 
the later stylization of the Minuet form along the lines of sonata form proper . 
As opposed to the real dance character of most early Minuets, Trio movements 
are often oE expressive or lyrical conteht. To enhance contrast between 
Minuet and Trio the latter usually turns to the Tonic minor or occasionally 
to the Tp or SD. Moreover, the graceful idiom of the Minuet yields to 
a typically Viennese Trio style characterized by more expanded melodic lines 
often supported by descending or ascending basses (e.g. 6/ii, !O/iii, 11/iii, 
12/ii, 13/ii a.o.), by harmonic effects (e.g. 12/ii, 18/ii) or by the typical 
pre-classical quaver syncopation (e.g. 12/ii, 18/ii). Some Trios even retain 
the three-part texture of baroque tradition (e.g. 16/ii, 17/iii). In their 
formal design Trio movements display the same patterns (e.g. binary or ternary 
form with or without contrast phrases, symmetrical or asymmetrical balanr.e) 
as £ound in the Minuets. However, in some sonatas the Trios are more expanded 
than their corresponding Min~ets (e.g. 5/iii, 12/ii, 16/ii). 
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The Minuets of the later sonatas show a gradual process of stylization, 
which sometimes affects the melodic an~or thematic substance (often 
resulting in an. expansion of the simple dance pattern), but which leads 
more often to the transformation of the dance into a 'Tempo di Minuetto' 
in sonata or variation form. While such stylized Minuets also appear 
in the works of Haydn's Viennese predecessors, Haydn himself initiated 
the change from the slow-paced Minuet via a lively Allegro to the classical 
. 60) Scherzo. 
The earliest examples of expanded Minuets occur in Sonatas Nos.l1 and 18, 
both movements being in binary form and having a dimensional balance of 
14 vs 14 bars . Similarly expanded Minuets, though in ternary form, appear 
in 42/ii and 43/ii. Of special interest are a few Minuets in contrapuntal 
style as e.g. 40/ii (throughout a canon at the octave) and 41/ii (Minuet 
and Trio al Rovescio). While these examples in spite of their expansions 
or contrapuntal complexities still remain close to the traditional dance 
many other Minuets undergo substantial modifications. In a number of sonatas 
the Minuet or Tempo di Minuet provides the basis for larger forms super-
imposed on the traditional structure. In Sonatas Nos.34, 37, 44, 45 and 59 
the simple Minuet is expanded by variations or double variations. 61 ) 
The Tempo di Minuetto 19/iii approximates sonata form: a short first 
section of 10 bars is followed by an ex/anded second section in the Dominant . 
The second main part comprises a short middle section and a varied 
recapitulation. 
The change from the Minuet to the Allegro and/or Scherzo appears 
exclusively in the Finales of Sonatas Nos. 39. 48, 51, 60 and 61, and shows 
the transformation of the traditional Viennese Minuet-Finale into a fast 
closing movement. The Allegro Finale of Sonata No.51 still follows the 
standard Minuet form, its contrasting Trio turning to the SD key. In 
Sonata No.48, on the other hand, the inherited formal scheme is permeated 
with rondo elements. A further step in the 'speeding-up' of th~ Minuet 
occurs in 60/iii, an Allegro molto of obvious symphonic character and which 
on account of its concentrated thematic-mot~vic work is closely relatea 
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to the advanced Minuet technique of Haydn's Londc~ symphonies. While the 
Presto Finale of Sonata No.39 presents the extreme example of a quick 
Minuet, that of Sonata No.61 accomplishes the final transformation of the 
Minuet into the Scherzo of classical character. The design and systematic 
elaboration of its thematic material as well as the pecularities of its 
rhythm (the rhythmic flow being continously disrupted by strong accents) 
reveal a total independence from the former dance pattern and anticipate 
the Scherzo writing of Beethoven. 
(5) Variations. 
Variation form and variation technique are of utmost importance in 
the works of Haydn. Although he composed only a single set of independent 
variations, 
movement in 
he frequently included this form a s first, second or closing 
h " 62) " " " " h 1S sonatas. In addit10n to var1at10ns on one t eme 
(a standard form inherited from his predecessors) he makes considera ble use 
of double variations, a form which is of great significance not only 
in Haydn's own works but also in the works of later 19th c. composers. 
Movements of this category are usually based on a theme of oay son~ 
or dance character in either binary (7/ i, 43/iii, 45/iii, 46/ iii) or 
ternary form (42/iii). The sole exception is the Andante con espressione 
56/i which has an entirely expressive character. 7/i exemplifies the 
simplest structure of a theme and three embroidery variations. The bass 
remains constant and acts as a u.1i£ying element in the manner of older 
variation forms,63)whereas the melody is treated more freely though 
retaining the essential notes of the original. Embroidery var i ations 
also elabora te the Tempo di Minuetto 45/iii. Phrase length, rhythm and 
mode are kept throughout, but therexture is enlivened by a gr eater va riety 
in the art of variatiun. The simple tune is ornamented so a s to ~~hance 
its lyricism (variat ion Nos.1 and 6), dissolved into scale passages and 
arpeggios (variation Nos.3 and 5) or presented in an imitatory manner 
(va riation Nos.2 and 4). 
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In 4~iii, 43/iii and 46/iii embroidery variations frame a central 
character variation which in 42/iii and 46/iii turns to the Tonic minor. 
In the former this change of mode merely affects the mood but the shape 
of the theme remains intact. In the latter the original theme is hardly 
recognizable. Variation 3 of 43/iii introduces, apart from the Tonic minor, 
a modulation to G Flat major (its relative major key) after which it 
returns to the TV. The opening movement of Sonata No.56 shows a perfect 
blend of formal strictness and stylistic freedom. All embroidery variations 
adhere rigidly to the original phrase structure and harmony which is changed 
only in the centrally placed character variation. The melody is subjected 
to rich figurative play of almost improvisatory nature, such figurations, 
however, not interfering with the essential qualities of the original tune. 
In their layout double variations follow the arrangement of the 
, 1 · I d'· hAl 1 2 2/· . . 1tt e ron 0 wlth t e scheme B A B A , except for 3 11 Wh1Ch 
omits the last return of ' A'. While the two themes always contrast in 
their modes (alternating between major and minor), their thematic substance 
need not necessarily differ. In 53/iii the two themes are interrelated 
in the manner of a character variation, a relationship that becomes 
particularly obvious in Bl. Character variation also links to some degree 
the two themes of 34/iii which share a similar structure and certain 
rhythmic and melodic elements. In 32/ii 'A' and 'B( differ to a considerable 
extent, interrelationship being limited to motivic affinity especially 
of their respective opening phrases. The double variations of Ti/iii, 
49/ii and 54/i combine tonal polarity with true thematic contrast. The 
actual variation methods remain limited to embroidery and elaborating 
the original models, which owing to their alternation of major ~~d minor 
tonality provide a continual contrast in character. In addition to the 
standard subdivisions Haydn sometimes incorporates part of the original theme 
into variations (e.g. 34/iii, 53/iii) or places abridged quotations in between 
two variations (e.g. 49/ii~. 
_L 
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The double variations in 58/i illustrate Haydn's most mature variation 
technique. The quasi rhapsodic character of the first theme gives rise to 
free transformations of the original, thereby antcipating the 'new Manner' 
of Beethoven's later .variation sets. The second theme in the Tonic minor 
presents a character variation of the first theme which, while retaining 
the phrase structure of the first half, omits the entire return of the 
opening phrase in bars 18-26. Instead it leads directly into Al utilizing 
the similarity between these bars and the first part of A for the purpose 
of an overlap. B1 commences with a variation of the opening phrase of B 
but continues in a free manner with a modulation to A Flat major (the SM key) 
where the opening phrase of A returns and is immediately subjected to 
1 further variation. These bars present an interesting overlap between B 
(to which they belong on account of their key signature and the scale 
passage to follow) and A2 (represented by the appearance of the opening 
phrase in the major mode). The movement ends with a varied and extended 
return of the formerly omitted closing phrase of theme 'A'. The following 
scheme will aid the apprehension of the thematic arrangement of 58/i : 
A a b.l-iO 
b 11-17 
ai 18-26 
c 27-36 (character variation of 'a') 
c i 37-46 (written-out varied repeat of 'c' ) 
B 
d 47-55 (character variation of 'b') 
aii 56-65 
bi 66-72 
aiii 73-81 
bi! 82-88 (written-OJlt varied repeat of bi ). 
a iv 89-97 (written-out varied repeat of a~U.) 
cii 98-108 (overlap of B1 -",ith A2~ 
aV 109-118 (overlap of B1 with A2 
e 118-120 (link) 
avi 121-135 
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(6) Combination Forms. 
In _ number of mov~ents Haydn merges traditional standard forms in 
such a way that he attains a variety of combination forms. Standard forms 
that include repeat sections as an essential el~ent in their structural 
design are frequently permeated with variation technique which results, 
~ong others, in variation Minuets and variation rondos. While these forms 
are typical of Haydn, they have their archetype in the 'altered reprises' 
of'''i;f.E.Bach and can also be traced occasionally in the works of other 
pre-classical composers. A similarly prominent position in Haydn's 
instrumental music is held by the sonata rondo even though this particular 
combination form appears only in three of his piano sonatas. 
This combination form appears in various designs in movements 39/iii, 
54/ii, 55/ii and 59/i1. In 54/ii both dimensional balance and thematic 
arrangement correspond to the standard ternary structure, two outer sections 
of identical material framing a middle section of contrasting key, texture 
and subject matter. Variation technique permeates only the return of the 
' A' secti0n, both halves of which are subjected to simple embroidery 
variation. 55/ii follows a similar design but its middle section 'B' 
shows a motivic affinity to 'A' almost in the manner of a character variation. 
In the return of 'A' the repeats are no longer literal but written out 
in a varied version. 64) In the Finale sf Sonata No.39 ternary and variation 
form are intermingled to an even greater extent. The 'A' section is 
succeeded by a figurative variation which serves as central unit 'B'. 
The return of 'A' is a condensed version which nevertheless retains 
the opening pr~ase and all other essential elements of the original. The 
most mature interpenetration of ternary and variation characteristics 
appears in 59/ii. Its outer sections are in ternary design, all repeats 
being written out in the manner of 'altered reprises'. Its middle section 
is of free binary cutline and provides a contrast in key, character and 
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moed. The following diagram shows the internal organization of this 
movement : 
-------------------------~---------------------------
a ai b aii bi aiii 
1 - 8 9 16 17 26 27 36 37 - 46 47 56 
T TV T - TV TV - TV T T TV - TV T T 
---------B-------~c~ d 
57 66 66 - 80 
T- - T-p T-p- TV 
_________________ A1 ________________ _ 
aiv bii aV biii 
81 88 89 - 98 99 109 110 124 
T - TV TV _ TV T TV TV T 
The vari~tion Minuet differs from the earlier discussed 'Minuet and 
Variation' (viz. No.45/iii) in the inclusion of a Trio. While the earlier 
form uses a Minuet tune for a set of variations, the variation Minuet 
extends the basic structure of a complete Minuet-Trio-Minuet by means 
of variations. 65) In 441iii, a Minuet with a contrasting Trio, the varied 
return of the Minuet is followed by an additional variation of the Minuet 
only. This additional variation combines original and varied phrases 
in the manner of written-out repeats. The variation Minuet 59/iii is 
of a more complex design. The Minuet and Trio, of regular outline, are 
followed by a 12-bar insertion comprising 4 bars from the Trio and the first 
8 bars of the Minuet. This leads to a character variation of ~hc Minuet 
in the Tonic minor with a free treatment of the second part. The movement 
ends with another variation of the Minuet that follows the structural 
characteristics of the original in all its details. 
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The variation rondo (viz. 30/iii, 35/iii and 52/i) follows the standard 
structure of rondo form with its continual alternation between ritornellos 
in the Tonic and a number of episodes in related keys. While the episodes 
differ from each other, all ritornellos are interrelated in the manner of 
a theme and variations. Consequently, Haydn applies similar methods as 
in all other variation sets, viz. written-out repeats (e.g. in 35/iii), 
short insertions between episode and variation (e.g. 52/i) and literal 
quotations of the original as part of a variation (e.g. 35/iii). 
The slow movement of Sonata No.51 has the outline of an abridged 
sonata form with an 'altered reprise' of the exposition and a freely 
treated recapitulation. 
In combining elements from the sonata and rondo Haydn arrives at 
different structures that on account of their individual design resemble 
the standard scheme but only to a limited extent. The most regular outline 
is found in 61/i, the ritornello of which undergoes slight variations at 
each re-entry. Rondo elements dominate in 58/ii. A regularly contructed 
ritornello of ternary design (bar 1-30) is followed by an episode (bar 31-91) 
that is based on ritornello material and contains an incomplete and 
varied entry of the opening phre.se from the ri tornello in the Dominant 
key (bar 52ff). Both parts together (viz. Ritornello and episode) therefore 
resemble a mono thematic sonata exposition. A complete restatement of the 
ritornello in the Tonic key (bar 92-122) leads into the central episode 
in the Tonic minor, which commences with a new theme but later elaborates 
ritornello phrases in a development-like ~a.nner (bar 122-172). The last part 
of the movement p~~sents a varied recapitulation of ritornello and episode, 
but in spite of some omissions and expansions retains the dimensions of che 
I'!lCposition. 
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33/iii combines ~ sonata exposition with a second part permeated by 
elements o£ the variation rondo • . The descending scale progression that 
underlies the entire opening SUbject66) serves as 'cantus £irmus' £or 
subseq1,1ent thematic phrru;es, though underg·oing inversion and derivation. 
The second part commences with an incomplete ritornello entry in the Tp 
£ollowed by an expanded and development-like continuation that leads back 
to the Tonic key. A varied return o£ the ritornello (bar 78££) is £ollowed 
by the recapitulation o£ bars 16-26 £rom the exposition that later dissolves 
into a sequential harmonic excursion. A £inal entry o£ the opening SUbject 
(bar 121££) heads the recapitulation o£ the remaining exposition material 
(bar 27££). The £ollowing diagram illustrates the relationship between 
second part and exposition : 
2nd Part 
bars 47-52 
53-64 
65-73 
74-78 
79-84 
85-89 
90-96 
97-119 
120-128 
129-152 
correspond to 
develop moti£s £rom 
take material £rom 
motivic link 
Exposition 
bars 1-6 
1-12 
21-24 
varied version o£ 
quotation o£ 
take material £rom 
harmonic excursion on 
varied version o£ opening 
moti£ and continuation 
except £or changes in the 
latter part,correspond to 
1-6 
16-20 
21-23 
35-36 
1-2 
27-46 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
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NOT E S 
See HeusChneider/German p.8££ 
Compare in this context the similar structural principle o£ 
Vagenseil's Divertimenti. C£. HauiMal~Divertimentobegri££ 
Compare the second part o£ Minuets 3/ii, 5/iii and 13/iii. 
See also Wagenseil Op.1/5/ii and Op.1/6/iii 
Compare e.g. Wagenseil's Op.2/1/i, op.3/21i and Op.3/3/i. Haydn's 
Sonata NO.14/i has an interesting parallel in a C major movement 
by Giovanni Mann contained in a manuscript in the possession o£ the 
Musik£reunde Wien p.39, but not listed in Fischer's Catalogue 
in DTO Vol.59 
Compare Wagenseil's Op.1/3/i 
Though this passage is idiomatically similar to Wagenseil (see 
Op.3/5/i) such non-modulatory key preparations occur quite o£ten 
in sonatas o£ German pre-classical composers, see Heuschneider/German 
under N.G.Gruner p.150, and are also known to Wagenseil, see Op.4/ 3/i. 
This teChnique whiCh aims at the internal uni£ication o£ the two 
contrasting sections was later so typical o£ Haydn's handling o£ 
the sonata exposition that it came to be regarded as one o£ the 
main di£ferences between Haydn and Mozart. (C£.Fischer/Wiener p.59). 
While parallels occur occasionally in Viennese pre-classical sonatas,e. g. 
Wagenseil Raccolta No .9/ Finale and Op.3/3/iii (C£.also Michelitsc~ 
Vagenseil p. 88) , the most important counter-examples are £ound in the 
works of the German School, particularly in the sonatas o£ C. P.E.Bach. 
Most o£ these devices appear with great regularity in the sonatas 
o£ Wagenseil and other pre-class ical composers. 
Regarding their authenticity see the Preface to the Vienna Urtext 
Edition Vol. I p.XXI 
The alternation between major and minor is a characteristic element 
o£ Italian origin (See e.g. Pa~adisi Sonata in A major,lst mov~ent, 
1st subject) and well-known to the composers o£ the Viennese Pre-Classical 
School, see Wagenseil e.g. Op.2/4/i, Op.2/6/i and Op.3/S/i 
Interesting parallels exist in the works of Paradisi. See Heuschneider/ 
Italian p.38 
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12) While the 'false recapitulation' is commonly regarded as a typical 
characteristic of Haydn's, its inclusion in 15/i is the sole example 
among his piano sonatas. 
13) 
14) 
Compare earlier under Form Type 2. Similar additional subject entries 
appear also occasionally in his later sonatas, e.g. 43/i, 49/i. 
See Heuschneider/ltalian p.39 
15) Though this sonata was published in 1788 it was probably composed 
in the 1760's. Cf. Preface to the Vienna Urte.xt Edition, Vo!.l p.XXI 
16) 
17) 
18) 
According to biographica).. knowledge Haydn's acquaintance with Bach's 
sonatas dates back to his yOuth. At that: "time only the earlier works 
of C.P.E.Bach were published, viz. the Pruss ian Sonatas (1742), the 
WUrttemberg Sonatas (1744), the 'Versuch' (1753) and the Sonatas with 
Altered Reprises (1760). 
See Heuschneider/German p.l0 
In the C.P.E.Bach sonatas known to Haydn at that stage ternary sonata 
forms appear side by side with other structures. Cf.Heuschneider/Gerrr,a:c 
p.32f 
19) The remaining movements of these two sonatas are firmly rooted in 
Vier.nese tradition. 
20) Compare in this context the remaining movements of these sonatas which 
are equally advanced in their internal structure. 
21) Haydn may well have been influenced by similar v2.ried recapitulations 
which occur frequently in the works of Wagenseil's. 
22) Compare in this context the sonatas of Neefe, Gruner a.o. See also 
Heuschneider/German. 
23) This design, which also underlies several of Mozart's sonata movement s 
(e.g. r 284/i, r 330/i, r 333/i and r 457/i), provides the basis for 
some expositions in the works of Beethoven's which put a similar 
emphasis on the second section, e.g. Op.2/3/i and Symphony No.3/1st mc'" 
24) The 'open' ending of first sections or subjects is a characteristic of 
E~ydn's but occurs quite frequently also in the works of Mann and 
Wagenseil. 
25) Chromatic progressions of this kind also occur in other sonatas of 
this form type, e.g. 18/i, 20/i, and may well be influe.~ced by 
similar progressions in sonatas of C.P.E.Bach a.o. 
26) 
27) 
28) 
29) 
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It isinteresti~g to note that the resulting melody type corresponds 
to a pattern frequently employed in the aid of lyrical expressivness, 
see e.g. Paradisi Sonata in A major,lst movement,opening subject. 
(C£.Heuschneider/Italian p.41 Ex.26). This melody type appears in 
a number of traditional Austrian folksongs,e.g. "Tirol isch lei oans" 
(Singende Jugend, MUller, Salzburg 1948, No.180), "Unter der Lindn" 
(Op.cit . No.245) and "Der Himl is voler Stern" (Musikerziehung, 24.Jg 
1970/71 Heft 1, Osterr.Bundesverlag, Wien. P.20). 
These bars show a striking likeness to similar passages in No.44/i 
and in some sonatas of C.P.E.Bach, e.g. WUrttemberg No.1/i. 
The use of a tetrachord or hexachord as a unifying element within 
a sonata exposition is by no means restricted to this particular 
example but has interesting parallels in other works of Haydn,e.g. 
Sonata No.33,and Mozart. (Cf. Hans Keller's contribution 'The Chamber 
Music' p.90f£ in 'The Mozart Companion'). A similar 'cantus firmus' 
also appears in W.F.Bach's Sonata No.4/iii and throughout Sonata No.6. 
C£.Heuschneider/German p.19£. 
Similar thematic-tonal overlaps occur also among Haydn's German 
contemporaries, e.g. Wolf and Neefe, see Heuschneider/German p.l02 
and 116 respectively. 
30) The use of two contrasting subjects within the first section has some 
parallels in later sonatas of Haydn's (e.g. 61/i) , of Mozart's (e.g. 
I 311/i) and is also found occasionally in the sonatas of N.Gruner. 
(See Heuschneider/German p.150). 
31) The 'StDDm and Stress' movement influenced a num~er of Haydn's works 
during the 1770's,(e.g. Nos.32,47,49) an influence which is equally 
apparent in works of a different genre, viz. the String Quartets 
Op.20/3 and Op.20/5 and the Symphonies No.45 ('Farewell') and No.49 
('Las Passione'). . . 
32) The prominent and systematic working-out of elements from the first 
subject within the transition is of great interest as such 'development-
transitions' are typical of the mature Hay~~. Originating in some 
continuations within the sonatas of C.P.E.Bach, they appear frequently 
throughout the High-Classical Period as well as in the works of 19th 
century composers. 
33) This method suggests a 'false recapitulation' on a tonal basis but lacks 
the thematic definition. 
34) This emphasis on the harmonic aspect is typical of Viennese pre-classical 
composers, similar developments occurring in the Divertimenti of 
Wagenseil (e.g. H 2/i, Op.l/5/i, ('p.l/5/iii, Op.3/6/i) as well as in 
the sonatas of G. M.Monn (e.g. FK 52/v, FK 54/i) and J.C.Mann (e.g. FK 
91/i) • 
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3S) This pattern which appears very frequently in the Divertimenti of 
Wagenseil and also in a number of sonatas by Haydn, is here given 
an entirely different character. It is interesting to note that 
similarly expressive use is made of this pattern in some works of 
G.M.Monn (e.g. Sonata FK No.S7) and J.C.Mann (e.g. Sonata FK No.9B). 
36) 
37) 
The tonal frame of this exposition, therefore, resemaes the evolut-
ionary A 2 stage, a resemblance which is further enhanced by the 
prevailing Fortspinnungs-technique. Cf.in this context also the 
sonatas of Neefe, see Heuschneider/German p.llS. 
A similar three-tonal frame appears in sonatas of G.Benda (e.g. 
NO.7/i, lS/i) and E.W.Wolf (e.g. I/S/i). 
38) The technical details of such structures are discussed under 
'Subject and Phrase Structure'. 
39) The Vienna Urtext Edition interchanges the Hoboken numbering of these 
two sonatas. In the preface the editors explain the reason for the 
earlier placing of Hob.XVI/46 but fail to give their reason for 
changing Hob.XVI/31 into their number 46. A comparison of these two 
sonatas reveals striking parallels and it may well be possible that 
. they were composed in closer succession than their present placing 
suggests. 
40) The inclusion of a 'cadenza' in a sonata movement is a unique feature 
among Haydn's sonatas, but has well-known parallels in the Finale of 
Mozart's Sonata K 333 and in Beethoven's Sonata Op.2/3/i. 
41) A similar combination has been observed earlier under Form Type S -
The Developments. Compare also the harmonic excursion in Beethoven's 
Sonata Op.l0/2/i which uses a similar motif. 
42) 
43) 
4S) 
46) 
Such references to the opening theme at the beginning of the second 
section are a Common feature of several expositions and occur witi' 
greater frequency among Haydn's later works. See also above under 
Form Type 2 p.26f 
This exposition structure, which also recurs with some modification 
among other sonatas of this form t ype, has marked parallels in the 
sonatas of the Italian schoom, e.g. J.C.Bach Op.S/5/i and Op.17/3/i 
and Paradisi, e.g. Sonata No.12 in C major (published in 'Alte Meister' 
Vol.6). 
Such scale motifs present a standard pattern frequently employed as 
unifying elements; see also under Form Type 5 (e.g. 1l!i,32/i, 33/i). 
A stylistic peculiarity, characteristic of Mozart. 
Compare in t!\is context 34/i b.48ff wr.ich presents an intermediate step 
between the pre-classical proto-type and its classical transformation. 
47) 
48) 
49) 
50) 
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Character changes of this kind appear frequently in the works of Mozart, 
e.g. Symphony r 201/i and I 425/i; see also under Form Type 5, e.g. 33/i. 
Compare J.e.Bach Op.17/3/i (7+6) and Mozart I 309/i (2+5 2+5). 
This unit corresponds to similar passages found in other, previously 
discussed sonatas of this form type, e.g. 51/i. 
See e.g. Beethoven's Sonatas Op.2/2/i, Op.13/i, Op.14/1/i, Symphony No.3 
1st movement and Mendelssohn's Symphonies Nos.3 and 4 (1st movements) and 
Violin Concerto, 1st movement. 
51) This combination is especially obvious in 59/i where the principal 
subject re-appears in the development in the Tp. Compare in this context 
the similar re-appearance of main subjects in some movements of W.F.Bach 
and C.P.E.Bach . 
52) 
53) 
This technique is relatively rare among Haydn's sonatas and occurs again 
only in 59/i. It can be found more often in sonatas of Mozart, e. g. 
r 311/i, r 545/i, 1576/i, and Beethoven, e.g. Op.10/2/i, Op.10/3/i. 
Compare similar 'moto perpetuo' Finales among Italian and German 
predecessors. See Heuschneider/Italian p.40 and Heuschneider/German 
p.45 and p. 95. 
54) This Presto re-appears as the opening movement in Sonata No.5. For a 
discussion of this double-use see the preface to the Vienna Urtext 
Edition Vol.I p.XVI. 
55) Such stylized concerto movements re-appear in other sonatas, e.g. 
11/ii, 13/iii and 39/ii, but are of different design. 
56) This structure underlies some movements of G.Platti, see Heuschneider/ 
Italian p.29 and W.F.Bach and C.P.E.Bach, see Heuschneider/German p.8f 
and 43f respectively. It is interesting to note t .hat in the first and 
second movement of this sonata Haydn uses German techniques bringing the 
respective models to their perfection. 
57) This movement is also included as Larghetto in Sonata No.57. For further 
information see preface Vienna Urtext Edition Vol.I p.XVI. 
58) Such afterphrase extensions are by no means peculiar to Haydn ~~t appear 
frequently in the Minuets o£ his Viennese predecessors. 
59) See earlier under Form Type 1, p.25. 
60) This change Can also be noticed within the symphonies o£ his later 
period, e.g. No.96. The Scherzo movement as such appears much earlier 
in Haydn's Chamber Music, viz.Op.33/1-6. 
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61) For a detailed discussion of this combination form see later under 
5/(i) p.99f and 6/(ii) p.103. 
62) Haydn's position is therefore diametrically opposed to that of Mozart 
whose output includes many sets of variations, whereas only two of his 
sonatas (viz. X 284/iii and X 331/i) include a theme and variations . 
63) See Grout/~ History of Western Music p.302ff for techniques of 
variations. 
64) This method of replacing repeat marks by written-out varied versions 
is frequently employed in Haydn's variation movements. 
65) This expansion o£ the Minuet anticipates the later expansion of the 
Scherzo found in the symphonies of Beethoven and romantic composers. 
66) In the use o£ this particular line the Finale is also related to the 
first movement of this sonata, see earlier p.17 and 49£f. 
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SUBJECT AND PHRASE STRUCTURE. 
The manifold influences affecting the emergence of entire classical 
structures are equally apparent in the gradual transformation of their 
smaller components into classical subjects based on a regular phrase syntax. 
This transformation runs parallel to the previous formulated evolutionary 
process, a process with which it is so closely interconnected that it becomes 
one of its most essentia~ pre-requisites. Accordingly, Haydn's early works 
reveal the definite influence of inherited and traditional thematic models 
of Viennese and Italian origin. Owing to the composer's growing interest 
in the music of C.P.E.Bach these models are gradually intermingled with 
formal and stylistic elements characteristic of the German Pre-Classical School. 
The conflict of Southern and Northern techniques determines in particular the 
sonatas of his middle period where divergent subject structures are frequently 
juxtaposed even within a single movement. The successful merging of different 
traditions and their assimilation into Haydn's creative personality eventually 
gives rise to thematic designs that achieve their fullest realization in the 
classical concepts of subjects and subject groups. 
(1) The early themes. 
Haydn's earliest themes are shaped in the manner of his Viennese p!e-
decessors and contemporaries and present constituents of Italian and French 
origin side by side with elements typical of native Austrian musical idiom. 
This co-existence of divergent stylistic components within a single 
theme is made possible by the structure of the theme itself which, following 
the prevailing rococo tendencies, is made up of particles that in 
their succession and skilful interplay guarantee continuity of movement, 
transparency and entertaining gaiety. The opening subject of l/i exemplifies 
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this interconnexion o£ £ormal organization and stylistic variety in 
a most convincing manner. (Ex.19) 
Ex.19 J Vi b.1-8 
JI. 
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]l-
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The £ree alternation o£ small units, a speci£ic trait of Divertimento 
sonatas, enables the composer to introduce motivic material modelled 
on £iguraLive patterns o£ French tradition (bar 1-4), expressive cantabile 
lines o£ Italian origin (bar 5-8) and triadic £ormations o£ Austrian 
£olk music (bar 1-2). This stylistic variety, however, is bound together 
bY the continuity o£ the harmonic progression and by subtle means o£ 
a simple interrelationship. The segmentary strucLures o£ such themes 
allows for numerous possibilities in arranging the individual particles. 
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Disregarding the small details of internal organization, such arrangements 
fall into two main categories I 
(a) those that display the characteristics of the baroque Fortspinnungs-
technique and 
(b) those that tend to a greater or leswer extent towards the phrase 
parallelism typical of the Classical Era. 
The two categories are not necessarily exclusive for every so often they 
yield interesting overlaps and combinations. In his dependence on these 
two categories and in their frequent intermingling Haydn follows the models 
set in the works of his forerunners, particularly those found in the 
sonatas of Wagenseil. The influence of this composer, however, is not 
restricted to the application of these two proto-types only but also 
affects the internal design of many of Haydn's earlier subjects. 
In applying the principles of Fortspinnungs-technique Haydn relies 
primarily on the continuity of harmonic flow and, having established 
the home key, often proceeds immediately to the subsidiary tonal centre 
by modulatory or quasi-modulatory progressions. In the motivic organization 
of such themese, on the other hand, the composer initially remains 
indebted to the segmentary chain structures of rococo spirit and only 
later absorbs the internal thematic unity and logical coherence of 
true Fortspinnungs-units, thereby exhibiting the influence of C.P.E.Bach 
and the North German School. The combination of Fortspinnung and chain 
principles is best illustrated in the opening subject of 3;'i (Ex.20). 
Ex.20 : 3/i b.1-11 
+\ -
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Ex.20 cont. 
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In its harmonic design this subject displays the typical progression 
of a modulatory . . 1) Fortsp1nnungs-un1t. The first seven bars are devoted 
entirely to cadential confirmation of the Tonic and are followed 
without any break by a 4-bar modulation to the Dominant. In its motivic 
structure the subject comprises a variety of elements held together by 
literal or varied repeats. 
A similar combination of Fortspinnung and chain principles underlies 
the more extended opening subjects of 8/i, 8/iii2) and 11/i. In the 
r, ... 
. :;1- e-
~ 
former two movements these subjects consist of a cadential chain structure 
followed by a modulatory sequential continuation of somewhat unified material. 
In the latter the opening portion becomes more expanded and assumes the 
dimensions of a self-contained theme (bar 1-10). The sequential continuation 
(bar 11-22) that follows this opening unit is of non-modulatory outline 
and terminates on the TV where it is immediately succeeded by the modulatory 
transition. 3) The subject consequently occupies the entire space of the 
first section, a characteristic that could already be observed in 3/i and 
that recurs with great regular i ty in subsequent sona tas (e.g.17/i,18/i a.o.). 
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In its total structure the subject suggests an inverted barform a b b', 
an outline that also appears in the internal organization of the opening 
portion. The asymmetrical phraseology is caused partly by literal and 
varied redicts4 ) (bar 1-10) and partly by the free succession of different 
particles. The opening subject of 51ii differs from the preceding examples 
as its single elements tend towards unification. (Ex.21). 
Ex.21 I 5/ii b.1-6 
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Its initial phrase, based on a I-V progression is clearly separated from 
the following bars which elaborate the melodic potent i al of ~his motif over 
a continuous harmonic flow. With regard to the totality of the exposition, 
this subject serves as an expanded headmotif that provides the essential 
thematic substance for the modulatory Fortspinnung and the cadential 
closing group.5) Both the mellow melodic lines and the uninterrupted rhythmic 
movement relate this Andante to Italian models raLher than to the sonatas 
of C.P.E.Bach. 
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The second category o£ Haydn's early themes evinces the composer's 
dependence on the proto-type o£ the 'Lied typus' with its various combinat-
ions o£ parallel phrases o£ similar and/or different material. 6) This type 
which has its origin in folk tunes as well as ·in certain dance £orms. 7) 
not only underlies some short movements which therefore show close ties 
with traditional suite movements but also determines the design o£ various 
subjects within the framework o£ larger £orms. 8) 
The simplest possible combination o£ short parallel phrases is found 
in the immediate phrase repeat known as 'redict'. This device which 
underlies many pre-classical sUbjects 9) has often been used to secure 
internal unification o£ motivic chains. The second theme o£ 4/i shows 
the skilful application o£ this technique as a convenient means for 
unifying the various components and for lending greater length and weight 
to a section. The second subject o£ 2/iii. ma de up o£ two identical 
and overlapping 7-bar phrases (bar 13-25). stands close to the redict 
from which it differs primarily on account o£ its larger dimensions. 
In addition to the redict (where the repeat phrase corresponds in all 
aspects to the original) Haydn employs various other phrase combinations 
with a complimentary relationship between £ore- and a£terphrase. In the 
earliest stage such combinations consis t o£ two or more short units that 
alternate in their tonal basis between the Tonic and closely related degrees. 
Parallel phrases of this kind appear especially in structures that otherwise 
retain some ties with Fortspinnungs-themes. 10)e. g. 8/i b.38££ (alternating 
between T and D). 6/iii b.l-10 and 10/i b.1-7 (both alternating between 
T and SD). The continuations which follow these alternating parallel phrases 
are not necessarily superimposed on sequential progressions ( e.g. 8/i) but 
are usually concerned with a motivic 'carrying-on' over a static (e.g. 6/i) 
or non-sequential harmonic basis (e.g. la/i). 
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An intermediate step in the £ormation o£ classical phraseology is 
accomplished in subjects that combine two alternating and short units 
into a single pseudo-periodic phrase which is immediately repeated in 
. 11) 
the manner o£ a second stanza and then succeeded by a brle£ a£tersong, 
e.g. 8/iii b.33££ (Ex.22) and 10/i b.8££. 
Ex.22 : 8/iii b.33-44 
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The expansion of the individual unit and its subsequent repeat 
on the Dominant leads to subjects that display the essential traits 
of simple periodic structure. The second theme of 1/i b.Bff commences 
with a 3-bar forephrase answered by a complimentary a£terphrase of 
equal length which is rounded off by a 3-bar cadential termination 
of slightly different material. 
True periodic design underlies the principal themes of 2/iii and 
6/i, both of which exhibit the harmonic progressions of the open 
period. In the former the afterphrase modulates to the Dominant key 
and thereby replaces the transition. In the latter, the afterphrase 
terminates on the TV and the subsequent modulation is affected by 
a tonality jump. Open periods of these designs appear so frequently 
among Haydn's subjects that they can be regarded as a peculiarity 
of the composer. Apart from their harmonic basis the two subjects 
differ also in the phrase lengths of their respective components : 
while 2/iii is of asymmetrical shape (viz. 3 + 3 / 3 + 4), 6/i 
displays the symmetrical balance typical of later subjects (viz: 
2 + 2/2 + 2 ). Its classical character is further enhanced by the 
juxtaposition of opposing matter within both fore- and afterphrase. 
The energetic 'hammerstrokes,12) of the first two bars (a) are 
immediately contrasted with a lyrical counterphrase (b).(EX.23)13) 
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Ex.23 : 6/i b.1-B 
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Phrase repeats also appear occasionally in subjects which are neither 
periodic nor indebted to Fortspinnungs-technique. Such repeats therefore 
-
serve as unifying factors in themes of segmentary structure as e.g. the 
principa~ themes of 4/i and 9/i. The former, unified to some extent by the 
descending line common to all particles, gains additional coherence by the 
double statement of its closing tUlit. Its total outlin~ consequently resembles 
an inverted barfOrm14). The latter,comprises three short components of different 
material. While the first of these particles presents an indivisible 2-bar 
phrase, the remaining segments undergo literal or varied repeats. 
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(2) The themes of the early middle period. 
Commencing with 12/i, the first example of form type 4, the influence 
of C.P.E.Bach's continuation and transformation principles becomes more 
and more apparent. This influence affects primarily the design of the 
subsidiary groups which proved particularly suitable for such innovations 
as they were traditionally devoted to a 'carrying on' function rather 
than to the introduction of contrasting material. 15 ) 
The use of C.P.E.Bach's composition principles in subsidiary groups 
soon leads to extremely complex designs that occupy the space of an 
entire section and later results in thematic structures of a transitional 
nature. 'The pervasion of the subsidiary section with the principles of 
transforma tion and derivation technique happens along two distinct lines. 
Depending on the respective initial model the second subject group either 
(a) follows predominantly German traits which become gradually intermingled 
with classical Austro-Italian elements or 
(b) remains from the outset indebted to inherited Divertimento chains 
of symmetrical design which in turn absorb th~ logical c ontinuity and 
coherency of German origin. 
Continuation and transforma tion methods of category (a) reach their 
first culmination in 13/i, 17/i and 18/i which present an almost continuous 
motivic flow resulting in 
section. 16) Such extended 
an 'endless theme' that fills the entire second 
second subject groups built along the lines of 
deriv~tion chains recur also in several other movements of Haydn's middle 
period, e.g. 20/i, 20/ii, 31/i, 32/i. 36/i. 38/i, 40/i, 41/i and 42/i. 
In 20/i and 31/i the subsidiary sections are devoted almost exclusively 
to fi~~rative elaborations of simple cadential ' progressions and lack the 
qualities of a distinct theme. The individual segments are however inter-
related by the adherence to a common contour or by the occasional appearance 
of short repeat phrases. Such repeat phrases feature more prominently in 
the second subject group of 41/i which owes its enlarged dimensions to the 
sequen tial progress ions of bar 11 ff as well as' to the prolonged stay on 
secondary degrees in bar 19ff and the subsequent delay of the ;)erfect 
cadence. 17) 
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The subject st~lcture and phraseology of 20/ii, 32/i and 40/i combine 
classical parallelism with the methods of Fortspirulungs-technique. In 
these movements the second sections commence with repeat phrases of 
distinct thematic character followed by sequential continuations which 
terminate in yet another thematic unit of predominantly classical shape. 
The intermingling of initially German traits with classical elements 
has its strongest representation in 36/i, 38/i and 42/i. In 36/i the 
second section consists of three interrelated thematic groups (commencing 
in bars 18,36 and 45 respectively) each of which is in itself unified 
according to the principles of systematic continuation. The individual 
particles, on the other hand, display classical arrangement, as they 
are organized into shorter or longer repeat phrases mostly of equal length. 
The second sections of 38/i and 42/i reveal an even higher degree of 
rhythmic and motivic continuity. Similarly, their consistent phrase 
parallelism anticipates the structural principles of Haydn's l a ter 
subjects to such an extent that they can be regarded as a final stage 
in the merging of northern and southern tendencies. 
Subsidiary sections of category (b) can be found in 14/ii, 29/i, 3~/ii 
and 35/i. The Andante from Sonata No.14 shows the segmentary subdivision 
into short repeat phrases typical of the Viennese Divertimento. However, 
the interrelationship of the various ph~ases, their occasional asymmetry 
and their logical joining and succession, points at the composer's growing 
acquaintance with the work of C.P.E.Bach. Viennese and German techniques 
are placed side by side in the second section of 29/i which presents 
a variety of subject matter. Its first thematic unit which ranges from 
bar 19 to bar 27 is made up of several brief musical ideas that owe their 
coherence primarily to rhythmical a ffinity and to the almost uninterrupted 
semiquaver motion in the accompaniment. The predominantly cadential ha rmonies 
of this Viennese-influenced subject finds contrast in the more sequential 
progressions of the second -thema tic unit which occupies the later part of 
the subsidiary section (viz. - bars 27-44). This unit, an asymmetrical 
continuation chain with afterphrase expansion (6-9-2), differs from the 
preceding subjects not only on account of its wider harmonic frame but 
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especially in the application of German derivation technique. The inter-
penetration of traditional Divertimento chains with logical coherence 
reaches a further stage of perfection in the expanded subsidiary subjects 
of 30/ii and 35/i. While the former adheres in its phrase structure 
consistently to parallel 2- and 4-bar phrases, the latter displays an 
obvious preference for a less uniform phrase arrangement expanding the 
classical 2-bar units into units of three or more bars. 18) 
The introduction of C.P.E.Bach's compositional principles into the 
subsidiary subjects results in their systematic and logical organization. 
The use of the same principles within first subjects leads to the pervasion 
of an established parallel structure with evolutionary ans/or development 
elements which in turn can cause an expansion of the afterphras e and 
frequently permeate also the non-modulatory Fortspinnung or the modulatory 
transition. Moreover, logical continuation technique even influences the 
internal design of principal subject phrases. However, fi rst ·subjects do 
not yield as easily to German influences as subsidiary subjects but 
maintain some Austro-Italian characteristics, in particular their liking 
for repeat statements and their s imple harmonic foundation. Consequently, 
several first subjects follow the outline of a regular sentence (e.g. 20/i, 
29/ii, 31/ii and 34/ii, all with 4+4 bar design), of a closed period 
(e.g. 32/i : 2+2, 33/i : 4+4, and 33/iii : 6+6) or an open period, though 
with variations in the afterphrase (e.g. 13/i : 2+2, 20/ii : 8+6, 37/ii : 
4+6 and 41/i : 4+4). Apart from their symmetry, both sentences and closed 
periods show in their internal structure a greater or lesser degree of 
motivic unification and continuation. In 20/i and 34/ii such unification 
relies largely on the obvious rhythmic similarity of fore- and afterphras e, 
wherea s the opening subject of 29/ii applies in addit ion a c lose motivic 
interrelationship even within the individual . phrases (Ex.24). 
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Ex.24 , 29/ii b . l-4 
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Moreover. this sentence is succeeded by a non-modulatory Fortspinnung of 
five bars. which continues the prominent semiquaver motion of the subject. 
Classical phraseology is successfully combined with baroque part-writing in 
the principal theme of 31/ii. a theme w~ich in its pseudo-polyphony 
resembles the invention style occasfonally found in the slow movements of 
C.P.E.Bach's. 19) Continuation and derivation principles come even more 
strongly to the 
closed periods) 
fore in the openiny themes of 32/i. 33/i and 33/iii (all 
, ' dh ' • l ' 20) w1th the1r a eren~e to a common 'cantus f1rmus 1ne. 
As distinct from sentences and closed periods which favour a parallel 
arrangement of two nearly identical phrases, the open periods in 20/ii, 
37/ii and 41/i vary their afterphrase to a much greater extent. In 20/ii 
the 8-bar forephrase is succeeded by a 6-bar after phrase which augments the 
harmonic progression of bar 3 to three times its original value. This 
augmentation. which results in a lengthening of a former l-bar unit into 
a new 2-bar phrase. is followed by a varied return of the former bars 4-5. 
-
1 __ 
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Bars 6-8 of the forephrase are then omitted. (Ex.25). 
Ex.25 : 20/ii b.1-14 
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In 37/ii the afterphrase is expanded from four to six bars by means of 
a modulatory continuation which adheres to the triplet motion of the 
forephrase and terminates on the TPV' The first subjects of 13/i" and 41/i, 
on the other hand, combine two phrases of equal length, but after restating 
the headmotif introduce different material into their afterphrase. Only 
the open period which underlies the principal theme of 16/i shows the 
close interrelationship of its two main phrases typical of such periodic 
structures. The influence of derivation technique, therefore, is less 
apparent in this theme itself but permeates instead the extended modulatory 
transition. 
The first subjects of 15/i and 38/i mark a further step in the pervasion 
of original parallel arrangements with evolutionary elements, which, in 
both examples, lead to an expansion of the afterphrase from four to eight bars. 
While in 15/i this lengthened afterphrase shows but little relationship 
to its forephrase, in 38/i it elaborates on the rhythmic and motivic 
potential of the given material. Evolutionary elements also permeate the 
opening themes of 29/i and 30/i which follow a basic a-b-a'-b l outline 
typical of classical design. The individual phrases emerge in a development-
like manner from their respective initial motifs and at their return undergo 
further va riation and expansion, resulting in asymmetrical structures: 
29/i: a b at b' extended 
222 5 
30/i: a b a' b' extended 
353 7 
The intermingling of classical phraseology and logical internal coherence 
reaches an advanced stage in 34/i and 35/ i. Their first sections comprise 
two distinct thematic groups of which the first closes on th~ T whereas 
the second terminates on the TV . In 34/i the single phrases of the first 
theme are derived from the opening motif and arranged into an a-a'-b-b' 
succession of 2-2-4-4 bars respectively. The first theme of 35/i, on the 
other hand, pre~ents an a-a' outline and combines two closely related 6-bar 
phrases. The second thematic groupsof both movements differ f rom the first 
SUbjects in their freer formal design and, though commencing with parallel 
phrases, resemble in their l a ter bars a non-modulatory Fortspinnungs-unit. 
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Owing to repeats of single phrases anqlor the addition of further and 
related material, the principal subjects of 17/i, 18/i, 36/i and 37/i 
are of tripartite design and consequently approximC'.te barform to a greater 
or lesser extent. In 17/i and 37/i the varied repeat of the opening phrase 
V 
on T and T level respectively suggests the I-V relationship characteristic 
of the tonal frame of a classical period. Both themes are then rounded off 
with an aftersong which varies and expands the given material. The 
resulting free barform structure is underlined by the symmetrical balance 
of the individual components 
17/i : a 
3 
T 
a' 
3 
D 
b 
6 
T 
37/i : a 
2 
T 
b 
4 
T 
A similar symmetrical arrangement determines the first subject of 18/i, 
though its aftersong (bar 9-12) is equally long as the preceding stanzas. 
However, the subject is followed by a non-modulatory continuation of 
8 bars, which terminates on the TV. As distinct from the preceding examples 
the strongly unified first theme of 36/i displays an asymmetrical bar form , 
as it shortens the second stanza from the original six to four bars and 
closes with an aftersong of eight bars. 
The opening subjects of 12/i, 13/iii, 31/i and 40/i differ from 
the former categories on account of their closer relationship to traditional 
baroque models. In 12/i and 13/iii they merely fulfill the function 
of a brief headmotif that is immediately followed by a modulatory continuation. 
Pre-classical patterns typical of the North German School are particularly 
evident in 31/i and 40/i, both of which have in common a varied repeat 
of the afterphrase, a device frequently found in the works of C.P.E.Bach. 
This relationship is further enhanced by a harmonic progression which 
in its uninterrupted continuity remains unaffected by the thematic subdivision 
into fore- and afterphrases. While the principal theme in 31/i is succeeded 
by a modulatory transition; that of 40/i leads straight into a second 
Fortspinnungs-unit of pseudo-thematic character once more confirming the 
Tonic key. 
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Along with the various subjects that reveal Haydn's growing familiarity 
with the music of C.P.E.Bach and his German contemporaries, many other 
subjects found in the works of Haydn's middle period reta in a close affinity 
t . A . ' d 1 A f h . 1 .. 21 ) o natlve ustrlan mo e s. part rom t elr sty lst1C aspects and 
especially their s imple harmonic layout, such subjects are c haracterized 
by a preference for s hort phrases which are clearly separated from each 
other and often repeated, these repeats frequently resulting in a symmetrical 
phrase arrangement. Several subjects remain indebted to the inherited 
chain structure typical of the Divertimento or juxtapose contrasting elem~'ts 
in the playful manner of Italian bu£fo style. On the other hand, even such 
typically southern themes occasionally absorb some northern means of 
internal unification and/or expand the given material by continuations. 
Subjects of predominantly Austrian character appear primarily in Finales 
and only rarely in first or second movements. Moreover, their harmonic, 
melodic and structural simplicity makes them ideally suited fo r use in 
rondos, variations and dances. Depending on the arrangement, succession 
and phraseology of their different components, themes of predominantly 
southern character can be grouped into two main categories : 
(a) Themes of basic chain design with a free succession of repeated and/or 
unrepeated segmer.ts, 
(b) Themes of basic symmetrical design with a regular combination of 
parallel phrases. 
(a) The simplest representatives of this category among the sonatas of 
2~\ 
Haydn's early middle period appear in the Finales of Sonatas Nos. 12 and 13. "'/ 
Relationship to the pre-classical model is especially obvioU5 in 13/iv 
which closely res embles the music of '·lagenseil. The first subject, to some 
extent unified by the almost uninterrupted continuity of its semiquaver 
figuration, presents a succession of brief particles with some internal 
repeats : 
13/iv : 1st subject: a at b b' 
2 1 2 2 
c c d 
1 1 1 
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As distinct from the segmentary design of this subject, the subsidiary 
section is made up of a greater variety of simple thematic material 
partly arranged into repeat phrases and assembled into longer entities. 
13/iv : 2nd subject: a a 
· 2 2 
b b' c 
2 2 4 
d 
2 
d' e 
2 4 
f f' 
2 2 
A similar chain with internal repeats underlies the second subject of 
12/iii, which differs from the preceding examples in the closer relationship 
of the individual patterns. In addition to their chai n structure all three 
subjects have in common a harmonic foundation which relies almost 
exclusively on I-IV-V and/or I-V-I progressions, variety being achieved 
only by an occasional change from the major to the minor mode, e.g. 
12/iii b.15££, 13/iv b.23ff. 
In the later works of Haydn's early middle period pre-classical 
Divertimento chains give way to subjects which gradually assume 
a distinctly classical shape. They no longer present an agglomeration 
of particles only loosely strung together, but show a well-balanced 
succession of individual phrases that not only emerge logically from 
each other, but form part of a larger thematic entity. The first subject 
of 29/iii is comprised of three components of which the outer two are 
repeated,framing a single central phrase. Moreover, the entire theme 
is characterized by a gradual acceleration of its figurative patterns 
and an intensification of its harmonic rhythm in the closing bars. 
Additional unity is achieved by the simila r harmonic progression o£ 
the outer components, viz. I-IV-V-I. (Ex.26) 
Ex.26 : 
29/iii 
b.1-11 
, 
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Prolonged chain structures with repeated and/or unrepeated segments underlie 
the second section of 19/ii, 29/iii and 39/i. Apart from brief references 
to the opening subj ect (bar 15ff and bar 34ff) the second section of 39/i 
remains entirely restricted to figurative elaborations of primitive and 
uninterrupted harmonic progressions in the manner of Wagenseil only once 
punctuated by a perfect cudence. The second sections of 19/ii and 29/iii 
display to a moderate degree the infJ.uence of German continuation technique 
but differ from the earlier discussed second subject groups on account 
of their lyrical and playful content and thei r preference for variety of 
ideas rather than systematic derivation and transformation. To secure 
internal coherency. these different ideas a re partly interlocked by 
recurring fragments and phrase repeats. 
the complexity of 
Fragments . . 
Phrases I 
a b 
1 1 
2 
g h 
1 1 
the second section 
a b b 
1 1 1 
2 1 
g' h' i 
1 1 1 
c 
1 
j 
1 
c· 
1 
3 
k 
1 
c 2 
1 
j 
1 
in 
d 
1 
1 
1 
2 
The following diagram illustrates 
29/iii : 
d e e' e f 
1 1 1 1 1 
--
2 2 
k' m m' i' j 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
---+------+ ---
2 2 3 5 3 
+ Cadential overlaps 
The most advanced chain structures found among the sonatas of this period 
in the composer's life occur in the second sections of 31/iii and 38/iii, 
both of which are comprised of success ive parallel phrases and thereby 
combine the principles of thematic chai ns with that of phrase parallelism. 
While the Finale of Sonata No.31 builds its second section merely on 
repeated and short figurations over simple cadential progressions, that of 
Sonata No.38 presents distinct thematic substance which underuoes variations 
and developmer.t-like extension. In addi tion, this section is closely l inked 
with the first section a s it contains clear references to the initial phras e 
of the movement. 23) 
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The combination of chain and parallel arrans ement in both movements is 
shown in the following scheme . . 
No. 31/iii : 2nd section : a a' b b c d d' 
2 2 2 2 4 4 4 
No. 38/iii s 2nd section s 
a a' b c d d d ext e e' ext e2 e3 ext f 
2 2 4 3 1 1 3 2 2 4 2 2 4 4 
(b) Themes of basic symmetrical design differ from chain structures 
in their limited thematic substance which they present in corresponding 
phrases predominantly of equal length. Though the individual units need 
not be similar or related, their recurrence and the continuity of their 
harmonic basis guarantees internal parallelism and coherence. Such harmonic 
continuity primarily secures the moderate interrelationship of the two 
7-bar phrases that make up the first subject of 12/iii. Each phrase shows 
an internal subdivision into four and three bars respectively. These 
smaller units, in turn, foreshadow to some degree the later combination 
of short contrast ideas, as both 4-bar phrases comprise internal redicts 
on alternating harmonies, whereas both 3-bar phrases complement their 
preceding forephrase with an uninterrupted harmonic progression. (Ex. 27) 
Ex.27 : 12/iii 
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Ex.27 cont. 
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Short recurring contrast phrases of unequal length appear also in the first 
subject of 16/ iii (Ex. 28) and in the second subject of 36/ iii. 
Ex.28 I 16/iii b.1-10 
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Ex.29 cont. 
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Each of the~ displays the classical a-b-a-b design and combines two distinctly 
different ideas of two and three bars respectively. In its tonal frame the 
initial theme of 16/iii presents an open period, its short contrasting 
phrases ' being linked by the continuity of the harmonic flow. In 36/iii 
the two 5-bar phrases are identical and consequently form a sentence. 
The second subject within the first section of 19/ii (bars 9-18) follows 
a barform as it comprises two identical 3-bar stanzas followed by a 4-bar 
aftersong. 
As opposed to these examples the remaining themes of basic symmetrical 
design use as their building elements almost exclusively the classical 
2- an4for 4-bar units which can be expanded by additive means into various 
multiples of two. The single units are either similar (e.g. 14/i, 15/~ii, 
19/ii - all first subjects) or contrast with each other (e.g. 15/iii -
2nd subject, and 36/iii - first subject). Depending on their mutual thematic 
relationship (ranging from close similarity to strong contrast), their 
harmonic layout and their succession, the single components can be assembled 
into various form schemata such as sentences, periods, bar forms and even 
into such larger structures as bina~ and ternary forms. 
The simple combination of two 4-bar units of similar harmonic outline 
appears only in the first subjects of 19/ii and 31/iii (the afterphrases 
being slightly varied) and 'in the epilogue of 36/iii (both units identical). 
The opening theme5 in the Finales of Sonata s Nos.15 and 38 have the tonal frame 
of an open period. Built on two- and four-ba r units both commence with an 
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8-bar forephrase that is followed by a varied afterphrase. While in 15/iii 
this variation is limited to a change from major to minor and to a rhythmic 
augmentation of the closins bars (bars 13-18). in 38/iii it results in 
a considerable transformation of the melodic contour where the afterphrase 
retains only the basic har monic outline and the rhythmic characteri stics 
of the forephrase. Simple barform appears only in the first subject of 39/i. 
where two similar 4-bar stanzas are succeeded by a 6-bar aftersong which 
terminates on the TV. The first theme of 36/iii and the subsidiary group 
of 15/iii. on the other hand. show a more complex barform design. In 36/iii 
each stanza is internally subdivided into two 2-bar units which differ chiefly 
in their rhythmic aspect. The semiquaver motion of the second unit is then 
retained in the 6-bar aftersong . The subsidiary group of 15/iii places more 
emphasis on contrast. as it not only subdivides each stanza into two 
opposing phrases but also varies the second stanza in harmony and melody. 
Moreover. its after song has ~: oftly slight relationship to the precedi ng stanzas 
and resembles ~ self-contained chain structure of 8 bars. 24)~x.29) 
Ex.29 : 15/iii b.27-43 
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Ex.29 cont. 
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Regular 4-bar units underlie also the p~incipal subject of 14/i vhich 
consists of three phrases in the succession a-b-b' that are closely 
related and interwoven by the continuity of the harmonic progression 
as veIl as by the uninterrupted triplet motion of the accompaniment. 
Classical phrase parallelism is partic').larly evident in the themes 
used in rondos and variations, vhere the single components can be 
arranged into binary or ternary structures of larger dimensions. The 
variation theme in the Finale of Sonata no.34 cons is ts of two differerlt 
1 
-4 
-
and repeated 8-bar periods of regula r outline resulting in an /:a-a' :/:b-t.:/ 
form. Binary fortl with repeated halves also appears in the ritornello of 
3D/iii, but the four 4-bar phr2.ses are closely interrelated. 'fhe episodes 
of this movement, however, are of ternary design25 ) and characterized by 
1= 
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a combination of contrast ing phrases with an obvious buffo influence 
especially in the first episode (Ex. 3D). 
Ex.3D : 3D/iii b.17-24 
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Phrase symmetry also provides the formative factor in t~e ritor nello _ the~e 
of 35/iii : two 8-bar sentences frame a development-like middle group of 
ten bars which is internally made up of 2-bar units. 
(3) The themes of t he later middle period. 
t 
-
r-
,--
T~a subject structure in the sonatas wr i tten during Haydn' s l a t er and 
mature years s hows the gradual consolidation of t he various t rai t s that 
influenced the works of t he composer's earlier life. Chain and continuat ion 
subjects which appear especially within second sections, are increasingly 
interpenetrat ed with t he various devic es of classical phr as eology . Themes ef 
symmetrical and parallel de"sign which feature predominar,tly in first 5 ectio"" 
rondos and varia t ions, are subjected t o t he methods of internal and/or exter'"-
continuation and development teChnique. T;,e divergent trends of pre- emu ear::: 
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classical origin find their eventual and most successfUl blending in the 
sonatas of ultima te mastery which represent the crowning Ulory of Haydn's 
p~rsonal achievement. 
Traditional chains survive only in isolated examples as e.g. in the 
first subjects of 47/i, 52/ii and 52/iii and in the seCond subject of 51/i. 
The opening theme of 52/iii is comprised of various phrases which undergo 
a gradual process of fragmentization, the resulting particles being subjected 
to immediate repeats. Although this specific chain structure appears 
frequently in the Divertimenti of the Viennese Pre-Classical Era26) and 
has also been traced in some of Haydn's earlier sonatas, it is here super-
imposed on a larger harmonic frame and thereby approximates the dimensions 
and continuity of a classical subject. The following diagram shows the 
phrase arrangement and the harmoni c outline of this theme : 
Phrases ------- a -------- b ---- b 
Motifs : a1 a 2 a1 a 2 a1 b1 b1 b2 b1 b1 b2 
Length ------- 3 -------- 2 ---- 2 
Harmony : I IV 16 ii7 I 16 ii6 V I 16 ii6 V I 
b'---- ------------- bt ------------- c ---
b1 b1 b2 b2 b2 b2 c 1 c1 c~ 
2 ---- --- 1 1 1 --- 1 1 2 
16 ii6 V I I ii6 16 V I V I ii6 16 V 
The chain structure of 47/i is bound toget her by similar means. The 
forephrase which progresses from the Tonic to an interrupted cadence 
on the vith degree is characterized by the recurring rhythmical pattern 
introduced in bar 2, whereas the aft erphrase which completes the harmonic 
cycle by its perfect cadence contains three . statements of a 1-bar phrase 
followed by a closing bar of different materia~. (Ex.31). 
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Ex.31 : 47/i b.1-B 
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A combination of different phrases underl ies alsu the initial subject 
of the Adagio movement of Sonata No.52, where a central 3-ba r unit is 
framed by two almost identical statements of an internally subdivided 
2-bar unit, and the second subject in the subsidiary section of 51/i, 
a 10-bar chain of loosely connected segments (bar 19ff). 
The majority of chain subjects, however, tend towards unification and 
make ever increasing use of parallel phrases. The first subject of 44/ii 
shows an early stage in this evolutionary process : its opening phrase 
is immediately repeated on the TV level and is succeeded by new materi al 
which is bound together not only by the large tonal frame but also by 
the balance of its melodic curve. The subsidiary sections in 52/ii and 
44/ii adhere in principle to a similar tecr~ique though their motivic 
substance is unified to a higher degree. The former clearly reveals 
indebtedness to the continuation technique found in the sonatas of C.P.E.Bach : 
a 2+2 bar headmotif is followed by sequential elaborations which after 
four bars terminate in an expanded epilogue of moderate parallelism. The 
latter example shows a more classical approach as it superimposes short 
thematic units on a simple and non-sequential harmonic foundation. The 
intermingling of chain and cont inuation elements reaches a further step 
in the subsidiary group of 48/ii. "'hile its outline corresponds to that 
of the previous examples, its individual particles display a closer ;;;ter-
relationship owing to the application of transformation and derivation 
methods. The single phrases undergo immediate and varied rep~ats : the 
opening bars 9-10 return in a slight melodic variation in bars 11-12 . 
Similarly, the even rhythmic line of bar 13 is dissolved into playful 
turn figures in bar 14 (Ex.32a), whereas bars 15 and 16 correspond only 
in their rhythmic and harmonic design (Ex.32b). 
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Ex.32a I 48/ii b.13-14 
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Ex.32b : 48/ii b.15-1G 
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Finally, simple variation devices also permeate the repeat phrases of the 
epilogue. The varied repeats of the single segments, ho"ever, do not always 
coincide with the actual phrase arrangement which depends on harmonic rather 
than on purely melodic considerations, as the following diagram illustrates : 
48/ii I a 
2 
a' b 
2 5 
c 
2 
c' 
2 
The double statement a-a' is followed by a 5-bar unit, the third bar of 
which is immediately repeated, a repeat which not only causes internal 
phrase expans ion but also delays the perfect cadence until bar 17. The 
section is rounded off by a symmetrical 2+2 bar epilogue. 
Phrase parallelism and variations come even more strongly to the fore 
in the subsidiary sections of 45/i, 46/i and 47/i. In 47/i the second section 
is dominated by continual figurative patterns partly arra~ged into repeat 
phrases. Their monotony is brbken only by the scale passages in bars 22-25 
(made up of two identical phrases) which precede the symmetrically designed 
epilogue. Rhythmic tL~iformity also underlies the second subject of 46/i 
which is comprised of two complementary phrases (bars 13-16/17-21) that 
reveal not only a close thematic affinity but also an internal subdivision 
into smaller and repeated units. The section ends with a short ep i logue 
derived from earlier material ;,hich at ;.ts repeat undergoes further variations. 
As distinct from the unified structures in 46/i and 47/i which in the 
interrelationship of their components affirm the influence of German 
Fortspinnungs-technique , the thematic chain of the subsidiary group of 45/i 
points to the Viennese model of the Divertimento as it consists of 
apparently contrasting material. The single constituents are nevertheless 
unified to Some degree by internal phrase repeats and by subtle similarity 
of their melodic contour. 
The integration of chain structures with the devices of Fortspinnungs-
technique is gradually accomplished in the 'classicized' continuations 
that underlie the extended second sections of 43/i, 44/i, 4~/i, SO/i , S2/iii 
and 55/i. The subsidiary subject in 44/i presents the earliest stage in 
this evolutionar~' procews. Commencins with a closed 4-bar phrase of distinct 
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thematic character (bar 15-18), it continues wit~ a restatement of the 
initial bar followed at first by further elaborations of the figurative motif 
which then dissolve into a static and repetitive pattern (bar 21-23) that 
only gradually resumes a definite melodic contour (bar 24ff). In its total 
outline this subject therefore resembles a subdivision into a regular 4-bar 
forephrase and an asymmetrical afterphrase which, o>Ting to the intrusion 
of continuation elements · and a retardation of the harmonic rhythm, is 
lengthened to nine bars. The subsidiary section is concluded by a 5-bar 
epilogue which logically emerges from the closing bars of the preceding 
second subject. The intermingling of chain and Fortspinnungs-principles 
reaches a next step in 43/i and 52/iii. In both movements the second subject 
begins with clear them<ltic repeat phrases that lead into figurative and 
playful continuations which bear no relationship to their respective 
.headmotifs but instead elaborate their own motivic substance. The second 
subjects are then followed by a new thematic group (43/i : bar 45ff; 52/iii : 
bar 31ff) which transgresses the dimensions of a simple epilogue and thereby 
assumes the function of an additional subject within the subsidiary section. 
While in 52/iii both subjects are predominantly of continuation design, those 
of 43/i are permeated by classical phrase repeats. The subsidiary section in 
48/i is made up of three units which are associated to some extent by their 
subtle thematic affinity, but otherwise delineated by clear harmonic and 
rhythmic partitions. In their internal structure these units differ from 
each other. The first is of continuation design and its opening part devoted 
to a little development of the initial motif; the later portion discards the 
short-phrased harmonic and melodic progressions in favour of a prolonged 
cadence, at the same time discontinuing the primitive accompaniment fi gure. 
The second uni t is asymmetrical and consists of a 5-bar forephrase and 
a 12-bar afterphrase, the extension being primarily caused by immediate 
additional phrase repeats on the same tonal level. The third unit is symmetrical 
and fulfils the function of an epilogue. 
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The second subject group of 50/i pres ents a final stage in the integration 
of chain and continuation elements. It begins with a brief and playfUl motif 
which by repetitions on different l evel s establishes a thematic entity that 
gradually leads into figurations permeated by simple phrase parallelism. The 
whole structure is built on an extended harmonic frame which delays the 
perfect cadence by the consistent use of first inversions, by a prolons ed 
stay on the DV and by the insertion of a Neapolitan and a diminished chord 
immediat ely before the V-I close. The subsidiary group of 55/i shoJS the 
pervasion of an extended Fortspinnungs-unit with the devices of classical 
development techniqUe .~') I ts initial phrase (bar 25) is at once continued 
upon an advanced modulatory basis which progresses from F minor to D Flat major, 
B Flat minor and G major , and from there it soon returns by V-I sequences to 
the Dominant major which underlies the remaining bars of the exposition. The 
motivic events concur with the harmonic frame as the initial modulatory 
descent in ba~25-31 supports a continua tion of the opening phrase, whereas 
the V-I sequences in bars 31 -34 introduce new figurative matter. The return 
of the Dominant in bar 35 coincides with the beginning of a development-l ike 
passage which at first combines accompaniment patterns and rhythmic elements 
from bar 25f with a new melodic phrase irr~ediately subject ed to contractional 
intensification and later dissolved into chromatic scale fragments. I n both 
movements, v iz. 50/i and 55/i, the epilogues are made up of simple and varied 
repeat phrases. 
The first themes of 46/ii, 49/i, 53/i and 57/i belong to a special 
category as they display neither the multiplicity of small components typical 
of chain structures nor the classical organization into reuular 9arallel 
phrases. Instead t hey elaborate or continue an initial motif in a free manner 
which is not bound to standard schemata. Traditional elements are especially 
evident in 46/;'; which resembles the typical • continuo' writing of "Italian 
Trio Sonatas, its pseudo-contrapunta l texture l ending itself admirably to 
a continuous melodic and harmonic flow. (Ex.33). 
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Ex.33 I 46/ii b.1-6 
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Derivation and continua tion principles appear in 49/i, a subj ect which 
consists oE an energetic unisono moti£ and a contrasting continuation-unit 
o£ lyrical character. (See Ex.14a,c. P.75/76) As distinct from this unit 
which is limited to an elementary development technique, the principal theme 
o£ 53/i is entirely dominated by logical derivation and trans£orma tion of 
its opening phrase. (Ex .34). 
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Ex.34 : 53/i b.1-8 
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Continuation methods also permeate the first section of 57/i which is 
made up of two 7-bar phrases that elaborate a simple motif in the style 
of a 2-part invention. 
1.......J 
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The second main group of themes, writte~ during Haydn's later and 
mature period, follows a basically symmetrical layout which corresponds 
to the fundamental conc ept of classical phraseology. Disregarding the 
parallelism found in the macrostructure of such thelnes, the microstructure 
of the individual phrases need not necessarily display a similar symmetry 
but every so often obeys the norms of chain, continuation and/or development 
design. 
In the simplest type such symmetrical themes combine two closely related 
phrases placed on a tonal frame of either a period or a sentence. This 
design appears in the first subjects of 44/i, 48/ii and 60/ii and in the 
second subject of 47/iii. 48/ii and 60/ii represent the proto-types 
of a regular open and closed period respectively, both >lith varied a''ld 
embroidered afterphrases. Similar regularity underlies the expanded second 
subject of 47/iii, a 12+12 bar sentence, the two phrases of which resemble 
a classically organized continuation unit. In 44/i the 3-bar forephrase 
overlaps with the entry of the afterphrase which is shortened by a rhytr~ic 
displacement of half a bar. 28) (Ex.35) 
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Ex.35 : 44/i b.1-6 
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In the first subjects of 43/i and 47/iii and in the second subject of 53/i 
the r espective afterphrases under go, t o a greater or lesser extent , structural 
and motivic changes and developments that int er fere wi th the the~atic and/ or 
dimensional correspondence of fore- and afterphras e . In 53/i bars 36-39t and 
41-42 literally restate bars 30-33t and 34-35, but the second half of bar 33 
is expanded by t hree times its original l ength into 1t bars , this expansion 
being affected by a chromatic el abor ation. Consequent~y, t he subject has 
the outl ine of a 6+7 bar senterce . Ho"ever, to compensate for the unequal 
bal ar.ce of the two phr ases, the composer prol.ongs the firs t by an additional 
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pause in bar 35. The first subject .of 43/i retains the dimensienal equilibrium 
.of its tw.o units but changes the thematic centent .of the afterphrase te 
a c.onsiderable extent, preserving .only the .opening metif. In their micre-
structure beth units display the se~ mentary subdivisien typical .of 
Divertimente chains, unifying single particles by varied repeats. Develepment 
and centinuatien technique permeates the entire first subject .of 47/iii 
and results in far-reaching extensiens and variatiens .of the afterphrase. 
The 9-bar ferephrase, itself a develepment-theme, prevides the building stenes 
fer the individual and clearly separated fragments which censtitute the 
15-bar leng afterphrase (bar 10-24). 
In a number .of subjects the phrase arrangement fellews designs ether 
than that .of perieds .or sentences. The .opening theme .of 53/ii places twe 
2-bar units inte a periedic relatienship and continues with an uninterrupted 
4-bar unit. 29) In its motivic substance and mel.odic character this theme is 
str.ongly unified accerding to the meth.ods .of derivatien technique. These 
traditienal bareque traits are counterbalanced by the classical phrase 
symmetry and the simplicity .of its harmonic pregressions. A similar inter-
mingling of pre-classical tendencies and classical phraseelegy appears in 
the first subject of 46/i in which twe contrasting double-phrases are strung 
tegether, reSUlting in an a-a'-b-b' structure of 8 bars length. 
The pri~cipal themes of 50/i, 51/i and 62/iii combine twe closely related 
stanzas with a different aftersong and thereby display the essential 
characteristics of a barferm. In 51/i the two 4-bar stanzas contain a variety 
of pa rticl es , some of which undergo immediate varied repeats. The motivic 
cencentratien .of the stanzas is relaxed in the 4-bar aftersong which presents 
a mere figurative play. As distinct from this subject which is d.ominated by 
pre-classical features, that .of 50/i exhibits the typical elements of classical 
language and structure. Its stanzas have the harmonic frame of 
and are f.ollowed by an 8- bar afterseng whic~ terminates on the 
a closed peri.od 
V T • In their 
micr.ostructure each stanza has the design of a little barform, the individual 
sh.ort phrases being cl.osely related by the adher~~ce to similar motivic and 
rhythmic patterns. The after-song is based on simple figurative elaborations 
which lend to this portion the character of a '-:lassicized Fertspinnung. 
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The first subject of 62/iii presents a barform of larger dimensions 
(viz. 8+8+12 bars) and of a more c omplex harmonic structure. The sipgle 
stanzas are placed on Tonic and Supertonic pedalpoints respectively, an 
upward shift which results in an harmonic change from major to minor for 
the second stanza. 30) The aftersong completes the cadential cycle by its 
prevailing oscillations bet"een Dominant and Tonic harmonies. Notwithstanding 
the expansi.on of the harmonic frame, .the thematic substance is strongly 
unified. Both stanzas are melodically identical and their contour re-appears 
in the bassline of the aftersong where it is combined with a new figurative 
passage in the upper part. Barform principles also underlie to some degree 
the first subject of 48/i : two periodic 8-bar phrases (a-a') are followed 
by a 4-bar phrase (b), which continues, over a Tonic pedalpoint, the 
characteristic rhythmic motif that sporadically appears in the precedins 
stanzas. 
The opening subject of 42/i has a particularly interesting structure, 
as foreO and afterphrase of an asymmetr i.cal open period (8 vs 12 bars) 
are separated by t he insertion of a 4-bar long unisono contrast phrase. 
Consequently, the total layout suggests an irregular ternary form with 
a short middle part. In the internal design the forephrase is made up of 
short chain segments, some of which are repeated. The afterphrase elaborates 
the motivic content of its forephrase by means of figurative variatior, and 
sequential expansion. Accordingly, the rela tionship of the outer parts 
displays the afterphrase extension previously traced among Haydn's subjects. 
The thematic asymmetry of the external structure (viZ. 8-4-12 bars) is 
ho"ever count erbalanced by harmonic symmetry (viz.12-12 bars) and an internal 
microstructure "hich relies primar i ly on 2-bar components. 
The first sections of 45/i and 55/i contain two thematic units clearly 
31) / separat ed from each other . 45/i start s l>ith an 8-bar 'development subject' 
built on playful el aborations of its initial motif. The segmentary melodic 
shape oBtains coherence by the interrelationship of the various fragments 
as well as by the cor.tinuity of the harmonic flow. The rococo character of 
this subject is inunediately contrasted in the operling bars of the next thematic 
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unit, which combines a lyrical 3-bar phrase with a 5-bar afterphrase that 
in its closing bars resumes the character of the initial theme. ~~ile these 
two themes suggest a succession of a closed subject and a less clearly 
defined 'afterthought', those of 55/i , resemble, on account of the mutual 
interdependence, the relationship between a subject and a non-modulatory 
development-like continuation. The 'subject' (bar 1-8) follows in its 
internal arrangement the principles of a chain structure with some recurring 
elements. The 'continuation' (or second theme) commences with a periodic 
combination of two 2-bar phrases and thereafter gives way to a prolonged 
elaboration on the dotted rhythm that permeates the entire first section. 
Classical and symmetrical phraseology underlies most themes used in 
rondos, variations and ternary forms. Disregarding the formal scheme of 
the entire movement, such themes can be either of binary or ternary design. 
Regular bina rj structures appear in the variation Finales of Sona t a s 
Nos.45 and 46. The former, a Tempo di Minuet, displays the lay~~t of 
a regular closed period, with an internal subdivision of each phrase 
into 2+2+4 bars. The latter replaces the uS\lal T-D progression of the 
first part by a surprising modulation into the Dp, from which key the 
second part returns by sequences t o the Tonic. Owing to t he close affinity 
of its single constituents the theme is entirely unified, addi tional 
continuity being achieved by the practically uninterrupted rhythmical motion 
and the use of longer phrases: viz./:4-4:/:8:/. As distinct from the uniform 
character of this the~e the first subject of the double variation movement 
49/ii is made up of smaller 2- and 4-bar components, which have only certain 
ele~ents in common. Though the overall balance of the subject adheres to that 
of a symmetrical binary form (viz. 8+8 bars), its internal thematic arrangeme~t 
sugg ests an abridged ternary form (viz. /:a :/: bat :/). The ritornello theme 
of 52/i which uses the same basic m~terial as the previous example arranges 
the individual phrases and particibes in the symmetrical manner of a closed 
period. While the first theme of 53/iii and the second theme of 49/ii (both 
movements in double variation form) extend their afterphrases by two bars, 
the first theme of 43/iii combines a 12-bar forephrase with a la-bar afte~phT~se. 
All three themes have in common a certain degree of unification by motivic 
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an~or rhythmic means. 
The remaining rondo , variation and ternary form subj ects disclose 
a variety of tripartite designs with a greater or lesser symmetry between 
the individual members as the following diagram illustrates : 
(i) Members with equal length: 
42/iii, 54/i 
55/ii 
(ii) Middle unit shortened: 
53/iii (2nd theme) 
50/iii, 56/i 
54/ii 
51/iii (2nd theme) 
(iii) Middle unit longer : 
51/iii (1st theme) 
48/iii 
I 
I 
8 - 8 8 
8 8 - 8 + 6 bars Coda 
: 8 - 6 - 8 
8 - 4 - 8 
: 10 - 4 - 10 
: 
: 
8 - 4 - 10 (afterphrase extension) 
8 -12 - 8 
8 - 9 - 8 
(iv) Middle arid closing unit shortened : 
62/ii I 8 
- 4 - 8 
58/i . 10 
- 7 - 9 . 
5B/ii I 12 - 8 - 10 
The middle units usually elaborate or: transform previously stat ed ma t er ial 
and hardly ever approximate real contrast. The closing units either 
correspond almost literally to the opening part (e.g. 42/i, 48/iii, 54/i) 
or subject the given thematic/motivic substance to variations by means 
of figurations (e. g. 56/i, 58/ i ) , by interchanging of parts (e.g. 55/ii), 
by free treatment (e.g. 50/iii, 62/ii) and/or development-like handling 
(e.g. 51/iii/2nd the~e, 54/ii, 58/ii). 
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(4) First and second subject groups in the sonatas of ultimate mastery. 
The principal subjects in the first movements of Sonatas Nos.59-62 
demonstrate the final perfection and transformation of earlier subject 
types and thereby represent Haydn's most original adaptation of 
pre-existing structures. 
The first subject of 59/i combines barform principles with the 
classical juxtapositioning of contrasting ingredients. Two 4-bar stanzas 
in periodic relationship lead into a cadential closing unit of equal length. 
Each of these 4-bar phrases consists of contr~sting ~lements arranged in 
a different mar,ner. 32) The microstructure of the stanza s follo"s a small 
barform (1-1-2 bars), whereas that of the aftersong is of symmetrical 
design (2-2 bars). (Ex.36). 
Ex.36 I 59/i b.1-12 
I /\ 
f 
=it U -f '-' . .../ I . -----" I (f) 
-f 
~ 4 
A §S §g--ft - 3-+=r ~~b 
-t .-t)- '~; 
-vIZ -I~./ I 
' '---" 
I 
• 
:t;: + t-,~[ I +- =:r- t=~1=f t--
i 
= 
-
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Ex.36 cont . 
+ • 
M=t=-f= 
~k fur f~~:~g __ ~-t=rll~_!~-,-~_~Jf!"'"1~~=r=t=~ 
c 
. . 
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• 
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• 
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The First movement of Sonata No . 60 Commences with a 6-ba r theme that 
not only serves as a motivic reservoir Fo~ the greater part of t he ex?osi tion 
but also provides the basic material For the remainins bars of the first 
section, The predominantly descending interval jumps (bar 1-4) are a t first 
subjected to embroidery variation (bar 7-10) and thereaFter undergo develop:nelOt-
l ike continua tion and acceleration (bar 11-15), The section is rounded off 
with a f r ee transformation of the lyrical motiFs from -bars 5 and 6, 
a transforma tion ,,-hich in its slow harmonic rhythm and cant abile character 
contrasts with th-= more pl ayful figurati ve passi'_ges of the preceding c ontinuatio!!, 
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In its outline this section therefore corresponds to a non-modulatory 
continuation unit permeated with classical phraseology and development. 
The subdivision of the first section into two thematic units found in 
45/i and 55/i reaches its most advanced stage in 61/i, where the composer 
introduces two entirely different subjects t hat contrast with each other 
in the manner normally expected between first and second subject group 
of a sonata exposition. In their internal structure both themes are periodic 
with afterphrase extension , 4-6 and 4-6 bars. In the first theme both 
fore- and afterphrase are subdivided into an energetic hammerstroke opening 
and a more lyrical COtmter idea. The second theme, on the other hand, is 
of contabile character throughout and its s mooth melodic contour anticipates 
similar subjects found in the piano music of SChubert. 33 ) 
The opening subject of No.62/i fuses all structural traits established 
in the preceding discussions in a unique and perfectly balanced manner. 
Its overall layout suggests an open period (8+8 bars) with a modulatory 
and considerably varied afterphrase . The forephrase is made up of several 
sometimes contrasting segments which in their logical arrangement and 
succession represent the ult imat e transformation of early chain structures. 
A 2-bar stylized hawmerstroke opening finds immediate dynamic contrast in 
the echo phrase in bar 3.34) A new and short motif introduced in bar 34 4 
extends, a:: ter a single repeat, into a descendi ng s cale that leads into 
the lyrical melody terminating this chain. From the diverse material contained 
in the forephrase, the afterphrase retains only the initial energetic 
hammerstrokes and the melodious line from bars 6-7 >rhich it s'Abjects to 
a lengthy modulatory and development-like continua tion. The entire subject 
finds internal coherence by the descending scal ar line which serves as 
a cantus firmus and thereby guarantees 'unity within contrast'. 
All second s ections in the first movements of Haydn's last sonatas consist 
of two or more subjects predominantly of continuation design . Consequently 
they cont inue the trend towards classicized Fortspinnungs-units previously 
surveyed among earlier sonatas. 
I 
~ 
In 59/i the 
thematic units 
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second section is made up of two distinctly separilted 
of equal ler.gth followed by a 5-bar epilogue. 35 ) Both units 
COmmence with parallel arrangements of classical 2-bar phra.ses supported 
by I-V and V-I progressior.s. Owing to the gradual expansion of this simple 
cadential foundation and to the subsequent retardation of the harmonic rhythm, 
the short phrases later give way to longer ar.d practically uninterrupted 
thematic a~tities. 
The second section of 60/i differs from the preceding example on account 
of its complex structure and the many cadential subdivisions which result 
in a multiplicity of shorter units. These units, on the other hand, are 
assembled into two main groups (viz. bars 20-42 and bars 42-53), each of 
which follows specific structu.ral principles and presents its o,m thematic 
substance. The first group develops motivic mater i al taken fro", the openins-
subject of the movement. Subdivided by a middle cadence in bar 30, it is 
made up of two somewhat similar units, both of which commence with a literal 
quotation of the principal subject combined with a scale-like counterpoint. 
While the first unit dissolves quic:(ly into figurative passages (bars 23-29), 
the second at first co; ,tinues the contractional development of earlier 
material (derived from bar 5) and l a ter counterbalances this acceleration 
by a melodic retardation and phrase extension (bars 37-42) that discards 
motivic development in favour of purely ha rmonic effects. As distinct from 
the first group with its consistent application of development principles 
the second group assembles three units of s~~etrical design. In their 
thematic content these individual units (bars 42-47, 47-51, 51-53) differ 
from the precec! ing Group and have only little in corr.mon with eaci! other. 
Their harmonic rhythm, however, sug gests a ternary balance as the quickly 
moving cadentia l progressions of the outer phrases (Viz. bars 42-44 vs bars 
51-53) frame the more static harmonies of the central bars (viz. bars 44-51). 
The second su~ject of 61/i serves merely as an episode within a sonata rondo 
and consequently displays a structural s implici ty ·,hat does not merit 
a detailed discussion. 
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In its overall layout the second section of 62/i is of ternary desi9n. 
Two prolonged development units, based on free transformations of elements 
from the first section, frame a shorter middle unit of different structure 
and material. The section commences with a varied return of the hammerstroke 
motif from bars 1-2 (in bars 17-18), the second bar bein" immediately 
repeated in accordance with the similar redict in bar 3 (bar 19). The first 
unit continues with a gradual transformation of the descending tetrachord 
motif from bar 4 (bars 20ff) and eventually resolves into brilliant 
passage work terminating in a short cadential phrase. The second unit 
(bars 27-32) resembles in its structure the combirAtion of a fore-
and a considerably varied afterphrase. Each of these consists of two 
statements of a short and playful motif followed by a brief continuation 
vaguely reminiscent of an aftersong. The third and final unit resumes 
a development character and begins with another reference to the initial 
bars of the principal subject (ba rs 33-37). After a harmonic retardation 
in bar 38f it returns to the brilliant figurations introduced earlier 
in the closing bars of the first unit. 
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NOT E S 
1) This relationship is all the more obvious as the subject occupies 
the major portion of the exposition almost in accordance with the 
transitional tonal frame A 2. 
2) 
3) 
In spite of the editor's doubts regard ins the authenticity of these 
two movements (see Preface to Vi·enna Urtext Edition Vol. I p.XXI) 
the strncture of their respective opening sv.bjects corresponds 
to the trends common to that period in Haydn's creative life. 
Regarding the usage of such non-modula tory continuations as part 
of a subj ect see Fischer/1"iener p. 33. 
4) An obvious influe.!'lce of vlager.seil who employs this device in many 
of his subjects. 
5) For the formal structure of this exposition see also earlier under 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
'ternary forms' p.94. 
For a detailed discussion of such arrangements see Fischer/Wiener p.26. 
Fischer/"iener (p.25) refers to this type also as 'French melodic 
structure', obviously on account of its prominence among French dances. 
A particularly striking example of this use of the 'Lied typus' for 
an entire movement as well as for themes is provided by the regular 
syrrunetrical ternary strut:ture referred to as 'small tripartite song 
form' (See L.Bussler : Musikalische Formenlehre, p.35), a form which 
appears in various Minuets ~~d Trios as well as in the non-dance 
movements 1/iv, 3/iii and 4/iii and later serves as a model for 
some rondo the~es, e.g. 35/iii, 48/iii. 
Redicts appear frequently in the themes of vlagenseil and also among 
various German contemporaries. Cf.Michelitsch/Viagenseil p.95, who 
discusses the poetic aspects as specified by Neefe in some detail. 
Such combinations already exist in works of late baroque composers, 
e.g. in the opening theme 0= the 1st movement of J.S.Bach's Italian 
Concerto. 
11) Structures of this kind resemble the traditional bar form from which 
they differ only on account of their short aftersongs. 
12) For this term see Bukofzer : Music in the Ba roque Era p.228 
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13) Subj ects with internal contrast are common in t he works of classical 
masters but can also be traced in some pre-classical compositions. 
Fischer (in DTO Vol.39) discusses the co~frontation of a chordal 
opening motif with a lyrical phrase found in the symphonies of C. M.noe.: .. 
Even t hough the extent to which Haydn was familiar with the Mlsic of 
Monn is unknown, his early works bea r some striking resemblances to 
thos e of his forerunner. 
14) This outline cor r esponds to a design frequently encountered in t lce 
works of C.P.E.Bach and also found in some subjects of Benda and 
Neefe. See Heuschneider/r,erman p.46, 67 a'1d 137 respectively . 
15) Compa re in this context the evolutionary stases in the emer,ence of 
the second sect ion within the sonatils of the German School. See 
Heuschneider/Cerman p.8ff. 
16) For a detailed discus sion of t he motivic arrangement in t he exposit i or.~ 
of 13/i and 18/i see earlier under 'Form Type 5', p.40ff and 47. 
17) This retardation of the harmonic rhythm into quasi-rhapsodic passa~es 
is a favourite device of C.P.LBach's and is frequer.tly employed by 
Haydn ."ho gradually adapts it to his ind:'vidual idiom, see e. g. 33/:' , 
34/ i, 43/i a.o. 
18) For a discussion of these two sections s ee above under 'Form Type 7& : 
30/ii p.92 and 35/i p.74 
19) See C.P.E.Bach 
and 5/ii. 
Prussian Sonata No.3/ii , ,JUrttembera Sonatas l'o.4/ii 
20) For a discussion regarding the import ance of such cantus firffi'~s lines 
see earlier under 'Form Type 5' p.42-45 (referring to 32/i) and 
p.50-51 (referring to 33/i). 
21) For a detailed discussion of this topic see later under ' Aspects of 
Style' • 
22) The appearance of such typically Viennese pre-cl assical s t ructures 
places these Finales' in strong opposit ion to the respective o?eninC,' 
movements , both of y!hich show predominantly German traits. Horeove7', 
its proves the func tion of the Finale as a light-hearted closing 
movement, a cyclic balance 'dhic h Haydn retains even up to some of his 
later sona.tas. See also earlier under 'cycl ic balance' p .1 8-22. 
23) For a more detailed discussion of the thematic interrela tionship t ,:" t 
links the different components of t his exposition see ear l ier \l!'!rll: r 
'Form Type 7& Final Movements, p.86-88. 
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24) For the relations hip of this theme to symphonic models see G.Adler : 
Handbl.lch der Musikgeschichte, p.806f 
25) The 3-bar phrase at the opening of the 2nd episode provides the only 
departure from the otherwise uniform subdivision into 4- and 2-bar 
phrases. 
26) Cf .Micheli tsch/\',agens eil p. 94f 
27) In presenting a subject that unfolds in the form of an uninterrupted 
development, Haydn here antici.pa tes a subject design that becomes 
highly significant during the 19th century "here it is used in the 
instrumental works of Schubert, Brahms , Bruckner a.o. 
28) Similar overlaps and rhythmic displacements occur occasionally in 
sonatas of the pre-classical school, see Heuschneider/Italian p.35 
and Heuschnei der/German p .43 
29) Such periodic forephrases followed by longer conti.nuations have been 
traced earlier under (a) Chain and continuation themes, e.g. 44/ii a.o. 
30) Compare in this context the similar technique found in some "orks of 
Beethoven, e. g. Symphony No.1/i 1st subject. See also Donald Francis 
Tovey: Beethoven p.30ff. 
31) Compare in this context the 'splitting' of the first section into 
two thematic groups found in some sonatas of N .G.GML~er. See 
Heuschneider/Germa~ p.150. 
32) The regular alternation between energetic and lyrical material is typical 
of classical subjects and a favourite device of Mozart ' s especially, e.g. 
Sonata K 457/i, Symphony K.551/i, and has its forerunner s in sonatas 
of Italian pre-classical composers, e.g. J.C.Bach's Sonatas Op.V/2/i and 
Op. V/4/i (though in reversed order, viz. lyrical vs energetic.) 
33) See Schubert's Sonatas No.6/i Op.120 and No.14/i Op. posth. 1hener Urtext 
Ausgabe. 
34) Such echo phrases are a typical device of Neapolitan origin and inevitably 
result in asywmetrical phraseology, viz. 2+1 ~,rs. 
35) For the thematic interrelationship bet','leen second and first sections 
see earlier under 'Form Type 7' (c) p.77-78. 
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~SPECTS OF STYLE. 
(1) The Musical Background. 
The various influences from Germany, Austria and Italy that play 
a dominant role in the development of the formal aspects in Haydn's 
sonatas, are equally significant in the gradual emergence of his 
individual musical idiom. Owing to the frequent intermins ling of 
different stylistic elements within single movements it is impracticable 
to attempt a classification into strictly formulated proto-types. 
On the other hand, the evolutionary process corresponds to the main 
stages of the composer's crea tive life. The earliest sonatas display 
predominantly Viennese traits which are soon merged with Italian ele~ents. 
Conditioned by the rise of the Storm and Stress movement and Haydn's 
growing familiarity with the music of C.P.E.Bach, many movements between 
ca. 1766 and 1776 show in ever increasing manner the influence of 
German models. Commencins Wit:l the works written around 1780 the 
composer's style resumes Italian characteristics. This tendency was 
probably caused by Haydn's acquaintance with soine sonatas of '·.'.A.Mozart 
and furthered by the bonds of friendship that soon developed between 
the two masters. In the sonatas of his maturity Haydn assimilates 
southern and northern traits which he amalgamates with his own musical 
language and thereby creates, 'The International Viennese Language of the 
High-Classical Period'. 
The stylistic evolution in the music of the 18th century is governed 
by aesthetic and cultural movements (viZ. Rococ, 'Stile Galant', Em~findsam­
keit and Sturm und Drang) as >Jell as by the increasing awareness of the 
wealth and potentialities of traditional folk songs and dances and their 
subsequent adaptat ion for the purposes of art music. Rococo spirit found 
its first outlet with the French Clavecinists whone el egant, graceful and 
ornamental style was readily accepted throughout Europe. Simplicity and 
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refinement, typical of the 'Stile Galant', also proved attr~ctive to the 
Austrian mentality with its inborn disposition towards the natural and 
uncomplicated. Certain mannerisms common to German and Viennese Pre-Classical 
Schools can still be found in a few of Haydn's sonatas. The courtly a rt 
of the French rococo has its counterpart in the vogue for 'sentiment' that 
originated in English literature1) whence it soon spread to France and 
Germany. This predominantly bourgois movement found its musical nlanifestation 
in the works of Wilhelm Friedemann Bach and Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, 
the chief representatives of the 'Age of Empfindsamkeit'. Brought about 
by a desire for unrestr icted individual expression it later culminated 
in the St~nm and Stress Period with its strong romantic inclinations. 2) 
The new content with its emphasis on emotions and rhetoric demanded an 
intensification of the musical language which was achieved by harmonic, 
melodic and rhyth~ic means. 
The liking for simplicity and natural feeling summarized in Rousseau's 
teaching also led to a renewed appreciation of folkloristic traditions 
which consequently exerted a strona influence on the further development 
of pre-classical and classic~"l idiom. By the firs t half of the 18th c entury 
Neapolitan folk songs had already contributed towards the rise of the 
vocal style of the 'opera buffa', a style which differed substantially 
from the elaborated melismatic and expre3sive lines found in the 
'opera seria'. Owing to the growing popularity of comic opera its 
idiosyncrasies soon became an important i ngredient in vocal music as well 
as in the lighter entertaining forms of instrumental music, e.g. Serenades, 
Divertimenti and Cassazioni. Open air ?erformances of such cyclic works 
by small ensembles and bands were an essential p,?rt in Viennese musical life, 
where they proved the more popular because of the frequent inclusion of 
Austrian folk songs and dances. The Serenades and Divertimenti of I"agenseil, 
young Haydn and their Viennese contemporaries show the composer's 
wi t'1 a form which stands mi"dway between folk and art J111)sic::. 3) The 
familiarity 
growing 
demand for works of predominar-tly entertai~in9 content soon gave rise to 
the more intimate 'Divertimenti per cimbalo' especially of ":agenseiI's which 
successfully merge suite and sonata elements with sim?licity of style. 
- ,---------------------------------------------
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Folk music in the Austrian Empire had a great Health of sons s "r.~ e e! 
shared by a ll social classes. Peasants and shepherds alike, whether i :: t':' 
mountains or in the plains, found a musical outlet in their tra di tic""l ~' ... 
tunes which were spr ead to c i t y and court by street-singers and t r .·,ve l l i n:. 
minstrels. DanCE- n!usic ranged from the manifold peasant dances to th e ::-: " 
sophisti.cated ar:d refined court dances. Folkloristic customs cul"ir::ot '.'· 
in the many res ior:al and local fes tivals which combined the sacred ano' 
secular spheres and displayed a great variety of tra di tional vocal urr, 
instrumental music. Additional colour \1aS often provided by the milit :o ": ' 
bands which led processions ar:d parades \,i th their marches. 
OWing to its multi-national nature Austria harboured many divers e:: t 
traditions and Austri.an music cor:sequer:tly ass imilated elements fr, ;r, ,,11 
reg ions, especially from Bohemia, HU!!g2.ry, Croatia and other Sou.th-Sl -; -/:"l . : . 
provir:ces. Among the melodic characteristics cowmon to the folk music 0C 
these countri es are a preferer:ce for pentachordal and/or tetrachord2.1 ~':-' 
for particular intervals (minor t hird and fourth) and for va ri.ous ),0,:·.11:' 
pat terns. 4 ) The harroonization of folk tunes depends on their r es !'ect iv'2 
Pentatonic contours often sug:; est modal progressions , whereas yodell i. !::::; 
generally result in short and simple a l ternCltions bet\,'cen Tonic and !)~ . . '~.­
An interesting feature of various Czech melodies is t he oscilla tion bet· 
the major and t he minor mode. Typical rhythmic elements C.re the s1)c di ': ; : ' 
of the first beat into duplets or triplets (freql'.ently found in Slavo:, j c 
a strong syncopation ut the beginning of the bar (characteristic of C 7. ~C· · 
Hunggrian music and probably conditioned by the similar "peecll rhythn,: 'C.,: 
respective l a1!suages) and a liking for continuous quaver motion oft ("!' ; cr..:- L · 
with note rep eats. 
\Vhile the folk music of the various Slavonic and Hunsarii\!:' regj ons ~~. _ _ 
only a modernte influence on Viennese music, traditional Alpine rnelo d.:i.{: :.: 
played a major role in the emergence of th~ classical idiom. Their :, ,: "11.; 
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is especially apparent in the followinu features shared by folk and art 
music alike : 
(i) Triadic formations often figurating I-V-I harmonies. 
(ii) La r ge interval jumps at the beginning of phrases often followed 
by a gr adua l descent. 
(iii) Init ial phrases ba.sed on a figuration of a second inversion chord, 
such phrases usually leading to a D7 harmony. 
(iv) Initial phrases based on the figuration of a root positi.on chord, 
such phrases frequen tly extending the initial compass by introducing 
the sixth note of the scale for melodic intens ification. 
(v) Combina t ion of phrases either along the lines of a sentence (viz. 
two literal statements on the same level) or of a clos ed period 
(viz. fore- and afterphrase in a harmonic relation I-V V-I). 
Frequently a repeat phrase extends the orig ir~l ccmpas s of the 
melodic cu.rve in an ascendins and stepwise marl-'1er. 
(Vi) Phrase lengths are usually symmetrical and made up of 2- and/or 
4-bar units. Someti.mes an oris inal 3-ba r phrase can be extend"d 
into a 4-bar unit by an echo-like rep eat of the closing bar. 5) 
Both triadic formations and l a r ge interval jumps are characteristic of 
yodelling melodies which usually el aborate figurative pat terns on a simple 
harmonic basis. The initia l wide skips which range from sixths up to 
elevenths are not only a stylistic mar_'1erism but an essential aid to t loe 
desired qua l ity of voice production. Melodies and phrases under (iii) and (iv) 
respectively represe:1t two different proto-types that correspond to S,'me 
extent with pIa gal and authentic scale formation and consequently represent 
the bulk of tradi tional folk tunes. 
(2) Stylist~c trends i n the earJy sonatas of Hayili~. 
Haydn's early sonCltas sho;, the main contribut ive factors in the evolution 
of the Vienr,ese pre-classical style, viz. elements of the Frer.ch rococo and 
of the Italian lyricism side by side with the rich inheritance of traditional 
folk music. Grol<ing up in a border region where various national elements 
continually met and intermingled, the composer had an ideal opportunity for 
absorbing and assimilating the most divergent trends. During his childhood 
Haydn gained a natural knwaedge of Av.strian, C'"'oatian and Hv.ngarian folk tunes 
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and later during his stay in Vienna had ample opportunity to familiarize 
himself in addition with the works of his pre-classical contemporaries, 
G.M.Mann, J .C.Mann, C. \'lasenseil, a.a. 
The influence of traditional folk music is revea led in an affinity to 
native traits rather than in the incorporation of authentic melodies. 6) 
Such affinity can be found in harmonic and melodic aspects as well as in 
a preference for regul ar phraseology. The harmonic basis of many themes and 
phrases is restricted to simple cadential progressions on primary degrees 
such as I-V-I (e.g. 2/iii b.1-9, 3/iii b.1-8, 7/ii1 b.1-4) or I-IV-V-I 
(e.g. 4/i b.1-7, 9/i b.1-3). Quite frequently cadences turn at first into 
the Subdominallt and only l ater to the Dominant, resulting in I-IV-I-V 
and similar patterns (e.g. l/iv b.1-6, 4/ii b.1-6,23-28, 6/iii b.l-l0, 
8/i b.l-4, 8/ii b.1-8, 10/i b.1-7, 10/ii b.1-2). Some subjects begin with 
a forephrase over repeated Tonic harmonies (e.g. l/i b.l-4, 4/i b.1-3. 
11/i b.l-4) or three 'hammerstrokes ' on I-V-I basis (e.g. 2/i b.1_2).7) 
The simplicity of harmony which finds its vertical real ization in the various 
cadential patterns has its hor izontal manifestation in the various triadic 
formations that permeate many melodies. Phrases which combine chord figurations 
wi th l a r ge interval jumps often resemble Alpine yodelling cries (Ex. 37.38 and 
39) or phrases of a 'SchnadahUpfl' (Ex.40). 
Ex.37 : l/i b.17-18, underneath possible model 
~!Z~ --,--t-E~ ~ ~if:~. ~- V±:P-l- : ~ p 
,*ggl=brd Eb4 
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Ex.38 : 3/i b.16-21, underneath t \10 poss i ble models 
. . 
~tj>/qTFf=rg$(J I (-t-hl¥f¥ltfil£ 
~-i 1 I ( [ j I f (hi [ blJdTL1t=Eb@ 
Ex.39 : 10/i b.8-9, under neath possible model 
Ex.40 : 5/iii b.1 - 8, underneath poss ibl e model 
* ~~¥ffr1]~=$=tP_}t~ltt 
Fd*@loot±j't~-ml~Bf=~ 
1_ 
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Sometimes ficurative passages in pianistic idiom seem to disSuise a simple 
vocal line of folk tune character as e.g. 3/iii b.1-B (Ex.41), 4/iii b.1-B 
and 6/i b.1-B. 
Ex.41 : 3/iii b.1-B, underneath sugoes ted reduction 
~! I lJJJ! tttl utr! i 1 
Stylization becomes even more obvious in the triadic op~~ing phrase of 1/i 
and 11/iii which display the influence of the French rococo rhythm on folk 
song elements. (Ex.42). 
Ex.42 : 11/iii b.1-4 
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In addition to the various folkloristic elements Haydn's early sonatas 
r eveal his familiarity with the piano music of his pre-classical contemporaries 
and especially with Monn, Mann and ,lagenseil with whom he shares certain 
idiosyncrasies of the Viennese pre-classicRl style. The text'Are is usually 
transparent and often restricted to the polarity between melody and bass 
typical of all pre-class i cal schools. The melody parts shm' rococo playfulness 
side by side >lith cantabile lines, the two styles often appearing in alternation 
and/or succession "ithin a sins le theme, as e.g. in l/i b.1-8 (Ex.43), 
3/i b.1-4, 6/i b.1-4 and 11/i b.1-10. 
Ex.43 I 1/i b . 1-8 
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Apart from the stylistic confrontation of rococo (bar 1-2) and lyrical 
(bar 5-8) elements the above example also illustrates the subdivision of the 
dO>rnbeat into shorter note. values (bar 3-4), a rhythmic 
encountered in the Viennese Pre-Classical Era8) as well 
sonatas of Haydn, e.g. 1/i, l/ii, 6/i, 8/i, 8/ii Minuet 
peculiarity frequently 
as in the ~arly 
9) . 
a.o. Though the melocy 
is usually presented as a single line only, it sometimes sur~g ests inherent 
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t\;o- part writ ing (e.g. 1/i v b.9ff, 4/i b.13ff) or can be doubled in t hir ds 
(e. g. 4/i b.1-2,4-5, 4/ii Minuet b.9-14, 6/iii b.21-26, 8/i b. 40- 48 a.o.) 
with occas ional use of sixths (e. g. 3/i b.17ff). Followi ng the models of 
Wagenseil and others the bass part i s mostly r estrict ed t o s impl e accompaniment 
and c onsequently consists of single notes or octaves, thirds, chords and 
various chord figurations in the shape of Alberti Basses or in the form 
commonly referred t o as ' murky bass'. At times the l eft hand part a ssumes 
a quasi-thematic function and eit her -imita t es and/or doubles certain melodic 
phrases (e. g. 4/i b .1 3-16,53ff, 6/iii b.21-26 , 8/i i Trio b.19-22) o~rovides 
a counter point to the main melody (e.g. 1/iii , 7/i). The pi anistic idiom 
employs most standard devi c es of pre-classical tradition such as short 
slur-figures, descendi no s cales and extended ascending scales in the manner 
of -'rockets' (e. g. 2/i ) , various turns and a great variety of figurative 
patterns which mer ely el aborate essentially harmonic progressions. The 
following examples illustrate some parallels in the keyboard idiom bet.leen 
rlagenseil and the early Haydn respectively 
Ex. 44a: ,lagenseil Op.1/2/ i b.1-2 
~ I .,/ ~, .--'" 
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Ex.44b Haydn 6/i b.1-2 
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Ex.45a : Iva " enseil Op.1/2/ii b.26-29 . 
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Ex.45b Haydn 3/i b.8-9 
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Ex.46a ~lagenseil Op.3/6/i b.1-2 
Ex.46b Hay dn 2/i b.11-12 
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Ex.47a \olagenseil Op.3/1/i b. 7-1 0 
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Ex.47b Haydn 6/iii b.46-49 
Ex.48a : Wasensei l Op.4/2/i b.35-38 
Ex.48b : Haydn l/iv b.9-12 
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Haydn's relationship to his Viennese contemporaries is particularly 
obvious in the style of his Minuets and Trios which enliven the formerly 
stiff and polished dance by the inclusion of galant and folkloristic traits. 
Many melodies display the simplicity cowmon ' to the 'St i l e Gal ant ' and to 
the inher i t ed folk song and often merely el aborate simple harmonic progr essions . 
Basically triadic formations are, however, frequently smoothened into softer 
contours by the inclusion of passing notes, a process illustrated in the 
following examples 
Ex.49a : vlagenseil Op.4/2/iii b.l-4 
Ex.49b 11as enseil Op.4/5/iii Minuet I b.l-4 
Ex.49c Haydn l/ii b.l-4 
r I ;g1J r r I (r (r tw I Sf (t 
Ex.49d Haydn 3/ii b. l-4 
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The J"undamental dOlmbeat rhythm of many Minuets and Tr i os is e!nphasized 
by the frequent subdi vi s ion of a first beat into smaller note val ues and 
by the omission of an initial upbeat. e.g. l/ii. 7/ii. 8/i i a.o. 10) Apart 
from accentuating downbeats smaller note values are also used on other beats 
to further the continuity of the r hythmi c motion. 
Trios often change to a minor mode and contrast from the Minuet· i n mood. 
material and texture. A most distinct fea ture of several Trios of both 
Wagenseil and the earl y Haydn is the r hyt hmic shift of the right hand part 
by a t ime interval of a quaver. Thi s shift not only weakens the dowllbeat 
but also lre-s'll,ts i n an uninterrupt ed quaver mob on shared between l eft and 
right hand and in a moderate amount of syncopation inc the melody part. 
(e.g. ~Iagenseil : H l/ii. Op.l/4/ii i . Op. 1/6/iii. Op. 3/5/iii; Haydn: 2/ii . 
ll/iii. l 2/ii . l 3/ii, l 8/ii a.o.) A number of Tr ios in the sonatas of 
Vi ennese pre-classical composers a r e built on asc ending or descending 
basslines pr ogressing in t ones or semi t ones and thereby displ aying close 
affinity to tradit ional ba r oque structures. Trios of this kind appear in 
e. g. vlagenseil : H l /ii, Op.l/2/ii. Op.l/Li/ii i . Op.2/l/iii ; G.M . Monn FK 45/i i; 
Haydn 6/ii . 1O/ii i . ll/iii. 12/ii. 13/ii a. o. The following examples sho>! 
the s triking similarity betwe~~ Haydn's Trio No.13/i i and tha t of Monn ' s 
Sonata FK 45 : 
Ex.50a : Haydn: 13/ii b.1-7 
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Ex.50b G.M.Monn FK 45/i i b.1-8 
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The sonatas of Haydn's early period, like tho se of the Viennese 
c ont emporaries, al so contain distinct Italia.YJ. features . The appearance 
of such t raits was caused by various factors. For centuries Italiar.s 
contributed tm{ar ds the musical life in Vienna , beine employed as c omposers, 
s i ngers and instrumentalists. I t a lian opera companies frequently visited 
the Austrian capital and thereby enabled local talent s to study t he vocCll 
idiom of both opera seria and opera buffa. Acquaintance with Italian music 
was .further enhanced by resident I tali .J.l'!s \o.'ho m..;-. de Vienna thej r . second hOiile 
a.,d ,,£ten taught native rr.usicians , as e.g. A.CaldarCl (1670-1736) and 
~!. Porpora (1686-1768). The l at ter stayed in Vienna bet\ieen 1724-25 J 1745-47 
and 1754-57 ,-,hen nw"erous of his opera tic and instrurr.e~.tal works were 
per form ed. Although his composi t icns failed t o impress the Viennese public 
he was nevertheless highly praised as sinoing instructor . In this capaci t y 
he exerted considerable influence on young Haydn to ,-,hom he t au ght Italian 
voice production as well as the ma.jor aspects of ' Bel c 2nto' styl e. Hor~over 
the younger composer had the privilege of acc ompanying a number of Porpora '" 
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pupils and thereby aained an even deeper insight int o the essentia l s of 
Italian music. 11 ) In addi t ion to the above composers who excelled prjmarily 
in the field of vocal music, other Italians provided the instrumentel models 
tha t were readily accepted by their Viennese cont emporaries. Styl istic 
el ements commonly found in t he concertos of Vi valdi,12) in the chamber Il'usic 
of pergolesi13) 3nd in the ·keyboa rd sonatas of Par adisi, J.C. Bact , Galuppi, 
Rutini a.o . also appear regularly in the instrumental works of Monn, Harm , 
WagenseH and t he yeung Haydn. 
Italian lyricism made an early appearance in the ' Arias ' and ' Ariettas' 
which are included in c ertain Vier..r:ese keyboa r d works , as e. g . in G. H. Mol" .. n ' 5 
Sona tas FK 47, 52 and 59 , in l~asenseil' s Suite in D (MK 25) and Divertimer.tc 
in A minor (MK 73). Lyricism also permeates some other movements by G. E.Honn 
(e. £ . FK 46/i) and ,"'agens eil (H 4/ii , Op.3/2/ii , Op.3/~/ii) anc. becomes 
a particular feature of the musical idiom of J .C. Hann (e.g. FK 91/i , ii, 
FK 92/i, FK 97/ii ,iv a.o.). The lyrical eleme!:t s in Haydn's early sor.ata s 
correspond to the preval ent tren<ls found in the works of his cont empora:-ies . 
The Andante from his Sonat a No .1 can be r egarded as equivalel, t to the Arias 
and Ariettas of Mann and ';Jagensei l and therefore represent s the fi!'.st exc:ty:tpl e 
of Italian melos . \'lhile the followi n:; sonatas remain primarily indebted tc 
the playful ness of "'agensei l' s Divertiment i t he l a t er "lOrks of this perjod 
show an ever increasir.9 Italian influence. Lyrical melodies of this kind 
are characteri zed by smoottI progressions which use bi0ger intervals (usuelly 
ascending) solely for emphatic expression. Not to distract from the melodic 
beauty the accompaniment is nor~ally restricted to singl e notes or ever. 
pulsations , e.g. 7/i, S/i, 15/ji and 17/ii. The openin~ phrase of 12/i 
presents a pattern typica l of pre-classical l yricism, a pattern a l so used 
in works of J.e.Mann, as the following comparative examples illustrate (Ex. 51). 
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Ex.51a : Haydr. : 12/i b.1-4 
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Ex.51b J .e.Mann FI:: 92/i b.l-4 
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In a number of melodies l yricism is intensified for the sake of greater 
expressiveness . Such melodies appear especially i n some Trios written in 
minor keys , where> they usually display a dOl,m;ar d trend (e. g . 6/ii , 1 a/iii) , 
which call be counterba l anced by an a s cendins a."terpllrase ( e . (j . l1/iii, 12/ii, 
13/iii). In addition to these devices Hays'1 also e:nploys moderate chromat ic i sM, 
sigh-motifs ar.d unaccentuat ed. interval jumps which differ from the earlier 
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mentioned emphatic jumps on account of their different r hythmic posi tion. 
Placed immediately af ter the main acc ent of a phrase, they soften the rhytp~ic 
impact and fade out the phrase termina tion. (Ex.52). 
Ex.52 : 12/ii Trio b.25-28 
Occasionally, inherent lyricism is intermingled with r ococo mar~erisms 
such as turn figures and certain rhythmical patterns, e.g. 13/i b.1-6 (Ex.53), 
14/i i b.1-8, 16/iii b.1-8. The following exanple attempts to reduce apparent 
rococo phrases in 13/i to their respective lyrical proto-types . 
Ex.53a : 13/i b.1-2 
Ex.53b 13/i b.5-6 
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The influence of Vivaldi's concerto technique is especially evident 
in the slow movements of Sonatas Nos .l 0 and 13 . They disp l ay not only 
the regular pulsation in the accompaniment, but also the extended melodic 
lines spun-out in an even rhythm typical of Vivaldi ' s music. Their lyricism 
no longer exhibi ts rel iance on vocal models, but adapts Italian song s tyle 
to the demands of a basically instrumental idiom. 
Along with lyr i cal melodies which owe their essential qualities to the 
opera seria, Haydn also employs the short-phrased and light-hearted tunes 
char,'.cteristic of the opera buffa. Buffo idiom appealed naturally t o Viennese 
musicians, who found its melodic and harmonic simplicity akin to their own 
folkloristic tradition. Moreover, buffo elements had a lready made their 
appearance in the orches tral music of the Mannheim School and were soon 
transferred int o ensemble and solo works of Vienna's pre-classical composers. 
Certain standard cadential phrases which have their origin in a work like 
Pergolesi's "La Serva Padrona", feature regularly in the epilogues of '.Jagensei l 
and also underlie those of Haydn's movements 7/iii, 10/i and 18/L (Ex.54). 
Ex.54a : Haydn : 7/iii b.18-22 
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Ex.54b Pe r gol es i : " La Serva Padrona" 
Excerpt from Uber to ' s Ar ia ' Son imbro~ liato ' b.66- 74 
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Occa sional::'y buff o style also ir.t rudes int o principal subjec t s (e.g. 6/i, 
7/ i ii) or subsidi~ry subjec ts (e . g. 4/iii , 8/ii i ), but can ever. permea t e 
[ 
~- -
an entir e movement (e . g. 15/iii, 16/1.ii ami 30/iii) . Buffo phra ses may cont ? :'.r: 
moderat e (e.g. 6/i) or distinct contrast e1611eIl t s (e . :J . 15/iii b . 27£f). Tl'~ 
Finale from Sonata !To .1 5 exemplifies the per fect merger of :J:talian OOf£o st,-l", 
Vi ennese folk idiom and Hannheim orchES:r~l tech'1ique . Its opening subject 
displ ay s the short 'parl ando ' phrases of I t al ian comic o?era , wher eas i t s 
t ransi tion and s~cond subject c l early imitat e the text ure of Hannheim 
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symphonies. The epilogue begins with a typical Austria~ 'Juchzer' motif 
(b.36-37) and thereby provides a fitting close to the exposition. (See Ex .29 ) 
The harmonic language of Haydn's earliest sonatas uses a limited vocabulary 
and i s restricted chiefly to chord progressions on primary degrees. Commencing 
wi th 4/i, the first movemer,t wi tr. a developmer:t section, the composer employs 
prolonged sequential chai ns ' of modulatory or pseudo-modul atory design 
(e.g. 4/i b.35ff, 6/i b.31ff, 6/iii b.46ff, 8/i b.16ff a.o.) which seldom 
approximate the proportions of harmonic excursions (e.g. 8/i b.85ff, ~i b.23ff 
and 18/i b.79ff).14) Such modulatory p~ssages of predominant l y harmonic 
interest usually compensate f or a slackenin9 of thematic development, 
a t echnique equally popular with Viennese and Italian composers . In addition 
to sequential modulations Haydn occasionally shifts a repeat phrase to 
a higher tonal plane, as e.g . in 6/i b.22-27, 11/i b.71-76, 11/iii b.41-44 
and 16/i b.9-16. The first example represents the most primitive staue as 
it merely juxtaposes the harmonies of the fifth and sixth degree respectively. 
The modulatory shifts in 11/i, 11/iii and 16/i, on the other hand, are ba sed 
on th e principle of chromatic third relat ions~.ip . (Ex. 55). 
Ex.55 : 11/i b.71-76 
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Harmonic colour and interes t a re frequently achieved by the use of the 
Dominant minor for second sec t ions or parts thereof (e.3. 6/iii , 8/i, 8/iii, 
13/i, 16/i, a .o.) anq/or by t he juxtaposition of major and minor withi n 
a subject (e.g. 12/iii , 13/iv, 15/ iii, a . o .). Stronger colori s t i c effects 
appear in the Tri os of Sonat as Nos .1 2, 13 and 17 where c hr omat i c alterations 
and passing notes permeate both the har monic and melodic idi om. 
(3) The impact of 'Empfindsamke i t' and 'Storm and Stress '. 
Haydn's sona t as written after 1766 Sh01, a steadily increas i ng assimilation 
of el ements a'<in/to the ~;orth German School int o his style which hitherto 
had been domin2. t ed by Viennese a:ld Ita lian trai ts . From the middle of t he 
18th century art ists had submi tt ed to a ",ave of express i vness that s Hept 
through Eur ope , an express i veness which initially blossomed in the ' Age 
of Empfindsamkeit' and lat ~r culmina t ed in t he 'Storm and Stress ' Period . 
Strongly centered on Ger man soil, the ne",ly disc over ed 'sentiment' found 
musical realizat ion especially in the ",orks of C.P.E.Bach and his brother 
H. F.Bach, but l eft a lso clear traces in the c ompositions of certain Viennese 
masters as r:: . H.Honn (e.G. FK 49, FK 54/ii) and Vagensei l (e.g. Op.4/4/ii) . 
According to biographical knoHledge Haydn studied some of C.P.E.Bach's 
sonatas early in his career and t hereby got acquainted ,lith t he various d ,vices 
of the express ive style, ",hich he soon incorporated into his own Horks 
as a means to intensify the musical cont en t. The impact of Haydn's encounter 
with t he music of t he Germ"" master a;'pears for the first t i.me in the LarGO 
of Sonat a No . 11. ,lhile the accompaniment s t ill employs t he re~· ular pul sation 
of earl i er t i mes, the melody is permeated. with l a rge interva.l jumps, sish- motif s , 
chromat icism and ornament al fiaures. The rhythmic variety often enhances the 
expressive wri t ing but occasionally int erferes ",ith an otherHise simpl e 
melodic line ber.ause of it s unb,llanced and restless char acter. The expr essive 
l anguage typical of the 'Empfindsamkeit' features increasingly in s onu t as 
of Haydn' s middle period 'where it leaves a marked imprint on melody, harmony , 
rhythm, t exture and keyboar d idiom. 
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The mel odic c ontour covers a greater r ange than in earlier works and often 
uses l a r ge interval · jumps for expressive purroses (e.g. 20/i , 30/i , i i, 32/i , ii) 
or fills the wider spac e with ascend; ng or descendi ng runs and ar peggios 
which lend additional vigour to a subject or phrase (e.g. 13/i, 17/i , 29/ii, 
30/i, 31/ii a .o.). (Ex.56). 
Ex.56 : 13/i b.6-8 
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In the l a t er sor.a t a s of this period such runs and arpeggios are smoothened 
into long sweepins l ines I<hich serve as extencled upbeat form3.tions, e.g . 31/i, 
34/ii , 36/ii, a.o. In addition t o l ~rge intervals the melodic -:or;-::our also 
r el ies on the expressive quality of semi tones and consequently employs 
chromaticism to 2dd colour and intens ity. Such chromatic i sm c a:1 be purely 
melodic15) ( e . g . 16/j. 1o.28ff, 20/i b . 25ff : Ex .57) or can progr ess in 
meandering l ines so as t o modify a basically chordal fi gure i nto a soft and 
expressive phrase (e. c • 29/ii b.23f : Ex.58, 31/i b .25f) .16) 
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Ex.57 : 20/i b.25-28 
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Ex.58 : 29/ii b.23-24 
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Furthermore, chromatic notes sometimes merely serve as 'unessential' 
additions to short figurative patterns, e.g. 30/i b.38,56f, 33/iii b.35f.(Ex.59) 
Ex.59 : 33/iii b.35-36 
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The expressive quality of the semi t one is utilized to the fullest in the 
sigh-motif and its manifold tranSformations. 17) The following examples 
illustrate some of the many modifications which this expressive motif 
undergoes within the sona t as of Haydn's middle period. 
Ex.60a : 32/i b.5 
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Ex. GOd : 1G/i b. 24-2G 
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Ex.GOe : 33/ i b.3 
ExtGO£ : 20/ii b. 20- 23 
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Ex. 60h : 17/i b. 42-43 
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Melodic l ines are often subjected to ornamentation and v~riation in order 
to enrich their expressiveness and sentiment . The varied repeat phras e in 
20/ii b.9--14 smoothens t he original melodic contour of bars 1-8 by passing-
notes and by levelling of the dotted rho,thm int o an even flow. Moreover, 
the small ascents in bars 1 and 3 are intensified in bars 9 and 11. (See 
earlier, Ex. 25). Simple melodi"s are oft,=", figurated by embellishrr.e!lts 
which lend a ddi t ional affect ion to certain notes or interval s, e.g. 17/i b.12ff, 
20/i b.1E, 31/ i b. l fE , 32/ii b .l -4 (Ex.61), and 36/ii b. l ff . 
Ex.61 : 32/i i b.l-4 
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Expressive figurations reach a climax in the Adagios of Sonata s Hos.31 and 39. 
In the former, the melodic beauty is aided by the contrapuntal interplay of 
the va r ious l ines which employs all the devices of the 'empfindsamer Stil' 
as e.g. l arge int ervals followed by gr adual descents, modera t e chromaticism, 
sigh-motif s and a variety of ornaments . In the latter, the melody supported 
by a simple accompaniment unfolds in a richly embroidered manner and is 
permea t ed with flourishes, arabesques and expressive chromatic lines. The 
colouristic wealth of the upper part and the regu!-',r pul sation of the 
accompaniment place thi s movement hal fway between the tradi t ional slow 
movement s tyl e of bar oque concertos and the elnborate 'Nocturne' style of 
1 .. . 18) ear y romantIC plano mUSIC. 
The expansion of the melodic contour runs parallel with the widenin" of 
the ha!'J1loni.c f r ame which in turn enables the compos er t o c ont inue the melodic 
flow by means of delayed and/or interrupted cadences and by the use of 
moderat e chroma tic modul~tions . I t is difficlut to decide to what extent 
Haydn's orowinG interest in harmonic aspects was increased by his enc ounter 
with the music of C.P.E . Bac!l, as passa[Jes of intense chromat i c ism also occu r 
frequently in the sonatas of (;.H.Monn and J .C.Mann . 1 9) The expansion of 
the harmonic frame can be caused by a retar dation of the har monic pace, such 
r etarda t ion be i ng achieved by passing progress i ons of basically static 
character tha t often oscillate around a c~ntral note or harmony (e.g. 13/i b.9-12, 
see Ex . 7d, 18/i b.27- 34, 33/i b. 15-26) or by prolonged stays on lat e~t or 
r eal pedal point s whic h a re exploited by figura t ive/melodic means ( e. g . 18/i 
b.35-39, 30/i b.26-30, 31/1. b.13-17 and 32/i b.6-1 2). Such 'sections ' often 
remain restricted t o V-I relationships but expand this simple ci!dence by 
melodic elaboratior:. Al ternat ively, the hc'.r monic pace can also be s lackened 
by elaborate figurative lin('-s over s10\<,·1y :navins founcat ions (e. g . 31/i b.21f£) 
or by quasi-improvisatory insertions over static harf':'lonies , that usually 
t eminate in pauses (e. g . 32/i b.67-70, 33/i b.24- 26, 37/i b.50-54 a .o.). 
In sever.::.l p{l:lsaScs tr.e harmonic frame is ",idEr.~d by prcloDged repetitiv ~~ or 
sequential progressior:.s vlhich sometimes pr<..:vide the necessary continuity for 
transforI!v"\tion anc. derivat ion of the melcdic/therr.a tic substance. In 20/i 
bars 14-2 8 move aJ illOS t exclusi v ply over Tonic and Dominant c hords . The harr.lon';'c 
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mor.otony of this portion is cocmterbalanced t o some degree by a variety of 
r hyt hmical pat t erns and an al terna t ion between expressive and fi~urative phrases . 
Similar repetitions in bars 26-31 of 33/i delay the perfect cac~~ce to a point 
shortly before the end of t he exposition and thereby assist in continuing 
the harmonic t ension that has been buil t up throughout the transition. 
Sequential passing pr ogressions used to expand the ha r monic frame feature 
in 16/i b.17ff, 17/i b.32ff; 32/i b.15ff and particula rly in 20/ii b. 20-35 , 
where they resemble the chains of descending sixt h chore.s of Italian 
tradition. Further prolongation is ac hieved by wi t hholding the expect ed 
c adence in bars 27 and 31 respectively and by r et ar dation and cessation 
of the harmonic flow in bars 33-35. 
In addition to basically diatonic methods the sonatas of Haydn's earljer 
middle period increasingl y employ a va r iety of chromatic devices for t he 
widening of the harmonic frame. Passages permeated by such chromaticism can 
be used for colouristic, expressive and/or modul atory aims. The earliest 
exampl es of chromatic colouring occur in the Trios of Sor.at~s Nos. 13 and 17 
which sho,·, a close interpenetration of melodic ane. ha rmon ic chromaticism. 
A simila r tecr~ique produces the 'colouring ' of the sequences in 17/i b.43-44, · 
20/i b.50-54, 31/iii b.48-53 ar.d 35/i b.75-83, which like the earlier exampl es 
m2~e use of auxi l iary Dominants. Colour lstic chromaticism of a non- modtuatory, 
almos t static character gover ns bars 55-59 in tr.e developmer.t of 30/i, .,here 
it r esults in a r et ardation of the harmonic pace and thereby continues the 
pedalpoint technique precedins this passage. The followin~ exampl e shows the 
harmonic principle which underlies this progression 
Ex.62 : Harmonic reduction of 30/i b.55-59 
1110 
p!-
-, 
t-' r I~ .. ~ 
~ 
:=-::\:~ J 
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Simil~r passages encircling q c entral tone occur in 39/i b.25-30 and b.40-46. 
Such harmonic progressions reveal t he influenc e of C.P.E.Bach's wr : tin~. an 
i nfluence which is most obvious in the cadenza-l ike broadeninu at the end of 
31/ii. The relil. tionship of these bars to Eimililr ones in sonatas of Bach 
is illustrated in t he foll p.,ing exa'Ilples (Ex.63) : 
Ex.63a : Haydn 
Ex.63b : C.P. E.Bach : Pl~s s ian Sonata 3/ii b.38-44 
v • 1 
± ~f*i' f' I r:r I I .. , '11"[----1. 
r'---./tdl ( ----=:=7 Etfj= itJj , 
W~ I 
4- J 
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Progressions circlii1g around a ce..'1tr.:ll tone can also be used for modulatory 
passages, as e.g. in 32/i b.37 - 39 (central tone 'c' as fifth in F minor 
becomes fourth in G minor) and 33/i b.59-65 (central tone .g.).20) (Ex.64). 
Ex.64 : Harmonic reduction of 33/i b.59-65 
Occasionally, the modulatory effect of such progressions is intens ified 
by the use of contrary motion in the outer parts, as e.g. in 36/iii b.62-67 
and especially in 35/iii, where it underlies the ther.1atic harmonic excursion 
f r om bar 64 to bar 78. Even ttough this part of the development passes 
through a variety of keys, i t commences and ends on an F minor harmony. 
The central tone of the entire p2.ssage is A Flat which only at times 
proceeds to a neighbouring note in accordance with the modulatory demancs. 
The follo,'ing diagram shO\;s the varying functional position of this central 
note within the changing harmonies 
Bars 64-65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
7 2 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
3rd in F minor 
root in D 7t h to D Flat major 
fifth in D Flat major 
7th in D 7th to E Flat minor 
repl~ced by G in accordance with the rules o£ harmonic prosr. 
5th in diminished 7th of E Flat minor 
root in A Flat minor 
5th in D 7th to G Flat major 
replaced by G Flat 
5th in D 7th to G Flat major 
7th in D 7th to E Flat major 
replaced by G in accordance "ith the rules of harmonic progr. 
(see above bar 69) 
still I'eplaced hy G as 5th in D 7th to F minor 
3rd in F minor 
The influence of the expressive style on the s"natas of Haydn's earlier 
middle period also leads to an increasing use o£ the diminished seventh 
chord. This chord can appear in phrases of p\'~rely harmonic interest 
(e.g. 29/i b.73). "ithin sequeClces (e.g. 29/iii b.70!'£, 31/iii b.78££, 
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38/iii b.68ff) or in passages of intensified expression (e.g. 33/ii b.18f, 
38/i b.70ff). The har~onic vocabulary is further enriched by juxtapositions 
of major and minor (e. g . 18/i b.69 vs 70, 29/i b.44 vs 45, 36/i b.35 vs 36 , 
38/iii b.17-18 vs 19-20), by Neapolitan chords (e.g. 30/i b.23-24, 36/i 
b.85-86) and third relationships, which usually serve to stress the 
demarcation between sections or phrases (e.g. 29/iii b.67-68, 33/i b.8-9, 
34/ii b.8-9, 40/i b.12) or bet;leen exposition and development (e.g. 34/i, 
37/i and 40/i). To enhance the abrupt character of dramatic confrontations 
the ne,; key is sometimes introduced by means of a sin~· le note or an octave, 
the full harmony following l ater21) e . g . 33/i b.9, 34/i b.69 and 40/i b.12. 
The various chromatic devices are often u sed side by side and thereby 
l end colour and intensity to the harmonic idiom. These two qualities are 
exploited fully in the prolonged chromatic sequential chains in 31/i 
b.49_6422 ) and 33/iii b.l07-119, where they serve to achieve the dramatic 
climax of the respective movements. In their dramatic intensi ty these 
passages confirm the change from the 'Stil der Empfindsamkeit' to the 
'Sturm und Drang', a change that took place within this specific period 
of Haydn's creative life. 
Haydn's growing familiarity with the works of the German School exerted 
considerable influence, especially on the rhytr~ic desiGn of his melodic lines. 
As distinct from the sonatas of his earliest period which employ a simple 
and evenly floYing rhythm, the sonatas from his middle period show in 
addi t ion a greater variety and complexity of patterns. In the early stage 
these patterns seem to have been selected a t random, as their succession 
and a!'rangement sometimes lack logical connection t o the melodic curves. 
The segmentary agglomeration of different patterns is particularly noticeable 
in 13/i, 17/i, 18/i , 20/i and 29/i '.-!here it occasionally re=v.lts in a rest-
less and somewhClt unbalanced character. 23 ) In the later ,",orks of this period, 
on the other hand, the rhythmic diversity corresponds to the nature of the 
thematic material and forms· an essential part 1n the process of derivation 
technique, e.g. 32/i and 40/i. 
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Favourite rhythmical patter!Os that occur frequently i'lre dotted notes 
and syncopations as well as sweeping runs and arpeggios in short note values. 
Dotted notes made their appearance in the earliest sonatas of Haydn's, 
where they Here indicative of French rococo spitit:. In the sonatOls of his 
middle period such rhythms assmne ~ reater sisnificance and can be used 
for emphastic stress (e.g. '18/i b.22ff,33,51f, 30/i b.62f), for lyrical/ 
expressive purposes (e.g. 17/i b.l0f, 20/i b.l-4, 31/i b.1-3, 32/i1 b.1-24, 
38/ii b.1-3) , in a lyrical/playful (e.g. 29/i b.1-2, 30/i b.1-3, 34/iii, 
35/i b.l-1l) and in a m3rch-like manner (e.g. 17/i b.l and later, 36/i). 
These various usages have thej.r parallels amona the son3tas of C.P.E.Bach, 
where dotted rhythms are employed with special preference for their 
emphatic quality (e.g. Pruss ian Sonata 6/ii, 1iUrttemberg Sonata 6/i) , but 
can also appear in 3 lyrical or even march-like fashion (e. g. 1'.'Urttember::r 
Sonata 5/i). Syncopated progressions are often caused by placing the upper 
part in a 
the lower 
time-lag of a qU3ver or semi quaver a~ainst the resular beats of 
n4) part~ as e.g. in 16/i , b.l0,12,1 4 a.o. , 20/i b.14ff,25ff,48ff, 
33/ii b.16ff,3lff a.o . Progressions of this kind belong to the standard 
vocabul ary of pre-classical composers and have their parallels in the works 
of C.F. E.Bach (e.g. Versuch Sonatas l/ii, 3/iii and 5/iii), ':!.F.Bach (e.g. 
l/ii, 8/iii and 9/i) and make an early appear ance in J .S.Bach' s THo-part 
Invention No .6 in E major . (Ex.65) 
Ex.65a : 1·1.F.Bach : 9/i b.33-34 
'F~ ' \ ~ m~ =ji .1. -, \=~I·~i-- . t ;l!: - 1 ~i -I --i . ~' 
r 
, c. . 
-~~i7.: 1- I=U~~ \-~\t== -fl-{- ,I" . .-.' 1-. . --~ 
1 I 
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Ex.65b : Haydn 33/ii b.47-48 
1 I 
, 
l- I -l '\::. I~ 
( fI1]11,~ 1 1 J~ h ~ . 
The syncopated charact er of such pr ooressions is considerably enhanced 
in passages which repe~t the semiquaver or quaver shift in quick succession, 
as the following example illustrates (Ex.66) : 
Ex.66 : 16/i b.21-24 
I .k'. A / ~ .~ 
-
:J! -tr 
( 
)lr 
~-
-
• ; + T i .. ... T :1. 
The influence of C.P.E.Bach's rhapsodic style is especially noticeable in 
the extended and emphatic upbeat figures which become a characteristic 
feature in the sona tas of Haydn' s middle period. Such fioures have the shape 
• 
ri 
of ascending or descendinJ runs (e.!!. 13/i b .6ff, 16/i b.34, 17/i b.1,4,25 a.o., 
18/i b.53f, 18/ii b.8,10, 30/i b.12f) or arpeggios (e.g. 16/i b.24ff, 19/iii 
b.36f, 31/ii b.60,63,64, 32/i b.12ff, a .o.). 
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The following examples s how the indebtedness of Haydn's style to the 
m~del of the Cerman master (Ex.67): 
Ex.67a : C.P.E.Bach : Prussian Sonata 2/i b.7-10 
Ex. 67b Haydn 31/i b.10-12 
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Ex.67c : }f"ydn 36/ii b.2-4 
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In a number of subjects and phr as es sent i ment and expression are 
height ened by t he inclusion of rests as punctuations and caesur as . This 
rhetoric device , much used in slow movements of C. P . E.Bach 's and other 
composers of the German circle, appears in the expressive opening subjects 
of 34/ii , 36/ii a~d 39/ii as well as in some other phrases, e.g. 17/i b.12ff, 
20/i b.45f, where i t lends addi t ional emphasis to the sighs of sentiment . (Ex.68) 
Ex.68 : 20/i b . 45-46 
-' 
b~. I 
" 1H- -I--~'-1l -}---'I 5f=!%4§rt-
c 
I 
1-+,1'4, 
',-/- :-
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In addition t o expr essive purposes, rests can also be used for creating 
t ension and expectation, e.g . 33/i b .31 -32, or for humouristic aims as 
e. !] . in the principal subject s of 16/iii and in the Finales of Sonat as 
Nos.35 and 36. 25) Similar examples exist in some playful closing movement s 
of C.P . E. B>c h , (e. g . in t'Urttember g Sonatas 3/iii b.38 a!1d 62, and 4/iii, 
first subject) which foreshadow Haydn's musical idiom in sever al aspects a l so. 
With the greater emphasis plac ed on the expressive content of his mus i c, 
Haydn enriches the texture by the use of fuller chords and harmonies as well 
as by intensified par t-wr i t ing. Chords and harmony-forming interval s appear 
as accompaniment in regul a r pulsations (e. g. 17/i b.lf,4f a .o., 18/i b.13ff, 
31/i b. l ff , 39/i i b.lff a .o.) or in f r ee rhyth~ical arrangements (e .g. 29/i 
b. 72ff, 29/ii b.44ff, 12/i b.6ff a.o . ) and occ asional l y serve to underline 
points of specific importance wi thin a movement such as powerful ent ri es 
( e.g. 29/ii i b.68, 33/i b.26f, 37/i b.25f, 38/i b . 77ff) or rhapsodic 
t erminations (e.g. 20/ii b . 34f , 31/ii b.20 , 32/i b.67ff, 33/i b . 25f). More 
frequently the r i cher har monic t exture is pr oduced by accompanying triadic 
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patterns (e.g. 17/ii b.8ff, 29/i b.19ff, 30/i b.23ff, 33/i b.32ff, 34/ii 
b.14ff, 35/i b.12ff, 38/ii b.lff, 39/ii b.9ff) and by wide-spaced figurations 
with clear chordal · implications (e.g. 18/i b.35ff,79ff, 31/i b.49ff, 
33/iii b.107ff, 38/i b.68ff). The music often covers a consider ably increased 
range expandins into the treble as well as into the lO\,er bass re!Jister. 
The fuller compass is achieved 
b.33ff, 29/iii b.60f,68f, 
(e.g. 40/i b.45ff) and by 
by extended runs 
b. 13ff,30 aoo.), 
and 3rpec gios (e.g. 20/i 
by sequential figurations 
gradual or sudden changes bet",een the registers. 
Such changes occasionally permeate the inner structure of a subject, where 
the complementary phrases are pl aced into different ranges (e.g. 30/ii b.41ff, 
33/i b.l-S, 33/iii b.1-12, 34/ii b.1-8 a.o.), but can also be used t o lend 
additional weight to cadential points (e.g. 30/i b.23ff, 33/i b.62ff, 
36/i b.85ff, 40/i b.l1ff). (Ex.69). 
Ex.69 : 36/i b.85- 88 
I A I- + :1=+ !, ;Ii "....; 
l~~}y j -1-+-+ - f --'- Q -•... ;{tl----l : it . f-
~ b. t- ... .. 
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,:::= ++..!. 1.;-~~~-
V 
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In 30/ii H.:;ydr. even pl aces the entire second subject into 
. . 1 . . 26) to enhance ltS expre.s:~l.ve q').a l.tles. 
the baritone 
register so as 
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Many of these textural characteristics have their par al l el and early model 
in the works of C. p . E . Bach;7~hose influence can also be traced in the 
pseudo-polyphonic passaoes tha t appear among the sonat as of Haydn's earlier 
middle per iod. Contrapuntal rel ationship between melody and accompaniment 
already existed t o a c ertain degree in the sona tas of Haydn ' s early period , 
where i t follows principles-common t o pre- c l assical times. In the sonatas of 
his middle period this rela t ionship is intensified by the mor e f r equent use 
of short-distant imita t ions be t ween the two parts . Such imi t ations can be 
restr i ct ed to moti vic or mer el y rhythmic ident ity of short elemer,ts (e. g . 
16/iii b.61ff, 20/i b .l , 35/ii i b . 30) (Ex.70) or l ead t o free int erchalCging 
of elCtire phrases (e.g. 20/i b .29ff, 29/ii,b. 14ff,33ff : Ex.71, 31/i b.l ef) . 
Ex.70 : 29/i b.l 
r~-~s~~---~g- -~~-.- ~ __ 
~1FD-=iit 
Ex.71 29/ii b.33-39 
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Ex.71 cont. 
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Alternat ~vely, upper and l o"er part can be interrel at ed in a complementary 
manner, the bass holding a quasi-thema t ic £tu,ction 3nd at the same t ime 
securir_lJ the con ti nuity of the rhythmic TI'.otion (e . g. 16/i b.17££,45££, 
33/iii, b.56££, 36/i b.10ff : Ex.72) . 
Ex.72 : 36/i b.10-15 
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Some imitatory passages assume a pseudo-baroque character which becomes 
the more obvious if a third voice-part is added approximating the technique 
typical of the Baroque Trio Sonata, c.g. 16/ii, 17/iii, 20/ii b .20ff, 
33/iii b.16ff, 36/ii b.13ff, 37/ii b.11ff and 41/i b.47ff. Baroque influence 
finds its strongest manifestation in the slow movements of Sonatas Nos.31 
and 33. The former, 31/ii, resembles the imitatory polyphony of the Invention, 
a style encountered in some slow movements of C.P.E.Bach's (e.g. Prussian 
Sonata No.3, WUrttemberg Sonatas Nos.5 and 4). The l a tter, 33/ii, is built 
on a 'basso continuo' charatcerized not only by its uninterrupted rhythmical 
flow but also by the prevalence of descending and ascending lines. In some 
later sonatas of this period polyphonic writing is adapted to a classical 
idiom and occasionally employs parallel phrases as e.g. in the first subject 
of 32/i (See earlier Ex.8a) and in the development of 38/iii b.59ff. Such 
classical polyphony reaches a culmination in the development of 32/i which 
terminates in a stretta-like intensification of the opening motif (Ex.73). 
Ex.73 : 
32/i 
b.46-51 
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Contrapuntal complexities of special interest occur in the Minuet of 
Sonata No.40 and in the Minuet and Trio of Sonata No.41; the former is 
a canon at the octave, the latter is written 'al Rovescio' - "that is, 
the second section of the Minuet, and also of the Trio, is the first 
section played backward". 28) 
The stylistic innovations in melody, harmony and texture demand a greater 
scope of pianistic media and consequently enrich the keyboard idiom by new 
expressive and brilliant devices. The composer devotes greater attention 
to dynamics and articulation, such indications appearing in great variety 
in Sonata No.33 which includes forte, piano, sforzato and echo effects. 
To enhance the expressive character of melodic lines, Haydn employs a wide 
range of ornamental figures, such as appogiaturas, mordents, turns, shakes 
and trills of different kinds and lengths. 29) Brilliance, on the other hand, 
is aChieved by runs, arpeggios and other figurations which often cover 
a large compass. The extension of the keyboard range also leads to a growing 
awareness of the different tone colours in higher and lower registers 
and at times gives rise to a pseudo-orchestral idiom as e.g. in 30/i. 
Intensity of sound is further increased by a richer ~exture and a preference 
for doubling the melody in thirds and sixths (e.g. 28/Trio, 30/i b.26ff, 
33/i b.1-2, 40/i b.33ff a.o.) and the bass-line in octaves (e.g. 18/i b.41ff, 
28/Trio, 40/i b.30ff) or broken octaves (e.g. 30/i b.57ff, 41/i b.14ff,44ff). 
In addition to these devices Haydn also absorbs certain playful elements 
found in C.P.E.Bach's sonatas, as e.g. short chordal upbeat figures, arpeggios 
shared between both hands and the presentation of a two-part passage by 
continuously alternating hands. 
The followiny examples illustrate idiomatic parallels between sonatas 
of C.P.E.Bach's and J.Haydn's (Ex.74,75,76) : 
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Ex . 74a : Bach: Pruss ian Sonata 2/i b.45-46 
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Ex.74b : Haydn: 38/i b.68-69 
Ex.75a : Bach: Prussiqn Sonat a 2/i b.54-55 
Ex.75b : Haydn I 38/i b.75-76 
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Ex.76a : Bach: Pruss ian Sonata 4/i b.18-19 
• .f.. 
Ex.76b Haydn 37/i b.17 
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(4) The line of continuity. 
The impact of C.P.E.Bach's sonata style influences Haydn's writing 
to a varying degree. Characteristics, discussed under the preceding 
heading (3) often stand side by side with traditional southern elements, 
resulting in a co-existence rather than in an amalgamation of differen~ 
styles. In a like manner, some movements of Haydn's earlier m~dQle period 
retain from the outset close ties with Viennese and Italian trends and 
only occasionally absorb selected idiosyncrasies of the Bach circle. 
These movements bridge the gap between the composer's earliest works and 
the sonatas of h~s later middle period and consequently guarantee the 
'line of continuity' that prepar. s for the later assimilation of northern 
traits with Viennese-Italian tradition. 
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Vienn~s~ Div~rtimento styl~ f~atures promin~ntly throughbut Sonata No.19 
which commenc~s with a Siciliano, th~ favourit~ slow dance movement of 
Viennes~ pr~-classical composers. 30) Its Italia~at~ lyricism finds contrast 
in the following All~gro that juxtaposes humouristic and playful with 
~xpressive phras~s. Th~ harmonic broadening in bars 28-39 of this movem~nt 
r~veals th~ influenc~ of C.P.E.Bach's rhapsodic ins~rtions, but th~ musical 
idiom and th~ transparent textur~ of these bars r~tain th~ light-h~art~d 
charact~r of the stil~ galant. Italian tradition also underli~s th~ ~pilogue 
with its m~lodically elaborated d~scending first inv~rsion chords. 
Gaiety and humour dominat~ th~ Final~s of Sonatas Nos.29, 30 and 31, which 
blend Italian and Vi~nnese ~lements in a most successful way. No.30/iii 
is permeated with th~ spirit of Italian opera buffa. Chiefly built on 
cadential harmonies, the Finale d~rives its wit from the simplicity of its 
m~lodies, th~ liv~ly interplay of contrasting phras~s and th~ plain 
. figurative patterns that appear in th~ later part of the movem~nt. In both 
29/iii and 31/iii th~ composer relies to a large extent on short and brilliant 
play figures, which lend to th~se movements th~ charact~r of a 'moto 
perpetuo,.31) Tog~ther with such southern ~lements, Haydn also utilizes 
c~rtain features oth~rwise associated with his G~rman orientat~d works, 
as ~.g. surprising rests and harmonic changes, d~layed cad~nces and some 
'marcato b~sses', these d~vic~s, however, being adapted to the playful content. 
Th~ Div~rtimento character of th~ thr~e movements is fUrth~red by a t~xtur~ 
that ow~s its transparency partly to a bass-line which moves with rhythmical 
precision. Restricted to short utt~rances that overlap phras~ terminations 
and to single notes (or occasional chords) that pinpoint the priilcipal 
harmonic and rhythmic position, this typ~ of bass-line r~presents an important 
stag~ in the transformation of pre-classical 'basso continuo' techniqu~ into 
a fre~ly moving and fl~ibl~ accompaniment. 32) 
The Finales of Sonatas Nos.35,36 and 38 continu~ th~ stylistic d~velopm~nt 
of th~ above discuss~d movements and can b~ regarded as th~ earliest examples 
of the typical 'Haydn Finale Style'. Th~ir playful content is brought about 
by simple m~lodic lines that assimilate bu£fo and folk song elements into 
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a light-hearted instrumental idiom, characterized by short phrases and 
a preFerence For cadential progressions. The prevailing mood is fUrther 
enhanced by va~ious devices such as surprising rests, modulatory turns, 
pauses, False starts and big interval jumps, all used in a witty manner, 
and by rhythmical forward drive which relies chieFly on Fast speed (Presto), 
short bar values (2/4 and 3/8) and emphatic downbeats. Other contributive 
Factors are the transparent texture and an articulation which underlines 
the brevity and playfulness of the single phrases and motiFs. A number of 
movements display southern lyricism equally indebted to Viennese and Italian 
models. The First movement of Sonata No.35, For example, exhibits unmistakable 
aFfinity to Austrian Folk songs, disguised Fragments of which appear at 
various ~ocal points of the exposition (Ex.77). 
Ex.77a : 35/i b.1-4 
Ex.77b 35/i b.12-15 
Ex.77c : 35/i b.41--44, underneath "Ein M:IDnlein steht im Walde" 
f--
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Similarly, the opening movement ' of 36/i anticipat"s to some extent the 
simple melodic contour which underlies the 'Vaudeville' Finale of Mozart's 
'II Seraglio' (Ex.78) : 
Ex.78 : Haydn: 36/i b.1-6 and 
Mozart: Excerpt from Finale 'II Seraglio' 
Viennese elements feature strongly also in 39/i, especially in the me:odic 
curves on alternating Tonic and Dominant chords in bars 9-12 and in the 
re-appearance of .7agenseil's favourite sequential figurative pattern in 
bars 21-31, 40-45 and later. Italian lyricism becomes more noticeable in 
29/i and 37/i and permeates in particular the slow movement of Sonata No.30. 
In 29/i lyrical phrases at first are placed in opposition to the playful 
forephrases of the principal subject, ~Jhere this opposition results in an 
a-b-a'-b' structure. Later, such lyrical phrases become more dominating 
throughout the entire second section where their Italian-influenced contours 
bear close r esemblance to J.G.Bach as well as to \v.A.Mozart. This relationship 
is especially evident in the use of expressive intervals (e.g. dim. 7th in 
bar 22-23, dim. 5th in bar 28ff), many sigh-motifs and certai n meandering lines 
that were later to form part of Mozart's lyrir.i3.l vocabulary" (Ex.79) 
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Ex.79a I H.ydn : 29/i b.22-23 
Ex.79b : Mozart: K 332/ii b.6-7 
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Ex.79c : Haydn: 29/i b.26-27 
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Other Italian elements are the Alberti Bass accompaniment (b.19-25 and 37-42) 
and the melodically elaborated descending first inversion chords (b.28-30 
and later). Similar lyrical devices appear throughout the first movement 
of Sonata No.37 which also contains one of the earliest examples of the 
'Lombard' rhythm among the piano sonatas of Haydn. 
In 34/i and 38/i German ~raits have been assimilated to such a degree 
into a predominantly southern idiom that the resulting £Usion of different 
pre-existing styles produces for a first time the 'International Viennese 
Language of the High-{;lassical Period'. Both movements still retain affinity 
to the Viennese Divertimento, indulging in play£Ul figures and runs. These 
lend special brilliance and virtuosity to 38/i,33) whereas in 34/i they 
are subservient to the more lyrical content. In their texture the two 
movements show the same transpa rency as some earlier Finales (e.g. those 
of Sonatas Nos.29,30 and 31) applying similar devices. This 'new' classical 
transparency is also essential in the adaptation of German traits to 
Viennese idiom, as it affects in particular the rhapsodic insertions which, 
in 34/i are dissolved into mere linear play figures (b.50-54) . The chromatic 
chord figurations of 28/i (b.68-77), on the other hand, remain clos e to 
the model of C.P.E.Bach in idiom and drama tic intensity. This model is l astly 
also responsible for the widening of the harmonic progressions and for the 
occasiona~,. use of surprising harmonic turns. 
(5) The gradual assimilation of Southern and Northern Trends. 
Sonatas Nos.42-58 bear witness to the gradual assimilation of southern 
and northexn trends, an assimilation which affects all stylistic aspects 
ranging from melody, harmony and rhythm to texture and pianistic devices. 
In the ensuing process southern char acteristics emerge as more prominent 
in the rise of the class ical idiom as they ajapt and absorb northern elements 
in such a mannel- as to enrich the pre-existing southern musical l anguage 
without sacrificing its inherited qUality. 
The star1:ing point in the development is fo-.md .in those movements which 
blend various southern elements to attain a homogeneous musical style tha t 
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interweaves divergent constituents into a coherent entirety. In 45/i, 49/ii 
~d 52/i short-phrased play fi gures and simple harmonic progressions support 
the prevailing graceful lyricism of the melodic line, and thereby intermingle 
French rococo, Italian elegance and Viennese playfulness. 52/i absorbs in 
addition certain ingredients of the expressive style into its first episode, 
such as sigh-motifs, ascending large interval jumps and rhythmic and dynamic 
accents. 42/i and 54/i differ from the above group on account of their 
predominant song style, which rel i es on smooth contours, even rhythmical flow 
and quiet harmonic progressions, as the following examples illustrate (Ex.80, 
81) s 
Ex.80 42/i b.1-8 
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Ex.Sl : 54/i b.1-8 
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While 541i retains close affinity to the Ita lian ' pastorale', an affinity 
further underlined by the 6/8 time and the frequent use of parallel thirds 
and sixths,34) 42/i adapts the retardation and widening of the harmonic frame 
more akin to German writing solely as a suitable device to enhance the 
inherent melod~ous expressiveness. This device applied fi r stly in the opening 
phrase (see Ex.80) also causes the aft erphrase extension (b . 13ff) and 
lengthens in particular the second section where it contribut es towarQ, the 
transfonmation of a simple Alpine tune into an extended and expressive 
subj ect. (Ex. 82) 
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Ex.82 : 42/i b.36-48 
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Styiized song melooies underlie the main subjects in 48/i, especially the 
first theme which follows a standard pattern frequently encountered in 
German folk songs and a lso used by Mozart, as the following comparative 
examples illustrate: (Ex.83) 
Ex.83 : (a) Haydn: 48/i b.1-8; (b) "AIle VBgel sind schon da"; 
(c) Mozart: "J(omm Heber Mai"; (d) Mozart: K 595/iii b . l-4 
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The second section, on the other hand, contains a thematic passage built 
on descending first inversion chords, a characteristic of many Italian works. 
(BeT 46ff). The predominantly southern idiom of this movement as well as 
of the earlier discussed 42/i is further stressed by the consistent use of 
the Alberti Basses and by the colourful harmonic progressions that dominate 
the major portions of their' respective developments. 
Predominantly southern idiom intermingled with certain expressive devicew 
of the German School features in 43/i. Basically of lyrical mood the movement 
contains playful and expressive phrases often placed' side by side but always 
logically connected. The systematic juxtaposition and distribution of 
divergent elements not only guarantees the continuity of musical events 
throughout the entire movement, but also permeates each individual unit. 
The following exemple illustra tes the logical combination of contras t ing 
phrases within the first subjedt (Hx.84). 
Ex.84 : 43/i b.1-8 
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Ex.84 cont. 
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A playfUl opening (bar 1-3) leads into a new and expressive phrase, that 
is rounded off (bar 7-8) by a humouristic motif in lombard rhythm, presenting 
a character variation of the preceding sixths. 35 ) Similar character changes 
-applied to an established motif also appear later within the second section, 
where the lyrical turn figure (b.29ff) is at first rhetorically em?hasized 
by an Adagio retardation, reminiscent of C.P.E.Bach (b.37-38) and then 
transformed into a gay and brief element. Well-balanced interplay of 
contrast particles also characterizes the style of the epilogue, which, 
entirely along the lines of Mozart's writing, is rounded off with a lyrical 
closing phrase. (Ex.85). 
Ex.85 : 43/i b.51-58 
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Ex.85 cont. 
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The first movement of Sonata No.55 displays a similarly successful blending 
of playful and expressive components assembled, however, into larger groups 
bound together by the principles of a classicized Fortspinnungs-technique . 
Mozartian influence manifests itself in th'" flexibl"" mellow lines of th'" 
first section36) as well as in the cantabile lyricism that pervades the 
s",cond section and in the chromatic colouring of harmony and melody. 
Th", playfulness of the Viennese Divertimento and t he humour of th'" 
Italian opera buffa d",termine the content and s tyle of 50/i, 50/iii, 52/iii 
and 53/iii. 52/iii stands near to the Divertimento tradition in the 
stringing together of different brief play fi gures that only occasionally 
assume a more lyrical character, as e . g. in th'" following exc",rpt whicn is 
closely related to Alpine folk music: (Ex.86) 
Ex.86 : 52/iii b.8-10 
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Th~ light-hearted content of this Prestissimo Final~ is furthered by the 
fast harmonic progr~ssions, by the pr~vailing downbeat rhythm and by the 
articulation which not only incr~ases the textural transparency but also 
affirms th~ brevity of the single particles. 
50/i continues the development towards th~ high-classical idiom initiated 
in the earlier D major Sonata No.34. Dominated by gaiety and vigour, th~ 
movement owes its forward driv~ to the quick harmonic pace and to the 
accentuated downb~ats, and its brilliance to th~ prominence of various 
play figures. Both m~lodic d~sign and t~xture evince a clear indebtedness 
to the orchestral writing of Haydn's Mannheim contemporaries, most convincingly 
displayed in the figurative passages from bar 9 to bar 16 and in the epilogue 
from bar 35 to bar 40. In addition, the first subject employs phrases whi ch 
resemble favoured patterns of opera buffa and Singspiel. The following 
~xampl~ shows a striking similarity between the opening phrase of 50/i and 
an excerpt from the closing portion of Osmin's Aria Nol 3 from Mozart's 
'I1 Seraglio' (Ex.87) : 
Ex.87a : Haydn: 50/i b.l-4 
Ex.87b I Mozart Excerpt from Osmin's Aria No.3 ('11 Seraglio') 
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The influence of Italian opera buffa comes even more strongly to the fore 
throughout the Finale of Sonata No.50, where it affects not only the phrase 
structure but also the musical idiom. While the ritornello ~elies chiefly 
on the light-hearted and playful use of sigh- and slur-motifs, the first 
episode employs marked contrasts in dynamics, texture and range in the 
service of musical humour. Comical effects culminate in the wi tty fading-out 
at the end of this episode and in the playful cessation of harmonic and 
melodic motion immediately before the final ritornello. The jocose character 
of the movement is further aided by the tra nsparent texture, which supports 
the short-phrased melodic line with a bass-part reduced to mere harmonic-
rhythmic punctuations. Light-hearted character achieved by playful application 
of sigh- and slur-mot i fs also underlies the Finale of No.53. However, this 
movement differs from 50/iii in its greater uniformity of musical material 
and in its insistence on an Alberti Bass accompaniment. 
Haydn's typical Finale style, already traced in some sonatas of his 
earlier middle period, underlies 42/iii, 43/iii, 46/iii, 47/iii, 54/ii, 
55/ii, 56/ii and 58/ii. In addition to certain stylistic idiosyncrasies 
dis~ssed earlier unGer (4) 'the line of continuity' and equally valid 
in the above listed sonatas, some movements exhibit a clear preference for 
specific rhythmical patterns which appear in various combinations and shapes. 
The basic element consists of a light quaver upbeat followed by an accentuated 
downbeat (one crotchet or two quavers) and one or two unaccentuated quavers : 
or 
The rhythmic quality of this element is enhanced by a specific articulation 
which alternates between staccatos and slurs, and by the melodic emphasis 
given to most downbeats. This pattern lends itself easily to combinations 
of varying phrase lengths and can be subj ected to certain rhythmic variations, 
as e.g. a subdivision of the downbeat into dotted rhythm : 
or into semiquavers : } I J;) J ~ 
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The £olloving examples illustrate the use of these patterns in some Finale 
themes among Haydn's later sonatas (Ex.88): 
Ex.8Sa : 42/iii b.l-4 
Ex.88b : 38/iii b.l-4 
Ex.8Sc : 42/iii b.25-26 
Ex.88d : 38/iii b.43-44 
Ex.88e : 50/iii b.l-4 
~------------------------------
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Ex.88f , 53/iii b.l-4 
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The close succession of the basic pattern is sometimes used in a manner 
as to assist the forward drive of a subj ect or movement, as e. g. in 46/iii 
(Ex. 89) • 
Ex.89 : 46/iii b.l-4 
Moreover, the first unit can be preceded by re-iterated single quavers (e.g. 
47/iii) or an established quaver succession can be accelerated towards the 
end by the introduction of semiquavers (e.g. 56/ii). (Ex.90,91). 
Ex.90 : 47/iii b.1-9 
Ex.91 : 56/ii b.1-437) 
----, 
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Apart from such rhythmic aspects which are common to a number of movemellts, 
the Finales from Haydn's later middle perio·d also show a refinement of various 
compositional techniques equally noticeable in their texture and their 
keyboard idiom, and, though to a lesser degree, in their harmonic language. 
The texture bears witness to the gradual evolution of classical part-writing; 
this tendency gives rise to. two distinctly different methods which nevertheless 
share the desire to reconcile southern homophony with northern polyphony. 
In 43/iii a basically homophonic idea is dissolved into imitatory interplay 
of short motifs resulting in a texture of extreme transparency. (Ex.92). 
Ex.92 : 43/iii b.1-6 
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The imitatory relationship of upper and lower part is even more evident in 
the central (bar 67-106) and in the final variation (bar 129-172). In 55/ii, 
on the other hand, a basically polyphonic idea is woven into a linear setting 
which in the comp lementary interplay of the different pa rts represents the 
classical transforma tion Of. invention technique. This resemblance becomes 
particularly apparent in the use of invertible counterpoint ' which permits 
the interchanging of upper and .lower parts from bar 17 om,'ards. Similar 
instances of polyphonic, classical part-writing occur in the development of 
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47/iii (see earlier Ex.17), the middle section of 54/ii and throughout 
the Finale of Sonata No.56. 
The keyboard idiom utilizes a large repertoire of different pianistic 
devices to enhance the respective contents of the various movements. The 
frequent application of variation technique inevitably gives .prominence 
to figurative patterns, such as scales, scale segments, arpeggios and 
broken chords, double octaves, double thirds, ostinato rOllers,38) 
(e.g. 47/iii b.39ff), free playing around central notes (e.g. 43/iii b.107ff) 
and melodic elaborations placed over repetitive pedalpoints (e.g. 55/ii b.54ff). 
Furthermore, the available pianistic vocabulary can be employed in the 
service of greater brilliance, as for example in the Presto Finale of 
Sonata No.58, a movement that approaches the virtuoso style of Clementi,39) 
Dussek and the early Beethoven. 
The harmonic lan; uage follows the tendencies typical of Haydn's later 
middle peri od. Innovations and/or peculiarities found within the Finales 
are therefore not to be regarded as specific to these movements. Nevertheless, 
Haydn uses some chromatic progressions for surprise effects as e.g. the 
sudden turn to a third related key in the central variation of 43/iii b.78f 
and the similarly striking juxtaposition of D and B Flat major in bar 10 vs 11 
in 54/ii. In addition, chromaticism often contributes towards the colouring 
of melodic lines especially in the Finales of Sonatas No.56 with the 
meandering line of the opening phrase, and No.58 with its prominence of 
passing chromaticism. (Ex.93). 
Ex.93 : 58/E b.142-148 
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Refinement of compositional techniques also plays an important role in 
the stylization of Minuets, a process which affects 42/ii, 43/ii, 44/iii, 
45/iii, 47/ii, 49/iii and 51/iii. While 42/ii still retains close ties with 
traditional Minuet and Trio idiom, 43/ii and 44/iii introduce greater 
expressiveness into the dance movement. To this end they rely on smch 
devices as long melodic lines, expressive interval jumps, sigh-motifs, 
chromatic colouring and, in particular, on a contrapuntal texture t hat 
ranges from complementary rhythm to free and strict imita tion and thereby 
continues, though in classical part-writing, the trends of the earlier 
Minuets 40/ii and 41/ii. The figurative and expressive elaboration of a simple 
and graceful melodic line reaches a culmination in the variations which 
follow the Minuet theme in 45/iii. The Trio of 47/ii, on the other hand, 
anticipates in its brilliant fi gurations the restless content of the Finale 
and thereby acts as bridge between the two outer movements. Expressive 
lyricism dominates the Minuet Finales of Sonatas Nos.49 and 51 which 
represent the closing stage in the stylization of the traditional Minuet 
and Trio. 
The opening movement of Sonata No.46 applies the principles of German 
continuation teChnique to a basically cantabile idiom. The slow harmonic 
pace and the long sweeping lines, characteristic of Form Type 6 (see earlier 
p.63) relate this Moderato to the lyrical style usually reserved for slow 
movements. Its lyrical expressiveness is underlined by the many sigh-motifs 
and suspensi ons, by emphatic rhetoric phrases (b.29ff) and by a certain 
melodic and harmonic chromaticism (e.g. in the later part of the development 
and at the beginning of the recapitulation). In 53/i northern continuation 
and transformation teChnique is essential in the exploitation of the dramatic 
and lyrical potent~al of the opening phr ase. The movement combines the r es tless 
charatcer typical of t he earlier StDDm and Stress with southern lyricism and 
Viennese light-heartedness. Equally indebted to C.P. E.Bach's dynamic language 
and to Mozar·t's art of character variation, it successfully blends divergent 
trends and influences from North and South. The interplay of short opposing 
motifs lends to the principal theme forw?rd drive (mainly caused by the 
ascending bass-l~ne) and a moderate lyricism (relying on the descending lines 
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of the upper part). Successive variations of the two fundamental motifs 
affecting their articulation, contour, combination and harmonic basis 
produce brilliance (e.g. bar 14ff), lyricism (e.g. bar 30ff) and dramatic 
intensification (e.g. bar 51ff). The inherent dramatic tension is heightened 
by the frequent pauses that repeatedly interrupt the rhythmic continuity. 
Southern and northern traits are placed side by side in 44/i and 47/i. 
In both, the principal subjects contrast a brief and energetic initial phrase 
of rhythmical precision with a longer and lyrical afterphrase, and thereby 
establish an opposition of characters that is later explored with greater 
intensity in the development. Further contrast is provided by the material 
of the second section, which in 47/i shows the smooth rhythmical flow and 
simple sequential patterns so typical of Viennese pre-classical Wl'iting,40) 
whereas in 44/i it applies the multiplicity of different rhythmical patterns 
characteristic of C.P.E.Bach's music. 44/i introduces in addition a variety 
of keyboa rd effects, such as marked contrasts (b.8 and 10), large and 
brilliant interval jumps almost in the manner of Scarlatti (b.14 and 54f), 
full emphatic chords (b.32ff), toccata-like arpeggio figures over sustained 
chords (b. 44ff), sudden register changes for humouristic purposes (b.14-15 
and 89-90) and the playful alternation of single notes between right and· left 
hand (b.22f, 57ff). 
The assimilation of southern and northern trends reaches an important 
stage in 5t/i and an early culmination in 49/i. In both movements Italian 
and German style are no longer placed side by side as in the previously 
discussed examples, but are merged in such a manner as to complement each 
other. Thus, the resulting stylistic 'unity in contrast' corresponds to and 
supports the formal 'unity in contrast' traced earlier under Form Type 7 (b). 
Moreover, stylistic and formal coherence are interdependent, as the various 
'characters' are held together by the unifying force of systematic derivation 
technique, a technique which in turn relies on a variety of 'characters'. 
This interdependence is espe~~ally obvious in the first section of 51/i and 
in the second s ection of 49/i, where each single phrase emerges convincingly 
from the preceding material. The lyrical opening of 51/i (b.1-2) is transformed 
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into a playful phrase, a stylistic change that coincides with the internal 
phrase repeat in bars 2 and 3. (Ex.94) 
Ex.94 I 51/i b.l-4 
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The repeat statement of the entire phrase in bars 5-8 allows a further 
alternation between lyrical and playful ~lements. The gradual acceleration 
of the melodic motion commencing in bar 7 prepares for the br i lliant runs 
that prevail throughout the remaining bars of this section. The second 
section of 49/i begins with a character variation of the energetiC opening 
motif of the principal theme which is now expanded into a 6-bar unit 
thereby giving greater scope to lyri cal intensification (b.12-17). Similar 
formal and stylistic changes affect the next portion (b.17-24) which t akes 
its motivic material from the earlier bars 2-6, which now undergo intensific-
ation by means of a richer texture, a more colourful harmonic idiom, 
sforzatos and sigh-motifs. The dynamic contrasts prepare for the sudden 
character change from the lyrical to the energetic and brilliant in bar 25ff, 
a character change the importance of which i s stressed by retardation of 
the rhythmic motion in bars 25-26. The section ends with a playful phrase 
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in the manner of an epilogue that relaxes and cOllllterbalances the preceding 
build-up of dramatic tension in a buffo-like fashion. The interpenetration 
of form and style which characterizes the expositions of 49/i and 51/i is 
carried on and confirmed in the respective development sections, where 
the intensification of the thematic substance is achieved not only by 
formal devices but also to ~n equal extent by stylistic means. In 49/i 
dramatic tension is created by the gradual transformation of the lyrical 
opening motif (bar 34) into its original powerful character (bar 44), 
a transformation which it underlined by the ascending order of its successive 
entries, viz. E major, F sharp minor and G sharp minor respectively. 
Furthermore, considerable use is made of surprise effects such as rhetoric 
pauses (b.41 and 43 r espectively), dynamic contrasts, change s of register 
and extended modulations. Similarly advanced stylistic media appear in 
the development of 51/i which not only explores a wide range of different 
tone colours, produced by changes of register and a variety of textures, 
but also utilizes the sound effects of unexpected harmonic changes and 
shifts (e.g. b.28-29 and 31-32). 
The manifold stylistic influences to which Haydn was exposed during his 
life can be traced distinctly in the var i ous s low movements of his later 
middle period. 50/ ii represents the oldest layer; it resembles a s tylized 
Sarabande, not only in its design, speed and metre, but especially in the 
rich texture and in the prominence of various dotted rhythms. To aid the 
expressive content of this Largo the composer us es many suspensions and 
sigh-motifs as well as harmonic effects such as suspension chords, moderate 
chromaticism and an accentuated Neapolitan chord shortly before the closing 
bars. 41 ) Another traditional layer is found in 46/ii, a movement which 
though marked Allegretto stands close to the typical 'Andante' of Baroque 
Trio Sonatas on account of both the polyphonic interpl ... y of its upper parts 
and the almost uninterrupted quaver motion of the 'basso continuo ' . Moreover, 
its lyrical perfection points clearly to Italian sources and is strongly 
reminiscent of Pergolesi's music. 
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The influence of C.P.E.Bach's declamatory style dominates the Adagio 
link in Sonata No.45. Introduced by dramatic pauses, full chords and 
surprise modulations, this Adagio is characterized by a melody that 
employs a rich vocabulary of expressive means ranging from emphatic and 
ornamented sighs to rhetoric upbeat patterns and interval jumps. The free 
declamatory rhythm of this melody is counterbalanced by the rigid quav~r 
motion of the wide-spaced accompaniment. Figurative writing reaches a climax 
in 53/ii, a movement almost entirely devoted to ornamenta l elaborations 
of simple harmonic progress i ons . In the middle section the strongly 
treble-dominated texture is dissolved into free interplay terminat i ng 
in a rhapsodic retardation. Underneath the rich embroidery work , however, 
lies a simple tune akin to Austrian folk music, as the following example 
attempts to show: (Ex.95) 
Ex.95 : 53/ii b.l-4, underneath suggested model 
, 
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A similar cadential and melodic basis (viz. I-V-V-I) . strongly reminiscent 
o£ Alpine folk tunes, underlies also the opening phrases o£ the remaining 
slow movements 44/ii, 48/ ii and 51/ ii. 52/ii commences in a like manner, 
but reverses the harmonic progressions o£ the second bar . The following 
examples illustrate the s i milarity o£ these different subjects (Ex.96). 
Ex.96a : 44/ii b.1-2 
I "1'. ' 
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Ex.96b : 48/ii b.1-2 
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Ex.96c : 51/ii b.1-2 
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Ex.96d I 52/ii b.1-2 
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In spite of their affinity to a common mOdel42) the various themes 
nevertheless exhibit individuality in the detailed elaboration and 
continuation of the initial phrase. To enhance expressiveness Haydn uses 
large interval jumps (e.g. in 44/ii and 51/ii, see Ex.96a, 96c) and 
rhetoric rests (e.g. in 44/ii, 51/ii 3nd 52/ii). The declamatory character 
is further aided (a) by a rhythm vhich in the variety of its patterns 
emphasizes notes, motifs and phI·ases essential to the melodic contour, and 
(b) by an accompaniment which in its restriction to mere harmonic and/or 
chordal support increases the prominence of the upper part. The intrmcate 
design of the opening themes finds contrast in the simpler and more uniform 
outline of the subsidiary subject groups which shov a preference for 
smooth melodic curves and an even rhythmical flow equally noticeable in 
melody and accomp3niment. 
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Haydn's advanced figuration technique, which plays such an essential 
part in the ornamental elaboration within these movements, reaches an 
ultimate climax in the variation movements which open 80natas Nos.56 and 58. 
In both, Haydn exceeds the limits of conventional classical va riation 
technique and prepares the way not only for Beethoven's 'new manner' 
(exemplified in his Op.34 and Op.35) but also for the free variation art 
of 19th century composers. The original theme is subjected to free character 
variation and to far-reaching ornamentation which dissolves melody and 
harmony into rich figurative passages of improvisatory nature. To intensify 
expressiveness the composer applies every possible device at his disposal. 
Melodies abound in expressive intervals and are often embellished by 
turns, emphasized by scalar and decorat ed by meandering lines. Notes 
essential to the melodic lyricism are often stressed by harmonic means, 
by dynamics and by rhythmic accents. The prevailing colourful idiom is 
further er.hanced by the rich texture, the frequent changes of register 
which utilize the different sonorities of the pianoforte and by the 
chromaticism which permeates the melodic curve as well as the harmonic 
progressions. 
(6) The ultimate fusion of the different 'dialects' into 
Haydn's personal lan, uage. 
The blending of content, form and style finds its ultimate perfection 
in Haydn's last piano sonatas (viz. Nos.59-62) , which rank among the 
greatest achievements of the Viennese High-Classical School. The highly 
personal handling and combination of the various stylistic means 
differi ng from work to work bear witness to the wide range of the 
composer's creative mind and necessitate a discussion of individual 
movements rather than a survey of specific elements common to all four 
sonatas. 
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Sonata No.59 is dominated by lyricism and playfUlness. The two moods 
are intermingled in the outer movements, whereas lyricism intensified 
by expressive means prevails throughout the central Adagio cantabile. 
The opposing characters appear at once in the opening subject of the 
first movement, where _ playful transformation of the traditional 
hammerstroke motif (b.1-2) finds immediate contrast in a lyrical 
counterphrase (b.3-4). In accordance with classical subject structures 
the entire 4-bar unit is repeated, though on a complementary tonal basis 
(b.5-8). The remaining four bars of the subject retain the principle 
of the subdivision, but intensi£y the playfUl element into a more powerfUl 
run (additional emphasis being achieved by the continuity of the semiquaver 
motion and the use of a full chord in the left hand part) and lighten the 
lyrical element by a more playful articulation. The character contrast is 
paralleled by the simultaneous idiomatic confrontation of a typical 
keyboard pattern (x) and a song line (y). Furthermore, the harmonic 
foundation of this vocal phrase (y) suggests the simple figuration of 
a I-V progression typical of Alpine folk tunes. However, owing to the 
surprising entry of a SD harmony on the firwt beat of bar 3, the b flat 
of the upper part changes its fUnction from a Tonic 5th into an expressive 
suspension, the importance of which is underlined by a sforzato. (Ex.97) 
Ex.97 : 59/i b.1-12 
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Ex.97 cont. 
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A similar styli~ation of a simple folk tune element occurs at the beginning 
of the modulatory transition. The Tonic-Dominant leaps are, ho~ever, soon 
modified into smooth stepwise lines, the expressive c haracter of ~hich is 
enhanced by certain chromaticism and dynamic attacks. The interplay of 
Italian lyricism and Viennese Divertimento figures continues ~ithin the 
second section. Here, the contrasting contents are intensified by suitable 
stylistic means (e.g. emphatic upbeats, embellishments, register changes, 
crossing of hands and standard play figures) and given greater scope for 
individual expansion by a ~idening of the harmonic frame (b.33ff) and by 
the rhapsodic retardations (b.37ff and b.52ff) reminiscent of the German 
School. Further intensification of the given material takes place within 
the development section which relies on the moderate use of polyphony 
(bars 65-80), on extended colourful modulations (bars 84-103) and on the 
transformation of the formerly playful motif from bar 53ff into one of 
dramatic tension.(bars 108ff). 
The slow movement exemplifies Haydn's art of variation and consequently 
applies similar methods to those used in the earlier discussed variation 
movements 56/i and 58/i, from which 59/ii differs in its form, variation 
technique being used merely in the manner of 'altered reprises' and 
incorporated into a movement other~ise of ternary design. At the varied 
returns the expressive beauty of the singie phrases becomes intensified by 
the addition of ornaments, by expressive intervals, by chromaticism and 
by rhythmical re-arrangements ~hich sometimes lend greater weight to an 
expressive passage and at other places make an individual line or phrase 
more flexible. The original melodic curve undergoes even further dissolution 
at the return of the 'A' section where it is di ssolved into rhapsodic runs 
and figures. In all variations Haydn retains the basic design of the 'theme', 
i.e. its harmonic foundation, its melodic frame and its phrase length. The 
intricate rhythm and figurative pattern" of the variation sections find 
contrast in the simple song style of the central part, which in mood and 
harmonic idiom anticipates stylistic characteristics of Schubert's piano music. 
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A similar affinity to early romantic music appears in certain portions 
of the Finale, the figurative patterns of which foreshadow the keyboard 
idiom of some of Schubert's shorter pieces, a relationship illustrated by 
figurated thirds (b.12ff), runs covering a great compass (b.29f and b.44ff), 
chord figurations alternating between the hands or supported by a simple 
accompaniment that doubles an inherent melodic progression (b.79ff). 
Sonata No.60 contrasts a first movement containing a great variety of moods 
with a rhapsodic Adagio and a Viennese-orientated Finale. The main subject 
of the opening movement is of a shape and nature that lends itself willingly 
to both transformations in the manner of C.P.E.Bach's compositional technique 
and to character changes along the lines of Mozart's writing. Consequently, 
the subject serves as the fundamental unifying factor as well as the germinal 
cell capable of generating contrast and diversity. At its first entry the 
subject resembles rococo gracefulness, this effect being produced by the 
extreme transparency of texture, by the brevity of the single components and 
by the articulation which favours staccatos and slurs. In its re-appearance 
the subject retains the melodic contour of its initial phrases, some of which 
undergo decorations that underline the still prevailing rococo idiom. The 
restatement of the opening phrase in bar 7 introduces for a first time 
a dramatic and powerful version achieved by a full texture and a sudden 
dynamic change into forte. Powerful character also underlies the initia~ bars 
of the second section (bar 20ff) where the opening motif reinforced in 
octaves appears in the bass register. A further intensification occurs in 
bars 60ff which change the attack from staccato quavers separated by rests 
into detached crotchets. A next varia tion, again affecting the articulation, 
takes place in bars 74ff, the legato phrasing lending lyrical quality to the 
motif. The numerous character variations are further assisted by such stylistic 
devices as changes in register (viz. from treble into middle and bass), in 
texture (from sin~le notes to thirds, octaves or chords) and in setting 
(ranging from simple accompaniment to true counterlines of lyrical, playful 
or energetic nature). To counteract the extre~e thematic concentration Haydn 
employs, especially within the development, a rich harmonic langua" e whic~ 
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modulates into distant keys by functional changes of chords,_ by chromatic 
progressions and by semitone shifts often around central tones. 
The second movement explores the full potential of the keyboard by 
a style tha t disguises the melodic line in a web of abundant embroidery. 
A simple and slowly moving accompaniment supports an upper part which uses 
a great variety of fi gurations ranging from simple decorative patterns 
and meandering lines to scales and arpeggios that often cover a wide 
compass and therebY lay special stress upon particular notes or declamatory 
phrases. The resulting quasi-rhapsodic quality of this movement shows, 
though clad i n high-classical language, an unmistakable affinity to 
the Fantasias of C.P.E.Bach. 
The light-hearted Finale counterpoises the extreme formal and stylistic 
complexities of the preceding movements. Indebted to the traditional 
Minuet Finale this Allegro molto displays all the traits characteristic 
of Haydn's ma ture Finale style, viz. humour and gaiety achieved by 
a transparent articulation (with many staccatos and short slurs), bY 
acciaccaturas, sudden rests, pauses, surprise harmonic terms, changes in 
key and speed, fragmentation and witty changes of register. 
Sonata No.61 points in the predominantly lyrical content of its first 
movement to some sonatas of the earlier Beethoven as well as to certain 
idiosyncrasies commonly associated with Schubert's music. 43 ) These qualities 
are largely conditioned by a texture that allows the un£olding of a song-like 
- melody part over a simple accompaniment chiefly made up of broken chords. 
Only the middle episode introduces a different c haracter achieved by 
harmonic means and a simultaneous change of articulation. The advanced 
chromatic progressions of these bars foreshadow the harmonic idiom of the 
early Romantic Period. The progressive character of this sonata is equally 
evident in the second movement which represer.ts the final transformation of 
the tra ditional :anuet Finale into a Scherzo. Essential stylistic features 
of the Presco are its rhythmical forward drive, achieved by a quid: harmonic 
pace and st!'~ssed by the many accents predominantJ.:! placed on Off-beats, and 
a harmonic language abounding in sLlspensions and other dissonant passing notes. 
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Both the marked accents and the somewhat austere idiom relate this Finale 
to similar movements in the sonatas of Beethoven. 
Sonata No.62 exemplifies the perfect fUsion of different dialects into 
Haydn's personal language as well as the utmost interpenetration of style 
and form. The divergent stylistic elements, arranged in opposing but 
complementary layers, are bound together by logical continuity and formal 
coherency. The l aws of musical logic are thereby equally valid in the 
cyclic balance of the entire work and in the layout of the individual 
movements. The first movement introduces the essential contents, viz. 
dramatic power, expressive lyricism and brilliant playfulness. These 
contents, in turn, are individually explored by the respective single 
movements .. 
The dramatic character of the first movement is attained by rich texture, 
fUll chordal writing, brilliant passages covering a wide compass and by 
a method of attack which derives its strength from rhythmic precision and 
dynamic power. The appearance of this dramatic 'layer' at various focal points 
stresses its predominant role within this movement, rendering the other 
complementary 'layers' less obtrusive. These show a liking for a transparent 
texture, a limited range and softer dynamic. The lyrical portions rely 
on smooth melodic contours, at t imes col~ured by chromatic passing notes , 
and on an even rhythm. The long legato lines of these passages are contrasted 
with the short-phrased motifs that underlie the playfUl 'layer' of the 
movement. Owing to the co-existence of different characters the first movement 
presents northern severity side by side with southern lyricism and playfUlness. 
The rhapsodic expressiveness of the Adagio, on the other hand, is clearly 
indebted to the rhetor i c l anguage of C.P.E.Bach's music, with which it shares 
the precise rhythmic definition, the expressive melodic curves and the 
improvisatory, quasi-recitativic writing of certain pr~ases. 
The third movement of this sonata typifies the ultimate culmination of 
Haydn's Finale style . Its brilliant pl ayfUlness counterbalances the expressive 
intensity of the Adagio and the dramatic power of the opening Allegro. It 
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nevertheless resumes cer tai n elements of both preceding movements, elements 
such as powerful chords, strong dynamic accents, lyrical phrases and 
rhapsodic insertions, all of which it transforms and assimilates into 
a mood of gaiety and humour. This basic mood which ·dominates the entire 
movement is achieved by harmonic and melodic simplicity, by a strong 
rhythmic forward drive often aided by brilliant play figures and witty 
accents, and by a clear texture which covers a wide compass owing to 
frequent regi ster changes or humorous terminations of play figures in the 
lower range. Further surprise effects sf a light-hearted nature are 
produced by rhythmic retardations, rests, pauses and juxtapositions of 
distantly related keys. 
-- 000-
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EPILOGUE. 
Of simple peasant stock, the boy Haydn had his initial encounter with 
the world of learning and education when, under the tutorship of his uncle, 
he received his first training in an art he l a ter mastered to a high degree 
of perfection. He was introduced into the 'great' world when G.Reutter 
admitted him to the c hoir of St.Stephen' s Cathedral a t Vienna, an 
Episcopal See which ranks among the most important of the Roman Church. 
After his dismissal from the ensemble, young Haydn left the secure but 
closed spiritual world of the churchly life and selected his friends 
from the members of t he middle class, shari ng their daily pleasures and 
worries. His appointment as court music ian to Count Morzin brought 
financial security and his first entry into the aristocrat i c world, 
a world that was soon to govern his l ife. Taking up the position of 
music director to Prince EsterhAzy, who was one of the wealthiest 
princes of the Empire, Haydn reached the prime of his social career. 
His r eputation spread through the whole of Europe and even to England, 
a country which bestowed on the ageing master her greates t distinctio!l, 
the Honorary Doctorate of Oxford University. Equally a t home among all ' 
social classes and fully able to 'speak and understand the l anguage of 
the other', Haydn tlrus became a true representative of Austrian mentality, 
o£ tHumanitas Austriacat • 
Born in the small border village of Rohrau where Austrian, Hungarian 
and Croat ian folklore continually intermir.gled, the boy Haydn r eceived 
his first musical impressions from the traditional folk music of the 
various peoples. His subsequent education in Hainburg and Vienna brought 
him into close CC!ltact with the rich heritage of church music, ranging from 
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the great masterworks o£ Palestrilla, Lassus, de Monte and Gallus to those 
o£ Fux, Caldara, Draghi, Reutter, Werner and others. Leaving his place 
among the choristers o£ St.Stephen's young Haydn continued his musical 
training by studying the works o£ his Viennese and I talian contemporaries 
and earned his £irst income £rom playing at dances, serenades and other 
£orms o£ popular entertainment. Acquainting himsel£ with t he sonatas o£ 
C.P.E.Bach, the composer entered a di££erent world and gained an insight 
into northern mentality which he was soon to adapt into his own personali ty. 
Developing his artistic and creative mind under the generous patronage o£ 
Prince EsterhAzy, he was commissioned to write sacred and secular music 
£or sponsors and admirers in Spain, France, Russia and England. Haydn 
crowned his pro£essional career by merging the divergent trends into 
'The International Viennese Language o£ the High-Classical Period' and 
thereby presented posterity with his greatest achievement, with the 
'Musica Austriaca'. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
_ 1 ____ -
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NOT E S 
Cf. Richardon's 'Clarissa' or the 'History of a Young Lady'. 
It is interesting to note that the Rococo Period is originally 
associated with achievements in .visual arts (architecture, sculpture 
and painting), whereas the 'Empfindsamkeit' and 'Sturm und Drang' 
have predominantly literary connotations. 
It is a well-known biographical fact that both Mozart and Haydn often 
participated in open-air performances of Serenades and related works. 
While such yodelling patterns are particularly characteristic of 
Alpine songs, they are also found in Western Bohemia partly owing to 
its . close cultural contact with Bavarian settlements; these patterns 
were sung over syllables such as 'Troudi', 'Hollaroudi' a.o. See 
M.I:omma : Das btlhmische Musikantentum, p.21f. 
See also Komma I op.cit. p.44 
Authentic folk melodies of Slavonic, Czech, Hungarian and Croatian 
origin have been found particularly among Haydn's London Symphonies. 
See Landon: The Symphonies of Joseph Haydn, p.567f. 
The simple harmonic basis of pre-classical subjects is discussed 
at length in Fischer/Wiener p.36ff. For opening phrases on I-I-I and 
I-V-I progressions see also DTO Vol.39, p.XV. 
E.g. in G.M.Mann : FK 45/ii, 52/iv, 53/iii, 57/iv; J.C.Mann : FK 91/i, 
92/iv (minore episode); Wagenseil : H 3/iii, Op.l/2/ii, Op.l/3/i, 
Op.l/6/iv, Op.2/4/iii. 
This subdivision is probably an influence of Slavonic music, where it 
appears re~ularly as a means to stress the downbeat. 
10) Similar downbeat divisions also occur in works of G.M.Monn, e.g. FK 45, 
46,52 and 58, and Wagensei l, e . g. Op.lj2/ii a.o. 
11) For the teacher/student relationship between Porpora and Haydn see 
L.Nowak : Joseph Haydn, p.130ff 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
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Vivaldi's works were. probably well-known in Vienna, particularly his 
concertos Op.9 'La cetra', copies of which were dedicated to the 
Emperor Charles VI. It is possible that the composer visited Vienna 
as early as 1728 even though no documentary evidence for this exists. 
However, it has been proved that he stayed in Vienna in 1741 as he died 
in this city in the same year. (See W.Kolneder : Biographisches um 
Antonio Vivaldi. OMZ 1952 p.53ff.) Haydn must have been familiar with 
at least some concertos of Vivaldi's of which the form and style clearly 
influenced his 'Daytime' Symphonies Nos.6-8. 
H.Riemann refers especially to the extended melodies and t.o ·. the 
'singing Allegro' that appear for a first time in the Trio ',Sonatas 
of Pergolesi and were later taken over by Mannheim and Viennese composers. 
See Riemann: Musik Lexikon Vol.2 p.386. . 
It is interesting to compare this last example with the Prelude from 
G.M.Monn's Sonata FK 57, which uses an identical pattern. 
The melodic chromaticism of these passages illustrates the in£luence 
of Bach's sonatas in a most obvious manner, the more so as Haydn employs 
a similar syncopated rhythm. Cf.C.P.E.Bach : Prussian Sonata No.l/ iii b.17ff. 
Cf~similar passages in C.P.E.Bach : Pruss ian Sonatas 2/ii b.34f, 5/i b.37f; 
WUrttemberg Sonata 2/iii b.25ff; Versuch Sonata 3/ii. 
17) For the importance of the sigh-motif in the 'Age of Sentiment' and its 
variations see also Heuschneider/German p.26f. 
18) This 
with 
No.9 
halfway position becomes quite apparent if comparing this 
e. g . Haydn's "arlier 10/ii, 11/ii and 13/iii, and Field's 
movement 
Nocturne 
19) It is interesting to note that even two r~~owned musicologists differ 
in their opinion as to what extent C.P.E.Bach served as model for Haydnt's 
harmonic language. Compare Abert/Haydn p.571 to Nowak Op.cit.p.122£. 
20) It is interesting to note that Haydn applies the same technique in the 
slow movement of his Symphony No.45 b.166£t. Once again, this modulatory 
device seems to have its model in C.P.E.Bach, where it appears especially 
in certain movements of the 'Versuch' Sonatas, e.g. 4/ii b.20ff and in the 
C Minor Fantasia 6!iii. 
21) The same technique is used aga,in by Bee.thoven in his Sonata Op.10/1/i 
b.30-32. 
22) Compare the similar passage in the development of Beethoven's Sonata 
Op.10/2/i b.77ff. 
23) 
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Some of C.P.E.Bach's sonata movements display a similar variety of 
rhythmic patterns, e.g. Pruss ian Sonatas 2/i, 2/ii, 6/ii and Versuch 
.Sonata 5/iii a.o. In most of these examples, however, the rhythmic 
diversity is justified for rhetoric or expressive reasons. 
24) For the use of this technique see earlier under (2) Stylistic trends 
in the early sonatas of Haydn, p.173. 
25) The use of such rests is by no means restricted to Haydn's piano sonatas 
but cqn be regarded as one of his favourite effects especially within 
Finales of his symphonies, e.g. No.42 (b.93ff) and No.46 (b.28f and 69f). 
26) 
27) 
28) 
For a comparison see the use of this range in Beethoven's Sonata 
Op.l0/3/ii, but also in Gruner's Sonata I/3/ii. Cf.Heuschneider/German 
p.163 
For a comparison see especially the various movements in the WUrttemberg 
Sonatas, e.g. l/i,iii, 3/i, ii, 5/i,iii and 6/L 
Grout : A History of Western Music, p.444. Grout refers here, however, 
to the Minuet of Symphony No.44 (written in canon at the octave) and 
to the Minuet and Trio of Symphony No.47 (written al rovescio). It is 
interesting to note that Haydn uses the same techniques in two symphonies 
and in two sonatas of the same period. Contrapuntal structures apparently 
occupied the composer's mind during these years, as other polyphonic 
forms also occur especially in the Finales of his String Quartets Op.20. 
291 For a detailed discussion of these ornaments and their execution see 
Haydn Vienna Urtext Edition, Preface Vol.I p.XVIII. 
30) Monn, Mann and Wagenseil use Siciliano movements not only in several of 
their Divertimenti and Sonatas but also in Suites as a replacement for 
the older Sarabande; Monn FK 52,55; Mann FX 92 and Wa8enseil Op.2/6. 
31) Quick moving figures are essential to the classical Presto Finale and 
make ·their early appearance in some closing movements of Italian pre-
classical composers, see Heuschneider/Italian p.40, 53. 
32) This stylistic development coincides with similar textural changes in the 
field of chamber music, especially within the string quartets of this 
period, viz. Op.20. 
33) It is inter8sting to note that figurative patterns found in 38/i b.33ff 
re-appear almost literally, tpough with an entirely different character, 
in the overture to Gluck's "Iphigf!nie en Aulide" (first performed in 
1774) where it emerges as a typical violinistic figure, see bars 29-39. 
For the interrelationship Gluck-Haydn cf.also Lando~Symphonies p.276,315. 
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34) It is interesting to compare the first part of the movement with the 
opening chorus "Komm holder Lenz" from the later Seasons, as Haydn seems 
to anticipate certain melodic lines and phrases as well as the turn into 
a minor mode. 
35) The consistent use of character vari~tion affecting short phrases has 
many parallels in the works of Mozart, whose music exerted an ever 
increasing influence on Haydn, especially from ca.1780 onwards. 
36) The elegant smoothening of this basically dotted rhythm becomes the more 
obvious if compared with the rigid character this rhythm has in the 
first subject of 36/i. 
37) Similar rhythmic patterns can also be found in Finale movements of some 
symphonies, e.g. No.42, 45 and 55. 
38) This term has been coined by Hugo Riemann in connection with certain 
mannerisms characteristic of the Mannheim orchestral idiom. 
39) 
40) 
41) 
As early as 1783 Haydn received some sonatas by Clementi, presumably 
Op.7 or Op.9 for which he expressed a high appreciation. See Newman/ 
Classic p.757f 
Cf.e.g. G.M.Monn FK 52/V, 57/ii,iii; J.C.Mann : FK 92/i a.o. 
Similarly expressive Sarabandes exist in the works of Handel and Haydn's 
baroque predecessors in Vienna, e.g. G.Muffat and J.J.FuX, but are 
hardly ever used by the masters of the Viennese Pre-Classical Period. 
42) This subject design has two striking parallels in Mozart's last 
symphonies, viz. K 543/Trio and K 551/ii. 
43) Cf.in this context Beethoven's Sonata Op.14/1/iii and Schubert's Sonata 
A major D.V.959 (Finale) 
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